






Business law is a highly complex, internationally intertwined and rapidly developing affair. Accordingly, it is 
essential to recognise the latest changes in the legal environment in a timely manner, establish appropriate 
strategic plans and look ahead to and position oneself for anticipated developments.

With this roadmap 12, we contribute to these processes from our own fi elds of expertise.
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You can’t play rugby or golf without knowing the basic rules of the game. Indeed, to play any game, not just 
sports, you must know its rules. And the player who knows the rules the best has a clear advantage over his 
competitors. Business is not so different. It may not be a game like those we play on a PC or a pitch. It’s a serious 
game, with a great deal depending on the outcome of each move. But, as with other games, success in business 
depends on one’s knowledge of the rules. The rules of business differ from those of other games. The rules of 
chess or football are fi xed; once you know them you don’t need to worry about them anymore. With business, 
however, not only are the rules more complicated but they are always in fl ux. The rulebook is thick, fi lled 
with non-binding guidelines to strict black-letter law, with national and international regulations, with directives and 
standards. And the rulebook is constantly being updated and amended, often unexpectedly.

Game is the central theme of roadmap 12, an annual Schoenherr publication. In it, our lawyers discuss what’s 
happening with the rulebook, identify expected rule changes, and provide critical insights and analyses of 
those developments. This autumn we started our LAWYERING Project, and this roadmap became a part of 
it. LAWYERING is a holistic concept that includes the skills, efforts, and attitudes required to be a well-rounded 
lawyer who provides clients with excellent legal services – including up-to-date information and advice about the 
rules of the game.

We hope you enjoy reading the articles in this year’s edition and looking at the artwork from the young Serbian artist, 
Igor Marsenić, whose pictures play on the theme of game. 
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New regulations

According to new Banking Law regulations, a credit ins-
titution operating in Poland through its branch may crea-
te a bank as a joint-stock company by making a contri-
bution in kind of all assets of the branch, if they 
constitute an enterprise or its organised part. But shares 
of the converted branch may be subscribed for only by a 
credit institution. Conversion requires filing an application 
to the Financial Supervision Authority (FSA) for a permit. 
The permit expires if no entry to the register of entrepre-
neurs is made within one year of permit delivery; the FSA 
may set a shorter period of at least six months for bank 
registration.

Upon registration, the bank starts its operation and the 
credit institution branch is struck off the register of entre-
preneurs ex officio. At that time the bank assumes all 
rights and obligations of the credit institution covered by 
branch activity. In particular, permits, licences and reliefs 
pass on to the bank, unless separate provisions or deci-
sions on permits, licences or reliefs provide otherwise or 
unless, prior to issuing the permit, an objection was 
raised by a body that granted a permit or licence.

The bank formed by way of credit institution branch con-
version must maintain a solvency ratio of at least 12% for 
the first 18 months of operation.

Purpose of amendments

The changes bring a risk that credit institution branches 
operating in Poland will have a significant share in the Po-
lish market or will operate on a relatively huge scale mea-
sured by assets or deposit or credit portfolios.1 The risk 
posed by such branches threatens both credit institutions 
and the Polish financial market. It may prove difficult to 
ensure effective supervision over the activities of a credit 
institution branch adequate to the scale of such activity, 
especially during times of fluctuation in financial markets. 
The form of a credit institution branch hinders effective 
supervision. Supervision over the activity of credit institu-
tions in Poland is exercised by the relevant home state 
supervisory authorities. The FSA has only a right to super-
vise a branch’s payment liquidity and may apply supervi-
sory measures only if the branch breaches Polish law.

Consequences of the bill

The main consequences of the bill are that, from a credit 
institution branch converting into a domestic bank as a 
joint-stock company, a new domestic bank emerges, the 
branch is closed and all rights and obligations of the cre-
dit institution covered by the branch activity are transfer-
red. Additionally, the FSA assumes supervisory powers 
over the branch converted into a bank. Another important 
consequence is the takeover of deposits collected within 

Poland: Changes in the Banking Law for 
Converting a Credit Institution Branch into a 

Joint Stock Company

On 14 July 2011 an amendment to the Polish Banking Law entered into force under 
which foreign branches of credit institutions may be converted into domestic banks 
as a joint-stock company.

1 As of 31 January 2011, 20 credit institution branches were operating in Poland with an asset value of PLN 55,822 mln: 4.8% of the assets of the entire banking sector in Poland.
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branch activity by the deposit guarantee system (Bank 
Guarantee Fund).

Conclusion

The amendments are welcome. They will bring financial 
stability to the domestic market and enhanced security 
to Polish depositors. From a legal perspective, Polish 
laws will become complementary to EU laws. The bill 
supplements binding regulations from EU law under 
which domestic banks may be converted into credit ins-
titution branches by way of cross-border merger. As a 
result a credit institution, through universal succession, 
assumes all rights and obligations of the domestic bank 
connected with bank activity. 

This means that if a bank runs a banking enterprise in 
Poland, and the taking over of a credit institution is inten-

ded to continue such activity, the branch will be created 
based on that enterprise. The new regulation enables a 
reverse process, ie, a domestic bank formed on the ba-
sis of a credit institution branch through universal suc-
cession by which the domestic bank assumes all rights 
and obligations of the credit institution connected with 
the branch’s activities in Poland.
 
The changes may also serve as an alternative for the cre-
dit institution itself, since branch conversion into a dome-
stic bank enables expansion of activity in Poland by (i) 
building trust in the local market and customers and (ii) 
by gaining additional means for development by capitali-
sing the bank (subscription for a new issue of shares) by 
a strategic partner. If the bank’s shares are sold after its 
creation, the branch conversion into the domestic bank 
may be treated as a way for a credit institution to with-
draw from the Polish market.

 The changes bring a risk that credit institution 
 branches operating in Poland will have a signifi-
cant share in the Polish market or will operate on a 
relatively huge scale measured by assets or deposit or 
credit portfolios.   



The decision, published in May 2011, held that a secu-
red party may sell pledged assets in non-voluntary 
auction even without having an execution title. The 
case concerned a different question, and the court’s 
comment on no need of execution title in non-volunta-
ry auctions is only briefl y mentioned in the reasoning of 
the judgment without elaboration.

The reasoning

The only available reasoning comes from specialised 
seminars held by a judge of the Czech Supreme Court 
and member of the senate deciding the above case. 
He has repeatedly mentioned that, in his view, one of 
the amendments to the Czech Civil Code effective from 
1 January 2001 indirectly amended the act on public 
auctions effective from 1 May 2000. Therefore, the res-
pective provision of the Czech Civil Code prevails over 
general provisions in the act on public auctions based 
on the rule lex posterior derogat legi priori. However, 
according to government legislative rules, only direct 
amendments are allowed in the Czech legal system. 

As per the reasoning of the judgment, the protective 
measure for the pledgor is to sue the secured party 

and auctioneer for inadmissibility of the sale of pledged 
assets according to Czech Civil Code by an action 
fi led within the statutory time period.

Constitutional Court interpretations

On the other hand, in 2005, the Czech Constitutional 
Court declared one provision of the act on public auc-
tions unconstitutional. At that time, the act on public 
auctions had two different regimes for realising a 
pledge depending on when the pledge was created. If 
the pledge was created before the effectiveness of the 
act on public auctions (1 May 2000) and the secured 
party issued an affi davit in proper form stating that it 
has a receivable against the debtor that is due but not 
paid and that is secured by a pledge, then no executi-
on title was required. If the pledge was created after 
the act on public auctions became effective, the exe-
cution title for the sale in public auctions was always 
required. 

The Czech Constitutional Court concluded that such a 
distinction is not rationally grounded and contradicts 
the principles of equality, and thus cancelled the provi-
sion allowing a sale without execution title. 

The act on public auctions stipulates that a secured party may sell pledged 
assets in non-voluntary public auctions only based on the execution title, ie, 
enforceable judicial or arbitral decision, notarial or executory deed, or any other 
enforceable decision whose judicial enforcement is allowed by law. It therefore 
seems that there is no room to discuss whether the secured party can sell the 
pledged assets in a non-voluntary auction without an execution title. But a recent 
Czech Supreme Court decision offered a surprising interpretation.

Czech Republic: Sneaky Revolution 
in the Sale of Pledged Assets  

Veronika Odrobinová / Petra Konečná

practice group banking, fi nance & capital markets
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The Czech Constitutional Court also considered whether 
it is in line with the principles of rule of law if the sale of 
pledged assets does not require an execution title. It 
concluded that it is not in line with the constitutional prin-
ciples or principles of the rule of law if the determination 
of whether the secured receivable exists, in which 
amount, and whether it is due, rests only with the auctio-
neer as an entrepreneur. It concluded that such a decis-
ion should be made only by a court or by a joint declara-
tion of the creditor and debtor.

However, the Czech Constitutional Court left aside the 
question of whether the pledgor may sue the secured 
party and auctioneer for inadmissibility of the sale of 
pledged assets under the Czech Civil Code. The out-
come of both court proceedings is basically the same. 
The Czech Constitutional Court only mentioned that this 
measure does not render the same intensity of protec-
tion, without offering an explanation.

Will the Supreme Court interpretation stand?

It is therefore questionable whether the interpretation of 
the Czech Supreme Court on the sale of pledged assets 
in public auctions will hold up before the Czech Constitu-
tional Court. 

Additional significant changes can be expected in the 
near future from the recodification of civil law, currently in 
the legislature. According to latest information, the new 
Czech Civil Code may be effective from 1 January 2014. 
Unlike the current legal regulation which allows the 
enforcement of the pledge only by the manners stipula-
ted in the statute, the new Czech Civil Code includes the 
possibility that the creditor agrees with the pledgor on 
how the pledge can be realised by the secured party. 
Only time will tell whether the recent decision of the 
Czech Supreme Court will allow secured parties to exer-
cise their rights more efficiently.

 It is questionable whether the interpretation of 
 the Czech Supreme Court on the sale of pledged  
assets in public auctions will hold up before the Czech 
Constitutional Court.    
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The “maximum sum” mortgage

A “maximum sum” mortgage (keretbiztosítéki jelzálog) is 
a special form of mortgage particularly used in financing 
practice as collateral to revolving facilities. A maximum 
sum mortgage may not only secure a specific claim (as a 
regular mortgage) but also any and all claims arising from 
a specific legal relationship between the parties, up to a 
maximum amount. Consequently, the maximum sum 
mortgage is a particularly flexible security, but this flexibi-
lity may also result in serious risks in certain banking 
transactions.

Mortgages in general are accessory (with the exception 
of the “independent” mortgage), ie, closely attached to 
the secured claim, and transferred by law if the under-
lying claim is transferred. This is an extremely beneficial 
feature enhancing the marketability of secured claims, 
as the transferees automatically receive a secured 
claim. 

Mixed signals from the courts

But long-standing Hungarian court practice is of the 
firm view that the maximum sum mortgage is connec-
ted to the legal relationship, and not the individual 
claims arising therefrom. Multiple recent precedents 
continue to confirm that the connection between the 
maximum sum mortgage and the individual claims is 
only indirect.

As a result of this approach, the automatic transfer of the 
mortgage described above will not apply in all cases: 
maximum sum mortgages can only transfer with the se-
cured legal relationship, but not with an individual claim. 
If only an individual claim is transferred without the trans-
fer of the entire secured legal relationship, the maximum 
sum mortgage will remain with the original beneficiary, 
and will continue to secure the original legal relationship. 
As the transferee may not be in the position to get new 
security from the obligor, the market value of such unse-
cured claims will be severely diminished.

Court practice is less unanimous in cases where the 
transfer of the individual claim takes place after the termi-
nation of the underlying legal relationship. The Hungarian 
Supreme Court held in an individual case that, if the un-
derlying legal relationship terminates, the maximum sum 
mortgage will not terminate, but will directly secure the 
residual individual claim(s). With the termination of the un-
derlying legal relationship the maximum sum mortgage 
will lose its original function and will transform into a regu-
lar mortgage securing the individual claim in the amount 
of such claim. The regular mortgage will thus also transfer 
automatically with the transfer of the individual claim. 

Still, the Supreme Court in another decision held that 
since the Hungarian Civil Code does not regulate the au-
tomatic transformation of a maximum sum mortgage into 
a regular mortgage, such transformation requires the 
specific agreement of the parties.

Hungary: Risk of Losing Collateral in a Transfer

The planned new Hungarian Civil Code is expected to bring significant changes to 
the Hungarian collateral system. The changes will hopefully eliminate certain defi-
ciencies in the current legislation pertaining to the maximum sum mortgage, one of 
the more popular collateral forms used in financing transactions.  

Gergely Szalóki

practice group banking, finance & capital markets
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 Long-standing Hungarian court practice is of the
 view that the maximum sum mortgage is connected to 
the legal relationship, and not the individual claims 
arising therefrom. If only an individual claim is trans- 
ferred without the transfer of the entire secured legal 
relationship, the maximum sum mortgage will remain 
with the original beneficiary, and will continue to
secure the original legal relationship.    

Conclusion

The current uncertainty in the statutory background and the 
court practice has created a situation that is clearly unsatis-

factory for both lenders and borrowers. Just like in a number 
of similar cases (eg, security trustee), practitioners expect the 
planned new Civil Code to provide the statutory background 
for a uniform, consistent, and market-friendly court practice. 
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Ukraine: Attempts to Implement Civilised 
Standards in Banking Supervision Create Yet 

Another Bureaucratic Barrier

Changes to the Banking Law

On 17 June 2011, changes to the Law of Ukraine on 
Banks and Banking Activity (Banking Law) entered into 
force. Pursuant to the new wording of Article 34 of the 
Banking Law, a person intending to acquire direct or in-
direct material (ie, 10, 25, 50 and 75%) participation in a 
Ukrainian bank must apply to the National Bank of Ukra-
ine (NBU) for approval of the acquisition at least three 
months before the acquisition. The shareholder control 
approval requirement is not new; these amendments 
have just further detailed the approval procedure and 
made it much stricter.

The new shareholder control approach to be applied in 
Ukraine for acquisition of material participation in banks 
requires the ultimate indirect holder of material participa-
tion to apply for approval. At the same time, it is neces-
sary to prove the good reputation of all intermediaries in 
the ownership structure, all members of the manage-
ment and supervisory boards of the acquirer, and all hol-
ders of a material participation in the acquirer itself.

The good news for foreign acquirers is that the new law 
contains a silent consent principle by which approval is 
deemed granted if the NBU does not respond within 
three months of the filing.

Headaches for foreign banks

The law also contains a provision that has caused dis-
may among representatives of foreign banks in Ukraine. 
The NBU only grants approval if it has entered into an 
agreement on cooperation with the banking supervision 
authority of the country in which a foreign acquirer of ma-
terial participation is registered. This provision was inclu-
ded into the Banking Law following a requirement of the 
IMF to implement Principle 25 of the Core Principles for 
Effective Banking Supervision (approved by the Basel 
Committee on Banking Supervision). However, Principle 
25 of the Core Principles for Effective Banking Supervisi-
on only requires supervisors to cooperate in exercising 
banking supervision; it does not require a written agree-
ment between the supervisors.

To date, the NBU has entered into agreements on co-
operation in banking supervision with the supervisors of 
Armenia, Belarus, China, Cyprus, Hungary, Latvia, Lithu-
ania, Luxembourg, Kyrgyzstan, Poland, Sweden, Turkey, 
and Russia. Thus, many foreign banking groups present 
in Ukraine (among which are large Austrian, Dutch, 
French, German, Greek, Italian, UK, and US banking 
groups) and most of the foreign banking groups conside-
ring buying direct or indirect participations in the Ukraini-
an banking business, are currently experiencing conside-

Denys Sytnyk

Following demands from international financial and other organisations, new share-
holder control procedures during acquisition of (direct or indirect) participation in 
Ukrainian banks and other financial institutions have recently been adopted. One 
question remains: Does the international community really want what was adopted?

practice group banking, finance & capital markets
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rable difficulties doing intra-group restructurings and 
increasing their material participations in their Ukrainian 
subsidiary banks. This situation may threaten the liquidi-
ty and solvency of foreign-owned Ukrainian banks. Mo-
reover, failure to obtain an approval to acquire participa-
tion may bring severe sanctions; for example, a penalty 
against the acquirer of 10% of the acquired share capi-
tal, or a penalty against the Ukrainian bank of 1% of its 
share capital.

The Ukrainian government is aware of the problem and 
we expect the situation to improve next year.

Amendments to the Financial Markets Law

Following the scheme adopted for banks, on 9 January 
2012, amendments to the Law of Ukraine on Financial 
Services and State Regulation of Financial Services Mar-
kets (Financial Markets Law) will enter into force. Pursu-
ant to the amended provisions, acquisition of 10, 25, 50 
and 75% direct or indirect control over financial compa-

nies (eg, leasing companies, insurance companies, cre-
dit unions, but not banks) must be approved by the Na-
tional Commission for Regulation of Financial Services 
Markets (Financial Services Commission). The new law 
covers acquisitions of control that take place after its ent-
ry into force. Unlike with banks, the shareholder control 
approval requirement did not exist in the past.

Neither the Banking Law nor the Financial Markets Law 
contain a detailed procedure with the forms to be filled 
out by the acquirers and the documents to be submitted 
to the respective Ukrainian regulators. Without a detailed 
procedure, it is currently impossible to comply with the 
law and be 100% certain to receive an approval.

The NBU and the Financial Services Commission have 
disclosed draft regulations with procedures and formali-
ties. Having participated in the public discussions on the 
regulations, we expect them to enter into force quite 
soon, hopefully reflecting our concerns and the concerns 
of our clients.

 The new Ukrainian shareholder control procedures 
 for financial institutions are undergoing substan-
tial reformation. They will have to be tested and adju-
sted throughout the entire 2012. The temporary gaps 
and controversies seem to be a fair price for having 
modern and internationally acceptable banking super-
vision laws.
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Accordingly, the FinSG – and the benefits of easy estab-
lishment of the security right, efficient enforceability of 
collateral, and certain exemptions from insolvency law 
provisions – is likely to apply to a significantly wider range 
of transactions. The amendment of the FinSG imple-
ments EU Directive 2009/44/EC, which amended the 
existing EU Financial Collateral Directive.

Former legal framework

Prior to the amendment, the personal scope of applica-
tion of the FinSG was limited to certain professional mar-
ket participants and was hence restricted to the inter-
bank market. In terms of the substantive scope of 
application, financial collateral exclusively comprised 
cash (ie, money that is represented by a credit to a desi-
gnated account but not physical cash) and financial inst-
ruments (ie, shares, bonds and other securities).

Extension of the personal scope

Following the amendment of the FinSG, either the colla-
teral taker or the collateral provider of a transaction under 
the FinSG regime must be a professional market partici-
pant. Professional market participants particularly inclu-
de public authorities, supranational financial market enti-
ties, financial institutions subject to supervision, central 
counterparties, settlement agents, clearing houses, and 

certain legal entities acting as trustees or representatives 
(eg, on behalf of bondholders). The counterparty on the 
other side may now be any legal person, sole proprietor-
ships (Einzelunternehmer), or partnership (Personenge-
sellschaft) outside of the banking industry (extension 
beyond the interbank market).

Extension of the substantive scope

From 30 June 2011, financial collateral to be provided 
under the FinSG regime may include not only cash and 
financial instruments but also credit claims. Such credit 
claims are defined as monetary claims resulting from an 
agreement whereby a financial institution grants credit, 
except cases in which the debtor to the agreement is a 
consumer, a micro, or a small enterprise. 

Credit claims may now effectively be used for the provisi-
on of collateral and increase the pool of available collate-
ral. Depending on the creditworthiness of the underlying 
debtor, security by way of credit claims may be attractive 
for a collateral taker.

No application of lex commissoria
An important practical aspect is that under the FinSG 
regime, the lex commissoria does not apply. Accordin-
gly, in the security agreement the parties may agree that 

The Austrian Act on Financial Collateral (Finanzsicherheiten-Gesetz; FinSG), 
which regulates the granting and enforcement of financial collateral arrangements 
between participants in the financial markets, has recently been amended with 
effect from 30 June 2011. Changes include the extension of the scope of appli-
cation of the law. 

Significantly Wider Scope of Application of the 
Austrian Act on Financial Collateral

Hemma Parsché / Christoph Moser

practice group banking, finance & capital markets
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a collateral taker may acquire (appropriate) the financial 
collateral and set off the value of the collateral against the 
secured obligations. The parties need to agree on the 
valuation of the financial collateral. In contrast, in con-
nection with regular pledges, such an acceleration clau-
se would not be permissible under Austrian law. The ex-
tension of the scope of application of the FinSG may thus 
also increase the practical application of such enforce-
ment arrangements.

Insolvency law aspects

Prior to the amendment, the FinSG was in particular 
used in transactions regarding repurchase agreements 
(repos), securities lendings, and OTC-derivatives. Given 
that the FinSG was initially enacted due to special practi-
cal needs of the financial markets for safety and stability 
(in respect of certain financial business segments), the 
extension of the scope of application to non-professional 
market participants can be criticised. On the one hand, 
large companies whose treasury departments engage in 
hedging of foreign exchange, interest, and commodity 
risks via derivatives may now rightly be enabled to di-
rectly participate in the financial collateral regime provi-
ded by the FinSG and, compared to the conventional 
civil law regime of pledges, may therewith reduce their 

transaction costs. On the other hand, since the extensi-
on of application beyond professional market partici-
pants does not provide for any limitations towards parti-
cular business segments, the FinSG now also applies to 
the whole credit business (if the type of security is sub-
ject to the FinSG).

In particular, the FinSG regime provides for the option to 
agree on an immediate realisation of the pledge if an insol-
vency, liquidation, or reorganisation proceeding is opened 
against the collateral provider or the secured party. The 
same applies for close out netting, which, under the 
FinSG, is protected from certain insolvency related inter-
ventions. The extension of the benefits regarding insolven-
cy law related exemptions is deemed justified by the 
needs of the financial markets (even if in part contrary to 
the general principle of equal treatment of creditors within 
insolvency proceedings). A collateral agreement may still 
be challenged under the Austrian Insolvency Code.

Outlook

In light of the above, the significantly wider (substantive 
and personal) scope of application of the FinSG is in ge-
neral justified and desirable under practical economic 
and legal rationales.

 An important practical aspect is that under the  
 FinSG regime, the lex commissoria does not apply.
Accordingly, in the security agreement the parties may 
agree that a collateral taker may acquire (appropri- 
ate) the financial collateral and set off the value of 
the collateral against the secured obligations. 
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When the most recent financial crisis hit the globe, busi-
nesses started to deteriorate everywhere. In Serbia, there 
was an addition issue: the economy’s internal problems. 
The result: many companies moving ever deeper into fi-
nancial troubles without a way out in sight. This may have 
been the crucial push behind the enactment of the Law – 
helping companies recover before insolvency hits.

The basics

The main idea behind financial restructuring of a compa-
ny is rearranging relations between a company facing fi-
nancial difficulties (ie, an overly indebted company or one 
unable to make payments) and its creditors. This is 
achieved by introducing a standstill on a strictly voluntary 
basis and with an active role of an institutional intermedi-
ary (eg, the Serbian Chamber of Commerce, indepen-
dent experts) between the company and its creditors.

The financial restructuring occurs if there are at least two 
banks (whether resident or non-resident in Serbia) and if 
the restructuring is to be conducted with respect to the 
claims/debts that the creditors and the debtor may freely 
dispose of. (It is interesting that a definition of “free dispo-
sal of claims” is nowhere to be found, or is a definition of 
“overly indebted”, “threat of being overly indebted”, etc.). 
Creditors that agree to participate in the restructuring 
must act in mutual cooperation and good faith, espe-
cially when it comes to creating all of the conditions for a 
successful restructuring.

The restructuring itself is marked by two phases and two 
separate agreements. First, a standstill is introduced 
through a written agreement between the creditors and 
debtor, temporarily preventing all creditors participating 
in the restructuring from enforcing or demanding settle-
ment of their claims (unless they must initiate court pro-
ceedings for statute of limitations reasons). No enforce-
ment procedures may be initiated, while those procedures 
already underway are suspended.

Secondly, financial restructuring is completed once the 
financial restructuring agreement has been executed, 
providing for some or all of the following recovery mea-
sures: payments in instalments, amendments to the 
maturity dates, amendments to the interest rates, debt 
discharge, debt equity swap, issuance of securities, 
and more.

Reorganisation in insolvency

At first sight, it seems that financial restructuring is similar 
to reorganisation in insolvency, a preventive compositi-
on. The preventive composition is also a measure for re-
covery of a debtor and is subject to an agreement bet-
ween the creditors and the debtor.

The two crucial differences between the two, however, 
are the moment of application of the reorganisation and 
the position of the creditors. In financial restructuring the-
re is a presumption of equal position of all participating 

Serbia: “Financial Restructuring” – A New 
Solution or Reorganisation in Insolvency?

Nikola Babić / Tanja Šumar

In May 2011 the Law on Consensual Financial Restructuring of the Companies 
(the Law) was enacted, bringing what appeared to be a new way out for the com-
panies facing financial difficulties.
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creditors, at least in proportion to the amounts of their 
claims against the debtor (unless otherwise agreed bet-
ween the creditors). Preventive composition, converse-
ly, brings a division of creditors into ranks which are set 
out in a distinct hierarchy, like in bankruptcy procee-
dings. Furthermore, with financial restructuring, only 
those creditors who executed the appropriate agree-
ments are included in its effects and measures. Under a 
preventive composition procedure, on the other hand, a 
reorganisation plan is adopted if approved by a simple 
majority of creditors within each of their ranks. An adop-
ted reorganisation plan further regulates all of the rela-
tions between the debtor and its creditors, most impor-

tantly, including those creditors who voted against the 
plan but were outnumbered.

Conclusion

Even though financial restructuring is different than reor-
ganisation in insolvency and has recently been introdu-
ced into Serbian law, it is not completely unknown. In 
fact, the legislative act enacting the Law simply shaped 
something that already existed in practice into a legal 
norm. However, as the by-laws have yet to be enacted, 
implementation of this Law is currently cumbersome and 
its full effects are yet to be seen.

 In financial restructuring there is a presumption 
 of equal position of all participating creditors, 
at least in proportion to the amounts of their claims 
against the debtor (unless otherwise agreed between 
the creditors). Preventive composition, conversely, 
brings a division of creditors into ranks which are 
set out in a distinct hierarchy, like in bankruptcy 
proceedings. 
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The FCPA, which prohibits active bribery of foreign public 
officials, applies to two broad categories of persons: tho-
se with formal ties to the US (stock listing, citizenship, 
residency, or incorporation) and those who take actions 
in furtherance of an FCPA violation while in the US. Thus, 
many European companies are at risk of facing an FCPA 
investigation. The first question they must ask when con-
fronted with a SEC subpoena is whether communication 
with their attorneys is privileged and thus protected.

Austrian attorney-client privilege

In Austria, a lawyer’s obligation to secrecy is a vital to the 
exercise of the legal profession. According to Section 9 
para 2 RAO of the Austrian Lawyers Code (Rechtsan-
waltsordnung) the lawyer is bound to professional secre-
cy in matters confided to him or have otherwise became 
known to him in his capacity as a lawyer and whose con-
fidentiality is in the interest of his client. This duty of con-
fidentiality is recognised by Austrian criminal law, which 
prohibits criminal authorities from confiscating privileged 
communication and allows a lawyer to refuse to testify 
against his client.

US attorney-client privilege

In the US, the scope of the attorney-client privilege is 
defined by federal common law. It protects confidential 
communication between a lawyer and his client. Howe-
ver, unlike in Austria, disclosing an attorney-client com-
munication to a third party might waive the privilege as to 
the entire subject matter of the communication.

Which law applies?

To date, there is no clear criminal case law providing 
guidance on which privilege laws apply if – from a US-
law perspective – client data is located in a foreign 
country. Some guidance comes from patent litigation 
cases, where US courts have asked two questions: (i) 
whether foreign or US law applies to the privilege ques-
tion, and (ii) whether, under the applicable law, the privi-
lege protects the communication in question.

To resolve the first question, in instances where the alle-
ged privileged communications took place in a foreign 
country or involved foreign attorneys or proceedings, 
courts defer to the law of the country that has the “pre-
dominant or the most direct and compelling interest in 
whether those communications should remain confi-
dential”. That country may be the foreign country in 
which the communications took place. This analysis is 
referred to as the touching base test or the contact ana-
lysis. The factors considered are whether the relevant 
communications involved US attorneys, whether the cli-
ent was a US resident attempting to protect a US right, 
and whether the proceedings at issue takes place in the 
US. The second question is then resolved by evaluating 
the applicable privilege laws.

Against this backdrop, there is a substantial risk that 
only US privilege laws (including the rather strict waiver 
rules as described above) will apply with respect to all 
attorney-client communications related to the FCPA in-
vestigation. Therefore, the first step for a company 

Legal Privilege in Transnational Bribery 
Investigations by US Authorities
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Armed with the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), US authorities have 
stepped up their efforts to fight transnational bribery.
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faced with an FCPA investigation by must be to ensure 
compliance with US attorney-client privilege rules. 
Otherwise, it might accidentally waive its privilege with 

respect to all communications relating to the investiga-
tion by providing the US authorities with a privileged 
document.  

 There is a substantial risk that only US privilege 
 laws (including the rather strict waiver rules) 
will apply with respect to all attorney-client commu-
nications related to the FCPA investigation. 

Introduction

It is not long since the UK was sharply criticised by the 
OECD for its failure to bring its anti-bribery laws into line 
with its international obligations under the OECD Anti-
Bribery Convention. In 2010 the UK government reacted 
to this criticism by passing an extraordinarily strict anti-
corruption law, the UK Bribery Act. 

The UK Bribery Act came into force on 1 July 2011. It 
covers bribery in the private as well as in the public sec-
tor and (unlike many anti-bribery laws in the CEE-region), 
does not provide any monetary limits up to which a per-
son can offer gifts without being held criminally liable. For 
the purposes of the Act, a bribe is effectively the giving or 

receiving (or the offer or promise to do so) of a financial 
or other advantage with the intention of bringing about 
the “improper performance of a function or activity”.

Bribery is punishable by a prison sentence of up to 10 
years for individuals and unlimited monetary fines for  
corporations.

Scope of application

The law applies to anybody who commits an offence (i) at 
least partly in England and Wales, Scotland or Northern 
Ireland or (ii) outside the UK but who has a close connec-
tion to the UK. A person is considered to have a “close 
connection” with the UK if he or she is:

The UK Bribery Act

On 1 July 2011 the UK Bribery Act, commonly referred to as the “US Foreign Cor-
rupt Practices Act on Steroids”, came into force. It does not differentiate between 
bribery in the public and in the private sector, and it introduces a completely new 
corporate offence with a very broad extraterritorial reach, forcing companies around 
the globe to reassess their approach to bribery.  
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(i) a British citizen, British overseas territories citizen,  
 British National Overseas citizen, or British Overseas  
 citizen;
(ii) a person who under the British Nationality Act 1981 
 was a British subject or British protected person 
 within the meaning of that Act;
(iii) an individual ordinarily resident in the UK;
(iv) a body incorporated under the law of any part of the  
 UK; or
(v) a Scottish partnership.

Further, the Act introduces a new corporate offence for fai-
lure by a commercial organisation to prevent a bribe being 
paid or received on its behalf. A company will be guilty of 
failing to prevent bribery if a bribe was paid by a person 
associated with the company, unless it can show that it 
had “adequate procedures” in place to prevent the bribery.

Associated persons could include employees, agents, 
contractors, suppliers performing services rather than 
simply acting as a seller, joint ventures where the bribe is 
paid for a member of the joint venture with the intention 
of benefitting that member, and subsidiaries if the bribe 
was made to benefit the parent company. 

Application of corporate offences

A corporate offence can be committed by a “relevant 
commercial organisation” only. The Act defines a “rele-
vant commercial organisation” as:

(i) a body or partnership incorporated or formed in the 
 UK irrespective of where it carries on a business; or 
(ii) an incorporated body or partnership which carries on 
 a business or part of a business in the UK irrespective 
 of the place of incorporation or formation.

Thus, the key element is the “carrying on of a business”. 
UK courts are the final arbiter as to when an organisation 
“carries on a business” in the UK considering the facts of 
the case. Whether bodies incorporated or partnerships 
formed outside the UK can be regarded as carrying on a 
business in any part of the UK will be answered by ap-
plying a common sense approach. The UK Minister of 
Justice stated that the government anticipates this to 
mean that organisations that do not have a demonstra-
ble business presence in the UK would not qualify as 
relevant commercial organisations within the meaning of 
the Act. 

 A company will be guilty of failing to prevent bri- 
 bery if a bribe was paid by a person associated 
with the company, unless it can show that it had “ade- 
quate procedures” in place to prevent the bribery.  
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In respect of civil liabilities, the CO is liable for damages 
affecting the company or third parties for wilful derelic-
tion of duties. Due to the employee privilege based on 
the Austrian Employee Liability Act, the CO is not liable 
for accidents or excusable poor performance.

Criminal liability of the CO

Dereliction of duty under administrative law

In Austria, the potential for a CO’s criminal liability begins 
at the point where his or her duties and responsibilities 
have been definitively standardised by law. This is the 
case in certain administrative regulations, such as in 
Sec. 18 of the Austrian Securities Supervision Act (Wert-
papieraufsichtsgesetz; WAG) and Sec. 82, para 5 of the 
Austrian Stock Exchange Act (Börsegesetz; BörseG). 
The administrative law mandates that a company estab-
lish a permanent, independent compliance function to 
ensure compliance with certain WAG or BörseG regula-
tions. The duties, responsibilities, and functions of the 
CO must therefore be circumscribed by the law. They 
specifically affect the protections afforded to investors 
and customers, the guidance and information to em-
ployees and executive management, quality assurance, 
and supervisory and reporting duties.

The CO thus assumes a guarantor position as defined in 
Sec. 2 of the Austrian Criminal Code (ACC). This means 

that, by virtue of the obligations affecting the CO as 
standardised in the legal system, he must conduct him-
self/herself to avert the successful performance of a 
criminal act (eg, by a company employee) or to immedi-
ately notify executive management of the act. So, the 
CO may be culpable if, with full knowledge of an em-
ployee’s criminal act within the company, the CO does 
nothing. To avoid criminal liability, the CO must at a min-
imum report the criminal act to executive management.

Liability for violation of the anti-corruption 
and cartel law

If a CO is exclusively responsible for the areas of anti-
corruption and/or antitrust, then the guarantor role of 
the CO is debatable. Anti-corruption and antitrust are 
legal domains in which Austrian legislators have im-
posed no obligations on companies to take active 
measures for preventing criminal acts or cartel-related 
infringements. If the company assigns compliance du-
ties and responsibilities to the CO for adherence to the 
anti-corruption and cartel law, then this is predicated 
on the voluntary discretion of the company, without a 
legal obligation existing to do so. At this time, Austria’s 
legal position merely intends to mitigate or dispense 
with the company’s penalty or liability if a CO within the 
company is able to demonstrate that suitable preventa-
tive measures against such types of legal infringements 
exist.

Austria: Compliance Officer Liability – 
Is There a Way Out?

A compliance officer (CO) is liable for criminal conduct within the company if the 
CO can be charged with dereliction of duties and wilfully and knowingly took, or 
failed to take, action. Liability strongly depends, however, on the contractual arran-
gement of the CO’s position, which must be assessed on a case-by-case basis. 
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Still, the implementation of a compliance programme, 
together with the installation of a CO, is recommended, 
from both the legislature and the doctrine and jurispru-
dence.

Thus, the law does not govern whether the CO is ac-
corded a guarantor role in the area of anti-corruption 
and anti-trust. As of yet, no Supreme Court ruling exists 
on this issue. From the doctrinal standpoint, the employ-
ment contract or description of duties may give an indi-
cation of the guarantor role, because these documents 
set forth the duties, responsibilities and authorities of the 
CO. In this respect, it is essential that the CO has in fact 
assumed these assignments.

The following attributes are indicative of the CO’s guar-
antor role:
• an express circumscription of any conduct subject to  
 penalty, which the CO must counteract;
• the authorities to issue directives and commands to 
 company employees; 
• the authority to enforce disciplinary action against  
 employees;
• inspection, access, and informational rights;
• a contractually defined disclosure obligation towards 
 a supervisory body or penal authority; 
• special reporting duties to executive management.

From a practical viewpoint, the CO’s guarantor role must 
be assumed if the general responsibilities are agreed as 
follows:
• assess legal compliance risks and advise on compli- 
 ance matters;
• conduct internal compliance audits;
• ensure proper reporting of violations;
• act as an independent review and evaluation body, to 
 ensure that compliance issues are being appropri- 
 ately evaluated, investigated, and resolved;
• respond to alleged violations of legal standards, reg- 
 ulations, and laws;
• respond to queries, detected offenses, develop cor- 
 rective action, and report findings;
• decide together with other senior managers on con- 
 sequences of accountability violations.

If a CO who is tasked with preventing corruption within 
the company, and who is assigned a guarantor role ac-
cordingly, intentionally fails to act, despite having knowl-

edge of the practice of gift-giving to officeholders, then 
such failure could lead to a punishable accessory in-
volvement through omission in the prevention of bribing 
officeholders (Secs. 12, 307 ACC). The same would ap-
ply to knowledge of arrangements in the granting of 
contracts that would impede competition (Secs. 12, 
168b ACC). In this respect, it suffices that the CO seri-
ously considered the realisation of a criminal act to be 
possible and yet accepted it.

As to the impunity of the CO, in general terms, it should 
be sufficient that the CO has met his or her reporting and 
notification duties towards the executive management 
bodies or another superior (provided that the CO has 
knowledge of a punishable incident at the company and 
the taking up of such matters would fall within his or her 
sphere of responsibility).

This matter should not be influenced by the question of 
whether the CO has effectively prevented the occur-
rence of an offence. Determinative is whether, depend-
ing on the CO’s training and prior knowledge of the mat-
ter, the CO bears any culpability because he or she 
misjudged an incident within the company and therefore 
did not meet the notification duty.

In sum, a CO’s liability largely hinges on the contractual 
arrangement between the employer and the CO. All 
contractual amendments or new arrangements of the 
CO’s activities and duties as CO should thus be as-
sessed individually.

Civil liability of the CO

Compensatory damages by the CO to the employer or 
third party must be judged according to the general prin-
ciples of the Austrian Employee Liability Act (Dienstneh-
merhaftpflichtgesetz; DHG). Accordingly, the CO is not 
liable for excusable poor performance or for oversight 
(employee privilege). The employer may not, therefore, 
take recourse against the CO if a third party is asserting 
a claim against the employer.

The court may mitigate damages caused by minor or 
gross negligence by the CO.

A criminal conviction of the CO due to intentional ac-
cessory acts to a criminal action frequently serves as 
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the basis for employer or third party damages claims. 
In the event of negligence, the above-described privi-
lege does not benefit the CO under the DHG: the CO is 
fully liable.  

In the event of liability towards third parties, it is also 
significant whether the CO has omitted or resorted to 
certain measures with the mutual agreement of superi-
ors that ultimately led to third party damages. 

 The compliance officer may be culpable if, with full 
 knowledge of an employee’s criminal act within the 
company, he or she does nothing. To avoid criminal li- 
ability, the compliance officer must at a minimum report 
the criminal act to executive management.
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This reluctance is particularly due to: (i) unfamiliarity with 
co-determined boards (13 jurisdictions within the EU and 
US company laws lack co-determination), (ii) lack of cla-
rity of the economic impact of co-determination, and (iii) 
the particularities of co-determination in the various juris-
dictions, as co-determination is the result of cultural and 
socio-political developments shaping a specific equilibri-
um of interests. 

Nevertheless, as this article will show, the obligation to 
set up an SB in a GmbH should not be ignored, as both, 
the management and the shareholders might be on the 
hook in case of non-compliance.

The role of the supervisory board

The core function of the SB – apart from appointing and 
recalling the management board (Vorstand) of an AG – is 
to control, supervise, and counsel the management. This 
role should not be underestimated. It is particularly im-
portant in challenging economic times when the mid- 
and long-term strategic role of the SB is supplemented 

by its involvement in short-term management. An expe-
rienced, insightful, and versatile SB is an important match 
for and addition to the operational role of the manage-
ment. Such an SB is an asset to the company and bene-
fits both management and shareholders.

Legal consequences of not 
establishing a supervisory board

Still, since a SB is not mandatory in a GmbH, it can 
happen in practice (especially in closely-held compa-
nies) that no SB is established. What are the potential 
legal consequences, apart from the obvious downside  
that management lacks its most important “sparring 
partner”?

First, there is the risk of potential liability of the managing 
directors towards the company. One could argue that 
such exposure is theoretical – no relevant case law 
exists. While that may be the case in good times, the tide 
could quickly turn once the economic sea gets rough. In 
the event of insolvency, the insolvency administrator will 

Austria: A Good Supervisory Board 
may be an Asset to a Company – But what 

Happens if no Board is Set Up?
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By law, every Austrian stock corporation (Aktiengesellschaft; AG) must have a
supervisory board (Aufsichtsrat; SB). This is not the case, however, in a limited 
liability company (Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung; GmbH). For an Austrian 
GmbH, a SB is required only if applicable thresholds (most importantly, the work-
force of the GmbH and controlled subsidiaries exceeds 300, or in some cases 500) 
are triggered. If a SB must be established, the works council is generally entitled to 
nominate 1/3 of its members. In practice, however, many investors are reluctant to 
establish an SB.
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certainly look at every available option to recover funds 
for the estate, and if failure to set up a supervisory board 
played a part, he may test that option too.

Secondly, looking at historical parliamentary materials, 
it is clear that the rules on the SB in the GmbH were 
introduced not only to increase protection of sharehol-
ders but also to improve the company’s creditors’ posi-
tion. It could thus be argued that the rules requiring a 
GmbH to have an SB are generally applicable protec-
tion laws with third-party effect. If that view were upheld, 
there may be grounds for a direct claim by creditors 
against the company and its shareholders in case of 
non-compliance.

Thirdly, for companies belonging to a larger group, there 
may be capital markets implications. Even if a GmbH its-
elf cannot list on a stock exchange under Austrian law, 
the GmbH may have issued bonds, or its parent may be 
listed or have issued securities trading on a regulated 
market. The news that a transaction in a subsidiary went 
wrong is bad enough to disclose by itself. If, however, 
one is forced to admit that the appropriate control me- 
 

chanisms (including a SB) were not in place, your com-
pliance record may well be in tatters.

Lastly, for companies whose annual consolidated finan-
cial statements are subject to a (voluntary or mandatory) 
audit, there may be another important rule to note. Under 
Sec 269 of the Austrian Enterprise Act (Unternehmens-
gesetzbuch; UGB), as part of the annual audit, it is the 
auditor’s duty to verify general compliance by the com-
pany with “applicable laws and related provisions of the 
articles”. Pursuant to Sec 274 UGB, the auditor must 
report whether and to what extent the audited accounts 
“are in compliance with applicable laws and regulations”.

Now, admittedly, the auditor’s role is focused on a review 
of the books and records of the company, the preparati-
on of the financial statements, and their compliance with 
(under the UGB) Austrian GAAP. But recently auditors 
more frequently request legal opinions as to compliance 
with the obligation to set up an SB. Moreover, as the go-
ing gets tougher and auditors of insolvent firms increasin-
gly find themselves in the spotlight, is that a bet that pru-
dent management and shareholders really want to take?

 Depending on the interpretation of the law, there 
 may be grounds for a direct claim by creditors 
against the company and its shareholders.
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Overview

Overcoming so-called “agency problems” occupies cen-
tre stage in corporate law. Generally speaking, whenever 
an agent acts on behalf of a principal, the problem arises 
that the agent does not necessarily share the principal’s 
interests or act accordingly. With regard to corporate 
law, conflicts of interest must be addressed between (i) 
managers and shareholders, (ii) controlling and minority 
shareholders, and (iii) shareholders and non-shareholder 
constituencies. This is especially true for corporate re-
structurings (eg, mergers, demergers, etc.). Corporate 
law around the world attempts to mitigate the opportu-
nism related to corporate restructurings.

With that said, this articles shows how the Austrian law 
on stock corporations (Aktiengesellschaften) and limited 
liability companies (Gesellschaften mit beschränkter Haf-
tung) assigns the roles between managers and sharehol-
ders in the context of corporate restructurings.

Managerial power

Austrian stock corporations and limited liability compa-
nies are governed by their management. However, the 
law reserves certain fundamental decisions to the share-
holders. Shareholders have more say in limited liability 
companies than in stock corporations.

For fundamental decisions that require the involve-
ment of shareholders, management has the duty to 
prepare shareholder decisions and implement share-
holder resolutions.  

Further, the management power (Geschäftsführer) of an 
Austrian limited liability company can be restricted by 
shareholders’ directives (compare section 20 para 1 of 
the Austrian Limited Liability Companies Act [GmbH-Ge-
setz]). In contrast, the management board (Vorstand) of 
an Austrian stock corporation cannot, in general, be 
bound by shareholders’ directives.

Shareholders’ resolutions approving 
corporate restructurings

Usually, corporate restructurings must be approved by 
the company’s shareholders (compare section 221 of the 
Austrian Stock Corporation Act [Aktiengesetz], section 8 
of the Austrian Law on Demergers [Spaltungsgesetz]). 
The management is typically obliged to inform the share-
holders about the envisaged restructuring and prepare 
the shareholders’ meeting approving the restructuring. 
Certain intragroup restructurings do not, however, requi-
re shareholder approval.

Once the restructuring is approved by the company’s 
shareholders the management no longer has the discre-
tion to decide whether it will proceed with the restructu-
ring or not but is obliged to implement the shareholders’ 
resolution and complete the restructuring. If the manage-
ment does not comply with the shareholders’ resolution 
it risks facing indemnity claims and being ousted.

Shareholders’ directives 

Must shareholders wait until management decides to un-
dertake a corporate restructuring? 

Austria: Corporate Governance in the Context 
of Corporate Restructurings
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The answer is straightforward for an Austrian limited lia-
bility company. As mentioned, the managers of an Aust-
rian limited liability company are bound by shareholders’ 
directives. Shareholders can thus take the initiative by 
adopting a resolution directing the company’s manage-
ment to carry out restructuring measures.

The issue is more complicated with Austrian stock cor-
porations. Contrary to shareholders of limited liability 
companies, shareholders of stock corporations cannot, 
in principle, exert their influence on the company’s ma-
nagement by way of directives. However, as shown abo-
ve, the management board’s managerial power does not 
encompass fundamental decisions, including most cor-
porate restructurings. As a consequence, the above re-
marks concerning limited liability companies generally 
hold true for stock corporations as well. Shareholders of 
stock corporations can therefore issue directives deman-
ding corporate restructurings. In this case the manage-
ment board must comply with the share-holders’ directi-
ve and conduct the restructuring.

Exclusion of liability

The fact that the management has acted in compliance 
with a shareholders’ resolutions usually leads to the ex-

clusion of liability vis-à-vis the company (section 25 para 
5 of the Austrian Limited Liability Companies Act, section 
84 para 4 of the Austrian Stock Corporation Act).

Supervisory board

Finally, supervisory boards (Aufsichtsräte), if established, 
play a crucial rule in most corporate restructurings. They 
usually have two duties: (i) examine the corporate restruc-
turing and report about their findings, and (ii) participate in 
the appointment of an expert auditing the restructuring.

Conclusion

Austrian stock corporations and Austrian limited liability 
companies are governed by their management. Howe-
ver, in the context of corporate restructurings, the 
management’s managerial power is restricted by share-
holders’ resolutions.

In most cases corporate restructurings must be appro-
ved by the company’s shareholders. Further, sharehol-
ders of Austrian stock corporations or limited liability 
companies can generally seize the initiative and adopt a 
resolution directing the company’s management to carry 
out a corporate restructuring.   

 Austrian stock corporations and Austrian limited 
 liability companies are governed by their manage- 
ment. However, in the context of corporate restructu- 
rings, the management’s managerial power is restricted 
by shareholders’ resolutions. 
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Background

During the financial crisis we learned throughout Europe that 
the approval of actions of managing directors (Geschäfts-
führer), executive board members (Vorstandsmitglieder) and 
supervisory board members (Aufsichtsratsmitglieder) is not 
a matter of course. For example, in 2010, the shareholders 
of Swiss high street bank UBS denied to approve the su-
pervisory board’s actions. And Austrian Volksbank AG’s 
general assembly refused to grant approval to its CEO and 
vice-CEO. Such denials often mean a vote of no confidence 
and not uncommonly come with a claim of damages. 

Both supervisory and management board members thus 
attach high importance to such a decision. On the one 
hand, the approval demonstrates the shareholders’ confi-
dence in the board member’s actions (this applies in parti-
cular to large publicly traded corporations where the annu-
al general meeting is the single point of contact between 
shareholders and board members). Equally important, 
board members often assume that the approval of their 
actions releases them from potential liability claims raised 
by shareholders, the company, and/or third parties. This is 
not necessarily the case. 

Legal effects of the approval of actions 
related to the corporation

The approval of management or supervisory board 
members’ actions is an integral part of every regular ge- 
 

neral assembly of a limited liability company (GmbH) or 
a shareholders’ meeting of a stock corporation (AG). 
The approval has two main effects: (i) it is a “lump autho-
risation” for past business activities of the company’s 
management and (ii) according to main doctrine and de-
cisions of the Austrian Supreme Court, it is above all an 
act of faith for the future. To some extent the approval 
also hinders the enforcement of claims against board 
members.

The approval releases the company’s management from 
liabilities only to the extent the shareholders were able to 
recognise possible claims by the documents brought to 
their attention. Privately aggregated information has to 
be considered equivalent only if it was available to all 
shareholders.

Concerning the concrete effects of the approval, a limi-
ted liability company must be distinguished from a stock 
corporation.

Limited liability company

Under article 35 Limited Liability Companies Act 
(GmbHG), the approval precludes any claims against 
board members. So, as explained above, the preclusion 
covers only facts and circumstances comprised by the 
documents presented to the shareholders. Even in this 
case, an overruled minority may still allege their claims for 
the company and against the management.

Austria: The Legal Effects of the Approval 
of Management and Supervisory 

Board Members’ Actions
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Is the approval of board member actions an effective relief from liability or a mere 
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Stock corporation

Article 104 of the Austrian Stock Corporation Act (AktG) 
seems to provide for the possibility of granting unlimited 
approval of board member actions, but the requirements 
for approval are more stringent. As a rule the approval 
concerns the liability of board members only in exceptio-
nal cases. In addition to the conditions indicated above 
(knowledge of all relevant facts and circumstances), ar-
ticles 84 and 99 AktG state that the company can waive 
or settle claims against its executive and supervisory 
board members only on two more conditions: the elapse 
of a period of five years and no contradiction of at least 
20% of the share capital is raised. Pursuant to a decision 
of the Austrian Supreme Court, the five-year limit does 
not apply only in case all shareholders agreed to grant 
approval. 

Legal effects for corporate creditors
 
It is usually the creditors who vigorously pursue their (al-
leged) claims – primary against the company but also 
against individual members of the management, or even 
against the whole management team. The creditors are 
backed by articles 10 and 25 GmbHG and article 84 

AktG, all of which greatly restrict the effects of the appro-
val. According to these articles, the approval (as well as 
compromise agreements and renouncements) of the 
company towards its managing director(s), executive 
and supervisory board members does not take effect, or 
becomes ineffective, if the surrogate/refund is needed to 
satisfy the company’s creditors – a situation occurring 
mainly in insolvencies. This means that the approval is 
worth the least when it is most important for the individu-
al management member or the entire management 
team. Indeed, it then may be worthless.

Conclusion

The approval of board members’ actions is a good indi-
cator of whether the shareholders of a limited liability 
company or a stock corporation are pleased with the 
managing directors, executive board members and su-
pervisory board members. But in very few cases is the 
approval well suited to exclude potential liabilities for 
business management measures. For third parties (such 
as creditors) the approach is even stricter. If the asserted 
claim is needed to satisfy third parties, even an effective 
approval does not produce the desired legal effects to-
wards the third parties.

 The approval might become worthless when it is most 
 important for the individual management member or 
the entire management team - against third parties.
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1  Sec 65/5 Austrian Stock Corporation Act
2  Ruling “Telekom Austria” by the Austrian Takeover Commission dated 30 November 2010 (ÜbK 30.11.2010 GZ 2010/3/4-10)

The financial crisis caused generally lower stock prices. Fur-
thermore, cost discipline, disposals of non-core businesses, 
and restraint of industrial companies in costly M&A transac-
tions (resulting from increased risk awareness of boards and 
uncertainties in the valuations of potential targets) have left 
industrial companies with substantial excess liquidity to 
spend. Many companies have considered using, or have 
used, excess liquidity for share repurchase programmes, 
taking advantage of the lower prices of their own stock.

Takeover law implications

Apart from corporate law requirements, the purchase or 
holding of treasury shares by a listed company has signifi-
cant takeover law implications relevant for the listed com-
pany, its shareholder base, and potential investors. Tre-
asury shares are non-voting1 and thus impact the share 
quota and voting power of all shareholders. Moreover, tre-
asury shares are not included in the calculation of the total 
share capital for the purpose of determining the relevant 
control thresholds under Austrian takeover law, ie, whe-
ther a shareholder exceeds the control thresholds of 30% 
or 50%, or the creeping threshold of 2%.

The ATC ruling

This aspect has been highlighted by a recent ruling by the 
Austrian Takeover Commission (ATC)2. The ATC conside-
red an intended treasury share repurchase programme of 
Telekom Austria AG in which the Austrian state holding 
ÖIAG is a core-shareholder currently holding a participati-
on of 28.42%. The ATC held that any increase of treasury 
shares will impact the calculation of the relevant control 
thresholds under Austrian takeover law as the non-voting 
treasury shares are excluded from the calculation in deter-
mining the relative share quota of the core shareholder. For 
purposes of the relevant takeover law threshold calculati-
ons, such share quota would be proportionally “elevated” 
from the current level by an increase of treasury shares of 
the listed company. The intended increase in treasury sha-
res by Telekom Austria would elevate the relevant share 
quota of the core-shareholder from below 29% to above 
30%, triggering an MTO of the core-shareholder (unless 
the core-shareholder qualified for an exemption under the 
Takeover Act). The core-shareholder argued that the ex-
ception under Sec 22b Takeover Act should apply (“passi-
ve” acquisition of control) since the core shareholder did 
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not purchase any shares but would be forced into an 
MTO-event by the target company´s behaviour.

“Passive” acquisition did not apply

The ATC ruled that the “passive” acquisition of control-
exception did not apply because the exception required 
that: (i) the person having acquired a controlling interest 
has not caused the MTO-event to occur by taking any 
action at a time close to the bid, in particular, by acquiring 
shares, and (ii) at the time of acquiring, the shares would 
not have had to expect the acquisition of a controlling in-
terest. The ATC held that, in general, a shareholder must 
always expect a repurchase of treasury shares by a listed 
company. The ATC further held that in the specific case 
the core-shareholder had indeed taken actions at a time 
close to the bid. The core-shareholder had voted on the 
authorisation of the treasury share repurchase program-
me in the shareholders’ meeting, and the members of the 
supervisory board nominated by the core-shareholder 
had voted in favour of the actual repurchase. These qua-
lified as actions at a time close to the bid.

The core-shareholder could thus not rely on the so-called 
“passive” acquisition of control–exemption. If the core-
shareholder exceeded the control threshold of 30% due to 
the company´s purchase of treasury shares, an MTO would 
be triggered unless the core-shareholder qualified for ano-
ther exemption under the Takeover Act.3 Telekom Austria 
eventually chose not repurchase any additional treasury 
shares. In the pertinent case, the ATC ruled on a fact situa-
tion where a core-shareholder was close to the 30%-MTO 
threshold. The impact of treasury shares is, however, also 
relevant when calculating whether a shareholder reaches or 

exceeds the 2% “creeping” thresholds between 30% and 
50% during 12-month intervals, thereby triggering an MTO. 
Given the impact of treasury shares on “control threshold” 
calculations under Austrian takeover law, any shareholder 
of or investor in a listed target needs to consider the rele-
vance of treasury shares in stake building. Moreover, a lis-
ted company that does not want to force a core-sharehol-
der into an MTO may be practically restricted from 
purchasing treasury shares up to the maximum legal limit of 
10% of the listed company´s share capital. 

Requirements and limitations

The following requirements and limitations must also be 
weighed when the board of a target company considers 
the use of treasury shares as a “defence” measure. As a 
preventive measure, treasury shares can be acquired under 
an authorisation by the shareholders meeting.4 Due to the 
board neutrality rule under Austrian takeover law, once the 
intention of a bidder as to a possible takeover has become 
public, the purchase of treasury shares by the target com-
pany to defend the hostile takeover bid by using an earlier 
shareholder authorisation relating to treasury shares requi-
res a renewed authorisation by the shareholders meeting. 
Moreover, treasury shares already held by the target com-
pany will eventually increase the relative voting power of the 
successful bidder given the non-voting treasury shares. 

Finally, the later placement of treasury shares must be 
made by observing the equal treatment of shareholders,5 
for example by a sale on the market. The placement of tre-
asury shares with a “white knight” may thus not be a viable 
alternative and further compromises the use of treasury 
shares as an effective defence measure of the target board.

 Apart from corporate law requirements, the purchase 
 or holding of treasury shares by a listed company
has significant takeover law implications relevant for 
the listed company, its shareholder base, and poten- 
tial investors. 
3  In the non-binding ruling, the ATC left open, however, whether the core-shareholder could rely on another exemption of the Takeover Act, should the 30% threshold be exceeded.
4  Acquisition of treasury shares can be based on sec 65/1/8 Stock Corporation Act or for an ESOP on sec 65/1/4 Stock Corporation Act. In both cases the authorisation may only be given for 

a maximum term of 18 months.
5  Sec 65/1b Stock Corporation Act.
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Implementing Solvency II into national 
legislation: Close monitoring advised 

Solvency II enters into force on 1 January 2013. In 2012, 
national legislators and regulators will pass the necessa-
ry national implementation laws. There is ample room for 
national variations and insurers are strongly encouraged 
to closely monitor drafts of national legislators and regu-
lators to safeguard the interests of the insured.

Merger pressure

The introduction of Solvency II will be especially burden-
some for small insurers. While Austrian market partici-
pants do not currently see a need for a market consoli-
dation, several small carriers in the CEE/SEE market are 
seen as facing severe merger pressure, thus opening 
M&A opportunities. Cross-border mergers are one opti-
on for EU carriers.

New life insurance products – 
New legal issues in product design

Endowment life insurance is having hard times. Capital 
market and bond returns are at historical lows, which 
makes it difficult to sell the existing products. Only pro-
ducts with capital guarantees seem to be marketable in 
the current environment but guarantees trigger costs, 
further reducing returns. This triggers a series of new le-
gal issues in the life insurance business.

First, the cost of third party guarantees must be passed 
on to the consumer. But cost efficient guarantee models 

are flexible; therefore, cost can neither be agreed on a 
fixed EUR-basis nor on a percentage of the premium. 
This fact might be a serious impediment for transparent 
agreements with consumers, depending on the national 
interpretations of the transparency requirement in the 
existing consumer directive and Art 5(1)b of the new con-
sumer directive, which requires also insurers to provide 
the consumer:

in a clear and comprehensible manner [with] the total pri-
ce inclusive of taxes, or where the nature of the goods or 
services means that the price cannot reasonably be cal-
culated in advance, the manner in which the price is cal-
culated, as well as, where applicable, all additional 
freight, delivery or postal charges or, where those char-
ges cannot reasonably be calculated in advance, the fact 
that such additional charges may be payable.

Second, careful selection of a third party guarantor is a 
key prerequisite in keeping liability far from the carrier. 
The Lehman experience shows that an insolvency of a 
third party guarantor is no mere theory but a new reality 
that insurers must deal with. No explicit legislation exists 
as to the duty of care in the selection process, but it is 
questionable whether a mere rating check (eg, AA+ or 
higher) is sufficient. An own due diligence and additional 
fairness opinions are possible solutions to exercise maxi-
mum diligence.

Third, unit-linked products will be under pressure to offer 
low cost fund structures. ETFs seem to be a possible 
solution, but they bring additional counter-party risks that 
must be made transparent to the consumer to avoid in-
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surer liability. And removing existing funds from the offe-
red portfolio just for cost reasons might not be possible if 
the insurer explicitly or implicitly agreed to offer those 
funds for the duration of the contract.

Fourth, the guarantee model should be described in de-
tail in the GTC and agreed with the policy-holders. In par-
ticular, CPPI guarantee-models contain a potential con-
flict of interest. The guarantor wants to ensure that the 

guaranteed sum is secured at the end of the term. Indivi-
dual policyholders, on the other hand, want to participate 
in the possible profits on the capital market during the 
whole term. This potential conflict must be addressed in 
the GTC.

All these issues – and many more – will have to be taken 
into consideration when designing new life products and 
drafting general terms and conditions.

 The introduction of Solvency II will be especially 
 burdensome for small insurers. While Austrian mar- 
ket participants do not currently see a need for a mar- 
ket consolidation, several small carriers in the CEE/
SEE market are seen as facing severe merger pressure, 
thus opening M&A opportunities. 
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Publication duty 

The contracts publication duty was made a part of 
Slovak law by amendment to the Civil Code and to the 
Freedom of Information Act. The amendment identi-
fied the obliged entities: the state bodies, municipali-
ties, self-governing regions, and legal and natural per-
sons empowered by law to decide on rights and 
obligations within the sphere of public administration; 
legal persons incorporated by legal acts or founded 
by a state body, self-governing region, or a municipa-
lity; and legal persons founded by any of the above 
(Obliged Entities).

The amendment stipulates the duty to publish all con-
tracts concluded with Obliged Entity if they: contain 
information obtained for public funds; or relate to the 
use of Slovak public funds or EU funds, or to the dispo-
sing of publicly owned property or property belonging 
to entities incorporated under legal acts.

Such contracts become effective only if properly pub-
lished. Contracts concluded by ministries, central state 
administration bodies, public institutions, or entities in-
corporated by them or under their control must be pu-
blished in the Central Register of Contracts. Other Ob-
liged Entities must publish their contracts on their 
websites or in the Commercial Bulletin. 

Difficulties in practice 

Although contributing to greater transparency, the 
amendment has raised many questions. In particular, 
due to the vague definition of Obliged Entities, it is not 
clear whether it applies only to entities under majority 
state control or to all entities with any state ownership 
interest, regardless how small. An independent survey 
showed inconsistent fulfilment of the publication duty, 
in particular by big businesses like the gas and electri-
city distributors that have been partially privatised. 
Such entities, controlled by private shareholders but 
also having some state participation, simply refuse to 
publish their contracts. They argue that the contracts 
do not relate to public funds or public property, or they 
rely on the imprecise definition of Obliged Entities and 
claim they do not fall within its scope. Another argu-
ment used by such entities is that the contracts contain 
business secrets, meaning publication would endanger 
their business and benefit their competitors, who are 
privately owned and have no publication duty. 

Such a vaguely drafted publication duty also creates a 
risk for entities wishing to enter into business with an 
Obliged Entity, since the contracts they conclude be-
come effective only upon publication. In the short life of 
the amendment, no legal action has been filed dispu-
ting compliance with the publication duty. It is therefore 
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hard to predict how the courts would deal with these 
issues. It has nevertheless become apparent that clear 
publication standards and a centralised location to pu-
blish contracts should be established as soon as pos-
sible. Otherwise the amendment will not achieve its 
purpose. 

Upcoming changes

In response to the above difficulties, a new amendment 
to the Freedom of Information Act was proposed by 
the Ministry of Justice and submitted to the parliament 
in September 2011. If passed, it will take effect on 1 
January 2012. The most significant changes are: 

(i) only entities with 100% participation of state or self- 
 governing regions will have to publish their contracts; 
(ii) contracts concluded with natural persons relating to  
 non-business activities will not be published; 
(iii) the types of contracts exempted from the publica- 
 tion duty will be extended; 

(iv) the administrative burden will be decreased by wa- 
 iving the requirement to publish the technical and  
 other annexes to the contracts. 

Conclusion

If the new amendment is approved, it will have a posi-
tive impact on the publication duty, especially by ex-
empting entities in which the state has only a minority 
participation. The proposed amendment does not, 
however, address the key problem of specifying what 
information should be considered a business secret 
exempt from the publishing requirement. Furthermore, 
uncertainty persists for companies who have conclu-
ded contracts with Obliged Entities: the new amend-
ment does not address contracts concluded in 2011 
and, in its interim provisions, states that the new regu-
lation would only apply to contracts from 1 January 
2012. It is hoped that the legislator will improve the 
wording of the new amendment to achieve the effecti-
ve functioning of the publication duty in Slovakia. 

 Although contributing to greater transparency, the 
 amendment has raised many questions. In particu- 
lar, due to the vague definition of Obliged Entities, 
it is not clear whether it applies only to entities  
under majority state control or to all entities with 
any state ownership interest, regardless how small.  
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The Giesche S.A. case 

Before World War II, company Giesche S.A. owned a lar-
ge property in Silesia, including mines and housing 
neighbourhoods for miners. In 2006 the company was 
reactivated. “Shareholders” acquired under unclear cir-
cumstances historical company shares issued before 
WWII and available on the collector’s market. “Sharehol-
ders”, who had at their disposal a package of collector’s 
shares sufficient to hold a general meeting, brought the 
company back to life. The general meeting was held and 
supervisory board appointed, which appointed the ma-
nagement board, which filed a motion for the company 
to be entered into the current register. (Before WWII the 
company was registered at the commercial register, 
whereas entries are now made in the electronic, centra-
lised register of entrepreneurs).

The company commenced an action to regain the pre-
war property covering a large area of the city of Katowi-
ce. The case became more complex as it turned out that 
in the 1960s, pre-war shareholders had already been 

awarded damages for lost nationalised assets. The case 
ended with prosecutions and arrests. Those who wanted 
to reactivate the company were accused of attempting 
to obtain property of considerable value under false pre-
tences to the detriment of the state and the city of Kato-
wice.

The HESA S.A. case

Before WWII, company HESA S.A. ran a renowned hotel 
in the centre of Warsaw. During the war the building was 
extensively damaged. After the war HESA S.A. was re-
moved from the commercial register. The land below the 
hotel was taken over by the state and the hotel rebuilt 
and run by the state. During the 1990s the heirs of for-
mer shareholders reactivated HESA S.A. by filing an ap-
peal against the decision under which the company had 
been removed from the register. After successful reacti-
vation, the shareholders/heirs initiated an action to have 
the pre-war company property returned in the form of a 
plot of land with a rebuilt hotel on it. HESA S.A. won 
court cases and took ownership of the land and hotel.
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Over the past 20 years we have observed a phenomenon of reactivating dormant, 
mainly pre-war companies in Poland – which for many decades existed only on 
paper. This is possible since historical entries in registers are still binding, which 
means that pre-war companies formally exist, even when inactive, and may thus be 
brought back to life. The purpose of a reactivation is often connected with claims, 
such as for damages for once-lost assets owned by the company (eg, taken over 
by the state after the war). But this practice may entail some malfeasance. The re-
activation process is often driven by new shareholders of dormant companies who 
have little to do with the original stakeholders.
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New measures

As a result of the increasing number of similar cases to 
reactivate dormant pre-war companies, which then 
lodge claims for damages or to have former property re-
turned, it became obvious that, while just claims should 
not be blocked, the procedures should be put under 
closer scrutiny to exclude abuse. Many sometime spec-
tacular reactivation cases led Polish legislators to amend 
the registration law. The law is meant to guarantee that 
the reactivation process is based on effective legal title 
and that claims are lodged only by entitled persons.

The amendment limits the possibility of using old docu-
ments for purposes other than dormant company regist-
ration at the current commercial register. Public adminis-
tration bodies, courts, banks, bailiffs and public notaries 
must inform the registry court of cases when copies, ex-
tracts or certificates of entities registered at previous re-
gisters are used, and of circumstances indicating that 
business is carried on by entities entered in the previous 
registers.

The amendment grants more power to the registry court 
to examine applications for a new registration of a dor-
mant company. When examining a reactivation case, the 
court now verifies the correctness of convening the 
shareholders’ meeting, appointing new company bodies 
and assuming shareholders’ rights. Moreover, it informs 
the public prosecutor about the reactivation application. 
The prosecutor must join proceedings regarding a com-
pany formed before 1 September 1939. The prosecutor 
may also request the reopening of registration procee-
dings if circumstances indicate an invalid shareholders’ 
resolution by which the company was registered. Under 
the amendment, entries in old registers will remain in 
force until 31 December 2013.

The new legal measures strike a good balance between 
protecting the rights of ownership and restitution claims 
and limiting the possible abuses of institutions where, for 
historical reasons, many restitution proceedings are yet 
to be seen. The application of these new rules is likely to 
bring many new interesting cases.

 Many sometime spectacular reactivation cases led 
 Polish legislators to amend the registration law. 
The law is meant to guarantee that the reactivation 
process is based on effective legal title and that 
claims are lodged only by entitled persons.
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After lengthy work on the TCCN by a commission of aca-
demics, lawyers, judges, accountants, politicians, mem-
bers of non-governmental organisations, and other ex-
perts, the Grand National Assembly of Turkey adopted 
the TCCN on 14 January 2011. The TCCN comprises 
structural amendments, in particular with respect to cor-
porate law. The following is a brief overview of important 
amendments to the corporate law.

Ultra-vires principle

The TCCN will abolish the ultra vires principle, according 
to which companies are only allowed to perform transac-
tions within their scope of activity. Thus, the scope of 
activity stated in the company’s Articles of Association 
(AoA) will not limit the capacity of the company, so it will 
also be bound by and liable for transactions outside its 
scope of activity.

Sole shareholder

While the current legislation requires joint stock compa-
nies (JSC) to have at least five shareholders and limited 
liability companies (LLC) at least two, the TCCN sets 
forth that a JSC or LLC may have a sole shareholder. 
With this important amendment the TCCN meets the 
needs of the commercial practice. It enables sharehol-
ders to buy other shareholders’ shares and turn the cor-

poration into a company with a sole shareholder without 
compulsorily dissolving the company.

Board of Directors

The TCCN sets forth that the Board of Directors (BoD) of 
a JSC may consist of one person instead of three, as is 
currently the case. Further, BoD members need not be a 
shareholder of the JSC and can even be a legal entity.

Another practical change is that BoD meetings may be 
held via the internet and BoD resolutions may be signed 
with electronical signatures, so BoD members can at-
tend meetings regardless of their location. Further, the 
clear differentiation between executive and non-executi-
ve BoD members enables a JSC to establish a single- or 
dual-structured management organisation.

According to the TCCN, the BoD must prepare by-laws 
about the mechanisms and conduct of general assembly 
meetings and register the by-laws with the trade registry. 
The by-laws are in addition to the AoA and establish a 
transparent and efficient corporate organisation.

General assembly

The current TCC frequently leads to confusions about 
the allocation of powers between the general assembly 
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The New Turkish Commercial Code – Upcoming 
Structural Alterations to the Corporate Law 
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On 1 July 2012 the New Turkish Commercial Code (TCCN) will replace the current 
one, which has been in force for more than 50 years. In particular the corporate law 
is going to face many structural changes. Even if a transition period of about one 
and a half years is foreseen, companies should familiarise themselves with the 
TCCN and start to prepare themselves for the changes to come.
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(GA) and the BoD. The TCCN clearly enumerates inalie-
nable powers of the GA and the BoD respectively and 
sets the relative position of each. The BoD is responsib-
le for matters not expressly allocated by the TCCN or 
the AoA.

With the TCCN, also GA meetings may be held online. 
For listed JSC, online GA meetings are compulsory.

Mandatory website

For transparency, the TCCN requires that all companies 
have a website. The company website must contain cer-
tain mandatory information, such as meeting minutes, 
invitations to meetings, annual reports, financial state-
ments, and more.

Restructuring

The current legal framework lack provisions on local re-
structurings of companies. The TCCN, on the other 

hand, contains detailed rules on national mergers, spin-
offs, and conversions of companies. Cross-border mer-
gers are still not possible, however.

Turkish financial reporting standards 
and auditing

To ensure that the financial statements of Turkish com-
panies are comparable to those prepared according to 
IFRS, the TCCN requires that the financial statements of 
all Turkish companies be prepared in accordance with 
the Turkish Accounting Standards (TAS). The TAS are the 
Turkish translation of the IFRS and completely in line with 
them. Hence, concepts like materiality, comparability, 
substance over form, and true and fair view that had no 
significant role in Turkey will be implemented.

The TCCN foresees a more transparent and effective au-
diting system. The auditing will be performed by inde-
pendent auditing companies instead of internal auditors, 
who will be removed.

 Another practical change is that BoD meetings may 
 be held via the internet and BoD resolutions may 
be signed with electronical signatures, so BoD members 
can attend meetings regardless of their location.
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The 1945 Potsdam Conference

At the 1945 Potsdam Conference, it was decided that 
Bulgaria, which had taken the side of the Axis, should 
surrender to the Soviet Union all German assets located 
on its territory. As a result, in May 1946, the Bulgarian 
government adopted a law “On transferring ownership of 
German property located in Bulgaria to the Soviet Uni-
on”. The act provided that all assets of the German state, 
companies, and natural persons which as of 5 Septem-
ber 1944 were located in Bulgaria should be expropria-
ted and transferred to the Soviet Union. The definition of 
assets encompassed shares, property, rights, and any 
other assets located in Bulgaria.

A blurring of ownership

There having been virtually no private business in Bulga-
ria since the mass nationalisation in 1947, the expropria-
ted German assets, while owned by the Soviet Union, 
were managed by the Bulgarian state together with the 
nationalised assets. Thus, the line between what is state 
owned/nationalised and what is former German but now 
Soviet blurred over time. 

Part of the problem is the absence of clear documentati-
on on the history of ownership. For example, the Bulga-
rian state has acquired some of the former German as-

sets under bilateral treaties with the Soviet Union. Then, 
however, there have been disputes over the validity and 
termination of such treaties, resulting in a plethora of let-
ters, protocols, and various secondary documents ex-
changed between the states. The result is an unclear si-
tuation for which a political solution has been sought with 
the Russian Federation.

So far, no political solution has been found. For buyers of 
assets acquired through privatisation, this poses a risk 
that their ownership rights over an asset alleged to be a 
former German asset will be subject to Russian restituti-
on claims. This creates a difficult situation for both parties 
in a privatisation process: the buyers want legal certainty 
while the Bulgarian state does not want to delay the pri-
vatisation by seeking certainty through legal battles with 
the Russian Federation.

Solution

This three-party dilemma may be resolved, at least for 
the potential buyer and the Bulgarian state. For a suc-
cessful outcome of the privatisation negotiations, the 
Bulgarian state may not allocate the inherited risk of the 
Russian claims to the buyer. Instead, it can agree to 
compensate the buyer if this risk materialises. The priva-
tisation transaction is thus risk-neutral for the buyer. For 
the Bulgarian state, the risk will not change (it remains 
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Disputes over Second World War Reparations 
Thwart Bulgaria’s Privatisation Efforts

Ilko Stoyanov

Buyers of assets in Bulgaria tendered through privatisation should be aware that, 
along with the standard legal risks related to any acquisition, there comes an idio-
syncratic risk concerning the actual ownership of the assets. This risk dates back 
to the end of the Second World War.
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with the state before and after the privatisation), but the 
state would have succeeded in privatising a risky asset. 
If the Russian restitution claims ultimately succeed, the 
Bulgarian state is no worse off.

Although a win-win-win situation for all parties might not 
be possible, a solution that does not place any stakehol-
der in a worse position while preserving the potential for 
success is nonetheless a win.

 So far, no political solution has been found. For 
 buyers of assets acquired through privatisation, 
this poses a risk that their ownership rights over an 
asset alleged to be a former German asset will be sub- 
ject to Russian restitution claims. 
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Risks for the one, opportunities for others

Shareholders in a Bulgarian limited liability company may 
remove co-shareholders in an out-of-court procedure on 
grounds loosely defined in the law. The removed share-
holders will be compensated at book value for their share 
in the company. This possibility of removal bears serious 
risks for unwary shareholders entering into a joint venture 
without having obtained advice and may be misused by 
those who seek to get their partners out in the most time 
and cost efficient way.

Grounds for removal

Shareholders in a Bulgarian limited liability company may 
be expelled by the remaining shareholders in an out-of-
court procedure if they have:
• failed to perform their statutory obligation to assist in 
 carrying out the company’s activities; 
• failed to comply with a resolution of the shareholders  
 meeting; 
• acted against the company’s interests; or
• failed to pay an additional cash contribution to the  
 company when a shareholders’ meeting has decided 
 to make one.

The practice examining the meaning of the above rules is 
scant and inconsistent. Whether any of the grounds for 

removal exist is to be decided in the light of all circumstan-
ces. The vagueness of the rule brings uncertainty. And the 
uncertainty may open room for shareholders to construe 
arguments alleging non-compliance by their partners.

Removal procedure

The removal must be preceded by serving an alert notice 
to the shareholder who is alleged to be at fault. But the law 
does not require explicitly that, if the alleged fault is one that 
might be remedied, the shareholder has a reasonable peri-
od to do so. Accordingly, simultaneously with the alert noti-
ce or upon expiry of a potentially granted remedy term, the 
remaining shareholders may take a decision for removal. 
The decision is taken at a shareholders meeting by a three-
quarter majority. Notably, the shareholder whose removal 
is being decided may not vote. Thus, in a two-shareholder 
limited liability company, either shareholder may remove 
the other one. For example, a shareholder who has 10% of 
the capital may remove the majority 90% shareholder and 
gain control over the company and its assets.

The removal takes effect vis-a-vis third parties following a 
registration with the Bulgarian Trade Registry. To avoid his 
removal, the shareholder who has been served an alert 
notice may, in turn, serve a similar notice to the other 
shareholder if there may appear to be possible grounds 
(legitimate or not) for the removal. The shareholders may 
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“The War of the Roses”, Starring Shareholders  
in a Bulgarian Limited Liability Company

Alexandra Doytchinova / Tsvetan Krumov

Not every partnership that starts with the popping of champagne corks but ends 
in a vicious battle for property and regrets at not having obtained proper legal 
advice in advance is necessarily a failed marriage. The partners in a joint venture 
in the form of a Bulgarian limited liability company may find themselves in a simi-
lar situation.
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thus be in a race to see which shareholder will succeed in 
removing the other by complying first with all formal requi-
rements and terms (see above).

The removed shareholder may still bring a court action to 
annul the removal. However, once the removal has been 
registered with the Trade Registry, the remaining sharehol-
ders have unlimited control over the company and its pro-
prietary affairs while the court case is pending, which may 
last for years.

Prevention

All partners in a joint venture in the form of a limited liabili-
ty company are well advised to obtain legal advice and 
take measures already at the stage of negotiating the 
company’s articles of association. Appropriate wording of 
provisions and introducing some corporate instruments at 
this stage would exclude or considerably mitigate the risk 
of the shareholders finding themselves in a vicious battle 
for property.

 Once the removal has been registered with the Trade 
 Registry, the remaining shareholders have unlimi- 
ted control over the company and its proprietary af-
fairs while the court case is pending, which may last 
for years.
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Prerequisites for cross-border mergers

Pursuant to the Slovenian Companies Act (Zakon o gos-
podarskih družbah; ZGD-1), two or more joint stock or 
limited liability companies may merge by acquisition (pri-
pojitev), ie, an existing company (the acquiring company) 
takes over all assets and liabilities of one or more trans-
ferring companies, or by formation of a new company 
(spojitev), where the acquiring company is only establis-
hed in the process of the merger. The transferring com-
panies in each case cease to exist upon the effectiven-
ess of the merger without being liquidated. The 
shareholders of the transferring companies are compen-
sated with shares in the acquiring company. These prin-
ciples also apply to cross-border mergers.

In Slovenia, Directive 2005/56/EC has been implemen-
ted in the Companies Act as well as in the Slovenian Act 
Regulating Employees Participation in Decision-Making 
in Cross-Border Mergers of Limited Liability Companies 
(Zakon o soodločanju delavcev pri čezmejnih združitvah 
kapitalskih družb; ZSDČZKD), regulating employees’ 
participation rights. Corporations from other member 
states can participate in a cross-border merger if they (i) 
are mentioned in Article 1 of EC Directive 68/151, (eg, a 
German AG, GmbH, KGaA) or (ii) are separate legal enti-
ties with limited shareholder liability and comply with the 
relevant national laws intended to protect the interests of 

its members and third persons. In addition, eligible can-
didates must have their registered office, central admin-
istration or a branch, or exercise their main activity in 
another member state.

Merger documentation

As a first step, the managements of the participating 
companies must conclude a merger contract. In practi-
ce, one (multi-language) document is drawn-up, which 
covers the legal requirements of all participating jurisdic-
tions in separate sections. This enables each competent 
authority to “tick boxes” when assessing the merger un-
der the local law requirements. However, depending on 
the formalities required by the participating member sta-
tes’ jurisdictions, the merger contract might need to be 
executed in multiple forms. Under Slovenian law, for ex-
ample, the merger contract needs to take the form of a 
Slovenian notarial deed.

The contract must be approved by the general sharehol-
ders’ meetings of the participating companies. Further, 
the management of each participating company must 
draw up a detailed written report on the merger. This 
substantially conforms to the documentation required for 
a purely local merger of two or more Slovenian compa-
nies. There are, however, certain peculiarities in detail, 
especially concerning employee participation.
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Implementation of the Directive 2005/56/EC on cross-border mergers has for the 
first time enabled Slovenian companies to merge with companies from other mem-
ber states. But Slovenian courts have little practical experience with cross-border 
mergers. And the complex interaction of the relatively newly harmonised EC legis-
lation and the older local rules requires a sound knowledge of both regimes. It is 
particularly important to know how the local rules are applied in practice.

Jani Soršak / Georg Perkowitsch

Cross-Border Mergers in Slovenia
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Procedural aspects

Procedure-wise, the competent authority in the jurisdic-
tion of the transferring company issues a certificate, 
which confirms the proper completion of the pre-merger 
acts and formalities. On the basis of this certificate (as 
well as the other documents as required under respecti-
ve local law), the competent authority in the jurisdiction of 
the acquiring company registers the merger. Upon regis-
tration, the registering authority directly notifies the com-
petent authority in the jurisdiction of the transferring 
company that the cross-border merger has taken effect. 
As a last step, the transferring company is deleted from 
the register of its jurisdiction on the basis of this notifica-
tion. In Slovenia, such registrations are carried out by the 
Slovenian Court Register.

Accounting and tax

Under certain conditions (which must be carefully ana-
lysed with tax counsel), local and cross-border mergers 

can be effected substantially tax-neutral in Slovenia. 
Moreover, Slovenian law recognises the retroactive ef-
fectiveness of mergers for tax and accounting purposes. 
It is thus not required to prepare closing balance sheets 
as of the date of actual registration of the merger. Rather, 
only the closing balance sheet of the transferring com-
pany as of a date not falling more than nine months be-
fore the date of the filing for registration with the Sloveni-
an Court Register must be provided.

Operations post-merger

If a Slovenian company with operative business in Slove-
nia was involved in a cross-border merger as transferring 
company (a so-called “export” merger), consideration 
needs to be given to how to continue the conduct of the 
local business. Normally, this will be done by incorpora-
ting a local branch office of the acquiring company in Slo-
venia. Careful planning and timely incorporation of the 
local branch – ideally ahead of the merger – are important 
to avoid unnecessary delays or business interruptions.

 Slovenian law recognises the retroactive effec- 
 tiveness of mergers for tax and accounting purpo-
ses. It is thus not required to prepare closing balance 
sheets as of the date of actual registration of the 
merger. 
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The main difference compared to employment is that 
the liability of the statutory body is stricter, with 
no limitations and no employment protection (eg, sta-
tutory vacation, notice period, severance payment, 
etc.). Further, statutory bodies are partly subject to dif-
ferent tax, social security and health insurance (SSHI) 
treatment.2

Although this point was regularly raised by lawyers, it 
was ignored in practice. Over 80% of companies, inclu-
ding such giants as ČEZ and Sazka, have used the in-
correct scenario.

New court decision

Fresh air was brought in by the decision of the Supreme 
Administrative Court (SAC) published in spring 2011. 
Referring to the case law of the SC, the SAC decided 
that an executive of a limited liability company perfor-
ming his activities in an (invalid) employment relation-
ship is not entitled to sickness allowances because the 
sickness insurance payments he made to the system 

were based on an invalid employment agreement. Alt-
hough this conclusion logically follows from the decisions 
of the SC, it has sparked a lively discussion in the Czech 
Republic. This reasoning about sickness allowances 
would also apply to pensions and health insurance. 

The most usual example is an executive in a limited lia-
bility company with no contract and receiving no remu-
neration for this position who is, at the same time, em-
ployed as a general director/manager. This person has 
paid (high) SSHI contributions, but under an invalid em-
ployment agreement. Using the reasoning of the SAC, 
they are not covered by the SSHI meaning, for example, 
that no pension accrues for the period in question. 
Furthermore, they usually cannot recover the funds 
paid into the system as this is subject to strict time 
limitations.

Public debate, fi nally 

As a result, a public discussion has fi nally started. The 
Ministry of Work and Social Affairs has published a po-
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It is a common practice in the Czech Republic that the statutory body or member 
of the statutory body (executive in a limited liability company and board member 
in a joint stock company)1 is at the same time employed as a director. However, 
since 1992 the Supreme Court (SC) has steadily decided that this arrangement is 
not permissible, as the employment cannot overlap with the performance of the 
position of the statutory body, which must be performed in a commercial law
relationship. 

Veronika Odrobinová / Michaela Handrejchová

Czech Republic: Statutory Body v Employee

1  In a limited liability company, each executive (jednatel) is considered a statutory body. In a joint stock company, the board of directors (představenstvo) is considered a statutory body and 
each board member is a member of the statutory body. For the purposes of this article, we use only the term statutory body. When referring to companies, we refer to limited liability and 
joint stock companies.

2  Currently, executive remuneration is subject to pension and health insurance but not to sickness insurance. It is fully tax deductible. On the other hand, the board member remuneration is 
not subject to social security or health insurance but is not tax deductible for the company.
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sition promising that the social security administration 
will not look into this when performing audits and will 
not challenge the right to pensions and other allowan-
ces. It is, however, questionable to what extent this po-
sition can be relied upon. Further, the Ministry cannot 
issue a position on health insurance companies where 
some of them are privately owned.

Amending the Czech Commercial Code

As a result of the media tempest, the performance of 
overlapping activities as employee should be solved by 
an amendment to the Czech Commercial Code prepa-
red by the Ministry of Justice. The amendment should 
expressly allow the performance of certain business 
management activities by the statutory body in the em-
ployment relationship. Activities that may not be dele-
gated to the employment relationship would include 
participation in meetings of the statutory body, decisi-
ons on the delegation of business management, and 
decisions on basic business orientation or further acti-
vities within the framework of the business manage-
ment falling within the exclusive competence of the 
statutory body. 

The liability of the statutory body stipulated by the 
Czech Commercial Code will remain unaffected by the 
delegation. It will thus be possible for the statutory body 
to have two relationships with the company, one under 
commercial law and another under employment law.

The amendment was recently approved by the Cham-
ber of Deputies and no obstacles are foreseen in the 
Senate. It should take effect from 1 January 2012.

From that date, the treatment of statutory bodies from 
an income tax and SSHI perspective should also be 
harmonised with the treatment of employees. There is 
hope that the amendment will also solve the problema-
tic history: it has been repeatedly recommended that 
the amendment state that SSHI contributions paid from 
an invalid employment relationship are deemed legal 
and create participation in the SSHI system.

After years of ignoring this “strange” issue raised by 
lawyers, it looks like at least a partial solution is on the 
way. A new start will then hopefully come with the reco-
dification of the Czech civil law, expected to become 
effective from 1 January 2014.

 The liability of the statutory body stipulated by 
 the Czech Commercial Code will remain unaffected 
by the delegation. It will thus be possible for the sta- 
tutory body to have two relationships with the company, 
one under commercial law and another under employment 
law.  
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Hungary adopted the EU Directive on cross-border mer-
gers just in time, in December 2007. Since then a little 
more than a dozen cross-border mergers have taken 
place with the involvement of Hungarian companies. 
Most of them were registered by the Metropolitan Court 
and around 95% of them were “export mergers” from a 
Hungarian perspective, meaning the Hungarian compa-
ny was merged into a company domiciled in another EU 
member state. Furthermore, these mergers were mostly 
group-internal and involved large multinational compa-
nies present in several member states, including for ex-
ample banks that continued to operate in Hungary 
through a newly established branch.
 
No unified practice has developed regarding the details 
of how these mergers must be implemented and docu-
mented; we have seen as many different approaches as 
there have been mergers. The most difficult task is to 
harmonise the effective date of the merger and to over-
come the differences in the accounting and tax laws of 
the member states.

Feasibility study phase

Under Hungarian law, the companies that wish to merge 
must commence the merger procedure by preparing 
draft balance sheets and draft inventories with a cut-off 
date that may be defined by the shareholders’ meetings 

of the merging companies, and having them audited by 
an independent auditor. These balance sheets simulate 
the merger as if it took place on the defined cut-off date. 
In reality, however, these draft balance sheets (which 
must be prepared for the merging companies and for the 
surviving company or the company coming into being as 
a result of the merger) represent only a theoretical feasi-
bility study to establish whether the merger makes sen-
se, and whether the legal successor company will be fi-
nancially capable of doing (continuing) the business. 
Such a phase is not known in several other member sta-
tes, such as Austria. As this feasibility study phase is the 
basis of a merger in Hungary, the preparation of a draft 
balance sheet and a draft inventory of assets of the Hun-
garian company to be merged into another company do-
miciled in another member state cannot be left out in a 
cross-border merger. This is despite the fact that the EU 
directive on cross-border merger allows – in the case of 
a unanimous decision of all shareholders of the merging 
companies – for a waiver of an audit of the merger docu-
ments (and exempts the companies from such audit in 
case of a merger into the mother company). 

No retroactive effect in Hungary

The most significant problem in connection with the ef-
fective date of the merger is that Hungarian law does not 
recognise a retroactive merger, and the actual merger 
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Lessons from the Most Recent Cross-Border 
Mergers with Hungarian Participation

Kinga Hetényi / Anna Turi

The complicated Hungarian legislation on domestic company mergers can cause 
headaches, including in cross-border mergers. These headaches result mostly 
from the fundamental differences between Hungarian law and the national laws of 
other EU member states, which remain applicable alongside the harmonised rules 
for cross-border mergers.
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has nothing to do with the cut-off date of the draft balan-
ce sheets. The real cut off date of the merger is either the 
day when the court registers the merger or a subsequent 
day requested by the merging companies.
 
In Hungary, the merger will become effective from this 
date from all aspects, ie, legally and also from an ac-
counting/tax point of view. Thus, the merging company 
must continue to keep its books and records, and is sub-
ject to Hungarian taxation until the legal effective date. 
This means that if a Hungarian company is merged into, 
eg, an Austrian company, from an Austrian law point of 
view it can be said that the merger has a tax and accoun-
ting effect from 1 January 2011 but is registered by the 
court only with effect from 1 September 2011. From a 
Hungarian law point of view, however, both the legal and 
the tax and accounting effective date will be 1 Septem-

ber 2011, and the Hungarian merging company must 
prepare closing a balance sheet as of 31 August 2011, 
which is not required in Austria.

The divergence in the regulation of the various (signing) 
formalities (which the EU Directive has not attempted to 
regulate) can be overcome by simply following the stric-
ter requirements. Thus, in the case of some mergers, the 
merger plan is incorporated in a notarial deed; in others, 
it is only in the form of a simple written document.

Although the differences under national laws require 
close cooperation between the merging companies and 
the lawyers assisting them during a cross-border merger, 
the first few cross-border mergers seem to have taken 
the various hurdles well and may serve as an example for 
future cross-border mergers.

 No unified practice has developed regarding the de- 
 tails of how these mergers must be implemented and 
documented; we have seen as many different approaches 
as there have been mergers. The most difficult task is 
to harmonise the effective date of the merger and to 
overcome the differences in the accounting and tax laws 
of the member states.
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Distribution agreements: Background

Distribution agreements comprise relationships by which 
the distributor undertakes to market and enhance sales 
of the supplier’s products. 

The distribution agreement sets the framework for the 
relationship between the supplier and the distributor, in 
particular the rules for sales performed in execution of 
the distribution agreement.

By entering into a distribution agreement, the parties ty-
pically commit into a long business relationship based on 
loyalty and mutual cooperation. The distribution agree-
ment involves a series of reciprocal obligations that re-
quire on-going performance. With a commercial relation-
ship extending over years, the complexity of the 
relationship may trigger a series of potential litigious issu-
es between the parties upon termination, particularly if 
the parties fail to expressly regulate the duration and 
conditions of termination.

Important to delimit from other agreements 

The distributor sells goods of the supplier in its own name 
and account, and assumes economic risks. Despite a 
certain economic dependency, the distributor is not a self-
employed agent of supplier but an independent business. 

This delimitation of a distribution agreement from self-em-
ployed agent or other varieties of mandate has a particular 
importance in case of termination by the supplier (usually 
seen as the stronger party). 

This is because: 
• absent a contract, the distributor will try to prove fi- 
 nancial claims against the supplier on applicable laws 
 (eg, self-employed agent rules) that protect the wea- 
 ker party;
• the distributor will claim that the losses suffered from 
 the unilateral termination were amplified due to legal 
 and economic subordination towards the supplier.

Over time, the legal scholars have been reluctant to see a 
distribution agreement as a form of mandate or agency 
agreement, thus never admitting that distributors could 
benefit from the legal regime applicable to them (eg, com-
pensation at termination, mandatory notice periods, etc.). 

Distributors may still seek remedies under general civil 
law. One example would be when termination results 
from an excessive and unreasonable performance by 
supplier contrary to the requirement of good faith (ie, ab-
use of rights), such as an untimely termination of the dis-
tribution relationship shortly after the distributor invested 
in warehouses, a car fleet, marketing, etc. relying on a 
long-term distribution relationship.
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Termination of Distribution Agreements 
in Romania
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The absence of a contract regulating the duration and termination of a distributi-
on relationship does not necessarily entitle a party to abruptly terminate the ag-
reement without facing financial exposure to the other party. In particular, a rea-
sonable notice period should be given to allow the other party to adapt its business 
operations.
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In such case, the civil liability of the defaulting party would 
be more severe than the contractual liability as the court 
would consider not only the foreseeable losses at the 
moment of breach but the effective losses suffered by 
the distributor.

Notice period

Romanian law does not provide for a specific duration 
of the notice period in the absence of a choice by the 
parties. The scholars, however, inspired by French legal 
doctrine and jurisprudence, have consistently argued 
that a reasonable notice period must be given so the 
other party can adapt its business. 

The scholars list these main criteria when asking whe-
ther the notice period was reasonable: i) the duration of 
the relationship; ii) the financial weight of the relation-
ship; iii) professional practices. These criteria are theo-
retical and their application in practice may lead to a 

broad range of court decisions, as has been the case in 
some Western European countries (eg, three months’ 
notice not enough; fifteen days’ notice enough).

Applicable law

As concerns the law (absent an indication by the par-
ties) regulating the distribution agreement, including its 
termination, Romania is bound by the Rome I Regulati-
on. The Rome I Regulation provides in article 4 (1) lit. f 
that a distribution agreement (ie, the frame agreement) 
is governed by the law applicable at the distributor’s 
seat.
 
Parties to a distribution agreement must be seated in 
EU member states where the Rome I Regulation ap-
plies; otherwise, the Romanian courts must apply the 
national legal framework on conflicts of law (ie, the pro-
visions of Romanian Civil Code on private international 
law relationships).

 With a commercial relationship extending over years, 
 the complexity of the relationship may trigger a 
series of potential litigious issues between the par-
ties upon termination, particularly if the parties 
fail to expressly regulate the duration and conditions 
of termination.
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Once the Act was enacted in May 2011, the first review 
revealed uncovered many novelties to adapt to in a short 
period of time. For instance, from February 2012, all 
LLCs and JSCs in Serbia will have either a one-tier or a 
two-tier management system. How different is this from 
what existed under the previous regulation?

How the management systems work in LLCs

While Serbian LLCs could previously opt between a ma-
naging director (Director) and a management board (MB), 
now, at first sight, LLCs can no longer have MBs. Instead, 
they will have one or more Directors. Where is the sensa-
tion? It might seem that there is little difference between 
the former and the new one-tier management system, 
other than calling the corporate bodies slightly differently. 
In fact, there are some significant differences. Contrary to 
the old system where MB members were authorised to 
act individually, the Act introduces the presumption of a 
joint representation if the company has more than one 
Director. It appears that a unanimous decision is requi-
red, although the Act allows for the individual representa-
tion powers to be set out in the constitutive act of the 
company. Notably, this option is still exercised under si-
gnificant restrictions: disagreement by even one Director 
means that an approval of the shareholder’s meeting (or 
supervisory board in the two-tier system) is required for 
an action. But no clear provisions determine exactly how 

a mixture of joint representation and individual represen-
tation powers in LLCs will work.

Another novelty in the new Act regarding LLC corporate 
governance is the application of the two-tier manage-
ment system. This system assumes that apart from the 
shareholders’ assembly and (one or more) Directors, the 
company also has a supervisory board (SB). The general 
position and role of the SB in LLCs is virtually the same 
as that in JSCs, which is a generous step away from the 
Serbian legislation and practice up to now, since it allows 
for LLCs to operate in a form typically associated with 
JSCs.

The changes in JSCs

JSCs also went through rearrangements in corporate 
governance. For a start, the one-tier/two-tier manage-
ment systems are now clearly delineated. Both systems 
look more simplified than earlier JSC structures. The 
one-tier management system presupposes a structure 
consisting of (i) the shareholders’ assembly, and (ii) one 
or two Directors or BoD (ie, three or more Directors). The 
two-tier system provides for (i) the shareholders’ assem-
bly, (ii) the SB, and (iii) one or two executive directors or 
executive board (ie, three or more executive directors). 
Both systems bear, again, a presumption of joint repre-
sentation with the possibility of arranging otherwise.
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The Two Corporate Governance Systems  
in the New Serbian Companies’ Act

Nikola Babić / Tanja Šumar

The pivotal moment for the business environment in Serbia is February 2012: the 
moment when the new Companies’ Act (the Act) comes into force. The new law, 
reflected in around 600 articles in the Act, will be the cornerstone for all companies 
in Serbia, whether LLC, JSC, partnership, or entrepreneur. The Act introduces two 
new, intricate, distinctive systems of corporate governance.
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However, such an initially clear division reveals a more 
complex structure. Within the one-tier management sys-
tem, a distinction is made within the BoD between exe-
cutive directors (the representatives of the company), 
non-executive directors (supervising the executive 
director(s) and deciding on business strategies of the 
company), and independent directors (a type of non-
executive director mandatory for public JSCs).

The two-tier system, on the other hand, provides for exe-
cutive directors and an executive board (ie, there are no 
non-executive or independent directors), while the SB 
practically took the role of the non-executive directors 
from the one-tier management system. Compared to the 

former system, the SB’s competences are widened from 
internal audit to general supervision and consent to the 
company’s business activities.

Conclusion

The innovations in corporate governance introduced by 
the new Act might seem insignificant at first sight, but 
they are not. Every company in Serbia will have to orga-
nise its management system in line with the new legisla-
tion. That means formalistic, tiresome adaptations of 
their constitutive acts and time- and money-consuming 
procedures with the Serbian Agency for Commercial 
Registers.

 No clear provisions determine exactly how a mixture  
 of joint representation and individual represen-
tation powers in LLCs will work.
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Consumer protection

The provisions are contained in the Civil Code in sec. 51a 
et seq. The key principle of the private law regulation is 
the rule of imbalance, ie, providing for stronger consumer 
protection in relationships with contracting parties.

Regarding consumer affairs, Czech law transposed the 
Directive 93/13/EEC on unfair terms in consumer con-
tracts, which strongly protects the interests of a consu-
mer. Based on this law, the Civil Code, sec. 56, states 
that consumer contracts may not contain clauses that, 
contrary to the requirements of good faith, constitute a 
considerable imbalance in the rights and obligations of 
the parties to the detriment of the consumer. The law 
then enumerates clauses that are inadmissible.

The Directive was not, however, sufficiently transposed, 
creating uncertainty about the applicable law, especially 
regarding dispute resolution. Contrary to the Civil Code, 
the Directive explicitly deems unfair “excluding or hinde-
ring the consumer’s right to take legal action or to exer-
cise any other legal remedy, particularly by requiring the 
consumer to take disputes exclusively to arbitration not 
covered by legal provisions.”

The fact that the Czech Civil Code did not implement this 
formulation as one of the prohibited clauses has been 

one of the main reasons for legal uncertainty for consu-
mers over the past few years. 

Arbitration Act

This uncertainty originated also from the Czech law on 
arbitration, in particular Act No. 216/1994 Coll., which 
stipulates that the parties may agree that any dispute 
between them shall be decided by one or more arbitra-
tors or a permanent Court of Arbitration.

In light of the missing regulation in the consumer pro-
tection regulation, the arbitration provision leaves the 
door open for entrepreneurs who try to secure their 
best interests in consumer contracts. The parties agree 
in the contract to appoint a private arbitration institution 
or arbitrator as the decision-making authority, which is 
hardly ever an independent third party. As a result, the 
interests of the consumer are never prioritised and, in 
most cases, the entrepreneur receives preferential 
treatment.
 
Case law: Changing old habits

Such a situation led to a crucial judgment of the District 
Court of Ostrava in March 2010 under which the court 
granted wide protection to consumers under European 
law. 
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The court concluded that the Czech wording of the Civil 
Code inadequately transformed the Directive. Even 
though the legal provisions do not stipulate such a ban, 
the court held that it is the general duty of the Czech 
Republic to transpose the directive in a proper manner 
and to grant the required protection to consumers. Thus, 
the entrepreneur as the other party to the consumer con-
tract cannot be allowed to abuse its stronger position, 
which is based on the inability of the consumer to change 
the wording of the contract as a formal contract.

The court thus held that it is a prohibited unfair practice 
where the dispute is transferred from independent public 
courts (i) to an arbiter who cooperates with the entrepre-
neur, (ii) to an arbiter who is financially supported by the 
entrepreneur, or (iii) where it is not possible to appeal the 
arbitration award. 

Even though the court set forth certain criteria to be 
weighed when deciding on arbitration clauses in consu-
mer contracts, the general outcome is clear: in the case 
of a breach of this rule, the court has the right and duty 
to declare any award null, without having to file a motion 
for cancellation of the arbitration award. This results from 
sec. 56 of the Civil Code, which considers any contract 
term deemed invalid under European law and the Czech 
transposition to be invalid.

Conclusion

Arbitration clauses should be treated as a potentially pro-
blematic part of the consumer contract and included 
only after serious reflection and with special attention to 
the possibility of imbalances between the consumer and 
the entrepreneur.  

 This uncertainty about the applicable law led to a 
 crucial judgment of the District Court of Ostrava  
in March 2010 under which the court granted wide pro-
tection to consumers under European law. 



Introduction

On 15 June 2010, the Slovenian legislator adopted a 
further amendment to the Enforcement Procedure and 
Interim Protection Act (Zakon o spremembah in dopolnit-
vah Zakona o izvršbi in zavarovanju; ZIZ-H). One goal of 
ZIZ-H was to provide further options for electronic filing 
of motions in enforcement proceedings. ZIZ-H was seen 
as a substantial improvement in the effectiveness of the 
enforcement proceeding, saving time and reducing costs 
for creditors and the courts. It required attorneys, notari-
es, enforcement officers, and the State Attorney’s Office 
to file all motions in electronic form. Otherwise, their mo-
tions would be dismissed without the possibility of cor-
rection or supplementation. 

Before the new regime enters into force, the Ministry of 
Justice must adopt the necessary implementing regulati-
on defining in detail: (i) the types of enforcement procee-
dings in which motions can be filed electronically, (ii) the 
parties in enforcement proceedings who can file motions 
electronically, (iii) the manner of identification of such par-
ties, (iv) the motions that can be filed electronically, and 
(v) the course of such enforcement proceedings. Pursu-
ant to ZIZ-H, the implementing regulation should have 
been adopted immediately upon fulfilment of the neces-
sary technical requirements, but no later than 1 Septem-
ber 2011. Further, the Ministry of Justice should have 
issued a decision specifying the date on which the new 
obligatory electronic filing regime enters into force.

Current status of the upcoming changes

1 September 2011 has come and gone, but the Ministry 
of Justice has still not adopted the necessary implemen-
ting regulation or issued a decision on the date of the 
new regime’s entry into force. The last available informa-
tion provided to the Slovene Bar Association is that the 
implementing regulation should be adopted in December 
2011 and the obligatory electronic filing regime should 
enter into force on 1 February or 1 March 2012. Hence, 
the scope of the changes is still not clear and the imple-
mentation of the modernised, more effective enforce-
ment proceeding, envisaged at the adoption of ZIZ-H, 
has been delayed. 

Assessment in light of other 
electronic proceedings 

The delay in implementing a modernised enforcement 
proceeding might seem a step backwards, but it has 
certain advantages. The recent modernisation of the in-
solvency proceeding in 2011 has revealed some of the 
underlying issues of accelerated modernisation. Obliga-
tory electronic filing of motions for attorneys was introdu-
ced even though some of the issues had not been resol-
ved. The consequences were substantial as some 
attorneys were unable to electronically lodge in due time 
their client’s claims against an insolvent debtor, usually 
for simple reasons (eg, the motion’s size, with attached 
evidence, exceeded the statutory size limit).
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Another issue that became apparent was that the system 
only allowed electronic filings of certain types of motions 
even though a different motion was necessary (eg, a com-
plaint when a motion for supplementary decision was ne-
cessary). There have also been some issues with the mo-
dernised land registry proceeding. Some users have 
criticised the land registry’s decreased transparency and 
increased administration. But we believe the increased 
speed of the proceeding outweighs the disadvantages.

 

Conclusion: Proceed with caution

The above issues, which were revealed in the process of 
modernising the proceedings, underline that any steps 
towards modernisation should be taken cautiously. 

All of the hidden risks should be assessed and resolved 
between those who regularly participate in these procee-
dings before full implementation takes place.

 We can therefore only hope that the time spent in  
 preparing the implementing regulation will result 
in a smoothly functioning modernised enforcement pro- 
ceeding. This modernisation is critical as it will ser- 
ve as an example for the future modernisation of the 
civil proceeding, which is the next goal of the legis-
lator.
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The decision of the Supreme Court 

The OGH had to answer whether a “performance-based 
bonus system” requires a shop agreement. According to 
the old version of the ArbVG, a shop agreement was 
needed to implement piece-work wages for wage plans 
that are similar to piece work and for miscellaneous per-
formance-based bonuses and rewards.
 
The OGH ruled that a shop agreement is necessary if a 
bonus system regulates the payout of the bonus by re-
aching individualised performance goals. Furthermore, 
replicable criteria must be applied to measure the attain-
ment of these goals and for third parties.

The works council thus received a veto power in connec-
tion with performance-based bonus systems since the 
employer needed the consent of the works council to 
implement such systems.

The amendment of the ArbVG

Pursuant to the amendment of the ArbVG, the term “mis-
cellaneous performance-based bonus and reward sys-
tems” was moved from section 96 to section 97 ArbVG. 
The consequence was that, as of 1 January 2011, a 
shop agreement for performance-based bonus systems 

can, but need not, be concluded. So the works council 
lost its veto power.

If an employer wants to implement a performance-based 
bonus system, it can now choose between a shop ag-
reement and an individual agreement. If a shop agree-
ment is chosen, however, its termination may not affect 
employees covered by the shop agreement prior to its 
termination. The terminated shop agreement will conti-
nue to apply to such employees (“after-effect”). The ap-
plication of the shop agreement for such employees may 
only end once a new shop agreement or individual ag-
reements are concluded. 

Shop agreements concluded under 
the “old law”

What happens to shop agreements concluded between 
the decision (2007) and the amendment (2011)? 

This question especially comes up in connection with 
shop agreements concluded for an unlimited period. 
Shop agreements concluded for a limited period of time 
expire at the end of the period. An after-effect will not 
occur. But shop agreements concluded for an unlimited 
period of time could have been terminated instantly wit-
hout any after-effect before the amendment of the 
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ArbVG. After the amendment, such shop agreements 
can now be terminated with a notice period of three 
month and will have an after-effect on the employees.

The law does not provide an answer to this question, as 
a transitional law has not been issued. Hence, it is 
argued2 that this is a case for conclusion by analogy, 
because an unintended regulatory gap could be seen in 
the missing transitional law.3 Following this opinion, the 
transitional law that regulates the legal effect of shop  
agreements concluded before the ArbVG was set into 
force should apply by analogy. On the other hand, the 
silence of the law can be seen to mean that there was no 
need for a regulation. The amendment simply clarified 
that the law had never intended to make the conclusion 
of a shop agreement necessary to implement a perfor-
mance-based bonus system.

Consequences

By amending the ArbVG, the legislator clearly underlined 
that a shop agreement is not necessary if the employer 
wants to implement a performance-based bonus system.
Moreover, the works council does not have a veto power. 
Performance based bonus systems can be concluded 
directly with the employee. Shop agreements may still be 
concluded, but if they are for an unlimited period after 
termination, an after-effect will apply.

The question of how to treat shop agreements concluded 
between the OGH decision and the amendment cannot 
be definitively answered. They might be treated just like 
shop agreements concluded after the amendment. In 
that case, if the agreement was concluded for an unlimi-
ted period of time, an after-effect could follow termination.

 If an employer wants to implement a performance- 
 based bonus system, it can now choose between a shop  
agreement and an individual agreement. If a shop agree-
ment is chosen, however, its termination may not affect 
employees covered by the shop agreement prior to its 
termination. 

2  Friedrich, Die Änderungen des ArbVG durch BGBl 2010/101, ZAS 2011, 60.
3  Section 164 par. 2 ArbVG



Even though the amendment does not address all dif-
ficulties employers are facing in the Czech Republic, and 
many changes mean only the implementation of regulati-
ons erased from the Czech labour law from 2004 to 
2007, it is definitively a step forward.

What are some of the most important changes?

Probation period

The probation period for managing employee will be 
prolonged up to six months from the original maximum 
three months. For other employees, the duration re-
mains unchanged.

Secondment

It will be again possible to second employees to other 
employer without being an employment agency. Such an 
option has been missing from Czech law since 2004. 
The secondments cannot generate a profit but costs can 
be recharged. 

Termination of employment

The severance payment in case of dismissal for organi-
sational changes, currently always three times average 
monthly earnings, will be newly differentiated depending 
on the duration employment: up to one year one, up to 

two years two and over two years three times average 
monthly earnings.

The court can, if proposed by the employer, decrease 
the compensation payable to the employee in case of 
invalid termination of employment if the period for which 
the compensation is to be paid exceeds six months. At 
the moment, the employee is always entitled to compen-
sation for the entire period from the date of the invalid 
termination until he or she recommences to work or is 
validly terminated (even if the employee had other work).
 
Overtime pay

Currently, overtime pay can be agreed as included in the 
salary for managing employees for a maximum of 150 
hours of overtime work per year. As a result, managing 
employees are entitled neither to a wage nor to an addi-
tional payment. Now such an arrangement can be ag-
reed with each employee. For managing employees, the 
possible limit will increase to 416 hours per year. Special 
rules apply in the public sector.

Vacation

It is now up to the employer to order employee vacation. 
If the employer fails to order the vacation by 30 October 
of the following year, the employee is automatically on 
vacation from 1 November of the following year. This is 
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currently ignored. Under the amendment, if the employer 
does not order vacation by 30 June for the following year, 
the employee has the right to determine when he or she 
will take the vacation subject to 14 days’ notice. Also, the 
right to vacation will not be lost if not taken within the 
statutory limits.

Non-competition clause

A non-competition clause cannot currently be agreed 
during the probation period. This limitation will be remo-
ved. The employer must currently pay the employee a 
consideration corresponding to at least one average 
monthly earnings per month for the duration of the non-
competition commitment. This will be decreased to half 
an average monthly earnings. Although the amendment 
has not solved all difficulties encountered by the practice 
in connection with the non-competition clause, it has 
made it a bit more employer friendly. Until now it has only 
served as a golden parachute for employees.

Transfer of undertaking

Finally, important changes will be implemented in con-
nection with the transfer of undertaking. The advance 

period in which the representatives of employees or em-
ployees must be informed and consulted will be 30 days. 
Until now, employees could not challenge or object to 
their transfer, but could only file a normal termination 
notice with the statutory or an agreed notice period. Em-
ployees will now be entitled to serve the notice in con-
nection with the contemplated transfer of undertaking at 
any time before the transfer and, as a result, the employ-
ment will terminate on the transfer date. This applies 
even if the employee serves the termination notice one 
day before the transfer. This may have very negative im-
pacts on employers. 

Furthermore, if, within two months of the transfer, the 
employee serves termination notice or enters into a ter-
mination agreement, and proves that the reason of the 
termination was a deterioration of employment condi-
tions in connection with the transfer, he or she will be 
entitled to severance payment as in the case of termina-
tion for organisational reasons.

As can be seen, we face many challenging changes to 
the Czech labour law. To benefit from the new possibili-
ties, employers will often have to amend existing employ-
ment contracts or change internal directives. 

 The Czech Republic is preparing for significant em- 
 ployer-friendly changes to the labour law. Even 
though the amendment does not address all difficulties 
employers are facing in the Czech Republic, and many 
changes mean only the implementation of regulations 
erased from the Czech labour law from 2004 to 2007, it 
is definitively a step forward.
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Facts of the case

In company X, employees’ entrance and exit times were 
recorded using an IT system. Employees could select 
one of two time recording methods: fingerprints or ent-
rance cards. Most employees chose fingerprints. They 
consented to having their fingerprints taken, which the 
employer did. The IT system automatically identified cer-
tain fingerprint features and processed them to a binary 
code. The employees’ first and last names were then as-
signed to the code and processed in a Microsoft Access 
database. Working time details were then transferred to 
working time record cards on paper. 

Limited catalogue of personal data

The SAC held that personal data processing in the form 
of fingerprints processed into a digital code breaches la-
bour law. Pursuant to Art. 22¹ of the Polish Labour Code, 
an employer may request from employees only personal 
data specifically provided in the article: first and last 
name, names of parents, date of birth, place of residence 
(address for correspondence), education, course of em-
ployment, personal ID number (PESEL), and other per-
sonal data, including first and last names and dates of 
birth of children, if the employee enjoys certain entitle-
ments prescribed in the labour law. The legislator deemed 
that other information about the employee should not be 
available to the employer unless required by another law. 
In the case in question, no other law applied.

The court held that using the employee’s consent to justify-
ing biometric data processing, when the law indicates a 

closed catalogue of data that may be processed, circum-
vents the law. That an employee consents to the proces-
sing of personal data in the form of fingerprints does not 
make it legal. An employee does not give such data on his 
or her own initiative but only if requested by the employer. 

Employee as a weaker party

The court emphasised that one of the basic features of 
the employment relationship is employee subordination 
to the employer. An employee’s written consent to coll-
ect and process personal data, given at the request of 
the employer, infringes the employee’s rights and free-
dom to express his or her will. The consent stems from 
the employee’s dependence on the employer. It was 
because of this imbalance that the Polish legislator in 
Art. 22¹ of the Labour Code limited what may be re-
quested from the employee. The SAC reasoned that 
using an employee’s consent to the processing of his or 
her data to justify the collection of data other than that 
indicated in Art. 22¹ of the Labour Code would be a 
breach of that article.

Principle of adequacy 

The court held that biometric data processing is not ne-
cessary to record working time. The employer thus viola-
tes the principle of adequacy from Art. 26 of the Act on 
Personal Data Protection. That principle was implemen-
ted via Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of 24.10.1995 on the protection of in-
dividuals with regard to the processing of personal data 
and on the free movement of such data. The Directive, 
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implemented into Polish law, is binding on entities collec-
ting and processing personal data. The court also em-
phasised that the principle of adequacy is expressed as 
an obligation to process data in a manner appropriate for 
the aims for which the data was collected. So a risk of 
infringing freedom and civic rights must be proportional to 
the aim it serves. As the adequacy principle expressed in 
Art. 26 of the Act on Personal Data Protection is the main 
criterion when considering biometric data processing, 
using biometric data to keep track of employees’ working 
time is disproportionate to the intended processing aim.

Moreover, the court cited the position of the consulting 
body, known as Working Group, which stated in the do-

cument on biometry that “an employer commits an error 
if it tries to justify the processing of employee data with 
the employee’s consent. Consent may be used when, in 
a given case, an employee is totally free to give it.”    

Conclusion

The SAC has ruled that an employer may not freely ex-
tend the catalogue of personal data listed in the Labour 
Code because working time can be recorded otherwise; 
biometric data is not indispensable to achieving that 
goal. Even the employee’s consent does not make the 
practice legal because, as the weaker party, the emplo-
yee is not truly independent.

 That an employee consents to the processing of per-
 sonal data in the form of fingerprints does not make 
it legal. An employee does not give such data on his or 
her own initiative but only if requested by the employer. 
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Introduction

“Higher flexibility on the labour market and more emplo-
yers willing to employ” could be the motto of the chan-
ges to the Slovak Labour Code, Act No. 311/2001 Coll. 
(Labour Code), which entered into force on 1 September 
2011, based on the amendment to the Labour Code 
passed in July 2011 (Amendment). The labour market in 
Slovakia is expected to change substantially due to the 
Amendment since it significantly shifted the balance of 
rights and obligations in employment relationships in fa-
vour of employers. In addition to modifying most aspects 
of the labour law, the Amendment also introduced new 
legal concepts, such as the non-competition clause fol-
lowing the termination of the labour agreement.

Non-competition clause

Although used in labour agreements prior to the Amend-
ment, non-competition clauses restricting the employee 
from working for the employer’s competitors after the la-
bour agreement had ended had always been considered 
unenforceable as there was no legal basis for them.

The new Amendment for the first time enables the em-
ployer and employee to agree on a non-competition 
clause; however, limits are imposed on the discretion of 
the parties. Employer can conclude a non-competition 
clause only with an employee who during the employ-
ment relationship has access to information or know-
ledge not commonly accessible and whose use may se-
riously harm the employer. The restriction on entering 

into a labour agreement with an employer’s competitor 
cannot exceed one year after termination and the emplo-
yee must be compensated at least 50% of its average 
monthly salary for each month of the restriction.

The parties may agree that if the employee breaches 
the non-competition clause, it will have to pay adequate 
monetary compensation to the employer. But this com-
pensation cannot exceed the amount of compensation 
agreed as a consideration for the employee mentioned 
above. Compensation paid by the employee for a 
breach will be reduced in proportion to the number of 
months the employee observed the non-competition 
clause.

Severance payment v notice period

An employee whose employment was terminated by the 
employer for organisational reasons (winding up or relo-
cation), redundancy, or a long-term inability of the em-
ployee to perform the work due to poor health will no 
longer be entitled to the concurrent payment of a salary 
during the notice period and a separate severance pay-
ment. Before the Amendment, the employee was pro-
tected and entitled to receive the severance payment ir-
respective of whether the labour agreement was 
terminated by mutual agreement or by the employer for 
the above reasons. Following the adoption of the Amend-
ment, the employee will receive either a severance pay-
ment (if the labour agreement was terminated mutually) 
or a salary during the notice period (if terminated unilate-
rally by the employer). 
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Working time

The Amendment introduced several legal tools which 
enable agreement on more flexible working arrange-
ments.

• Shared working positions allow the employment of a 
 number of part-time employees for one full-time posi- 
 tion. The employees divide working time and tasks 
 among themselves. 
• A working time account under which the employee  
 may work more or less in a working week according 
 to the employer’s needs. 
• A “flexi-account” has been confirmed as a permanent 
 tool in the Labour Code. It had been considered a 
 temporary anti-crisis measure to end after 2012. 

 It enables the employer to “postpone” the use of the  
 employee in case of serious interruptions of produc- 
 tion and to then summon the employee again when  
 production rises.

Other changes

Other important changes include changes to the durati-
on of the trial period, shortening of the notice period, ex-
tension of the repetitive use of labour agreements for a 
definite period, increase of overtime hours, and more. 
Because of the Amendment, the position of the employ-
er has been significantly improved and the flexibility of 
the Slovak labour market enhanced – without too much 
political turmoil or worsening of the social climate in the 
country.

 The restriction on entering into a labour agreement  
 with an employer’s competitor cannot exceed one 
year after termination and the employee must be com- 
pensated at least 50% of its average monthly salary for 
each month of the restriction. 
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The move towards a more employer-friendly labour law 
started with amendments to the current Labour Code 
(Act XXII of 1992 on the Labour Code), which were adop-
ted by the Hungarian Parliament in the fi rst half of July 
2011. Most of these amendments entered into force on 
1 August 2011.

One change is that if the employee works beyond his or 
her agreed working hours (overtime), the employer may 
decide whether to provide time off from work or to pay 
the salary supplement for the overtime. On a regular 
business day, the supplement is 50% of the salary (ie, a 
total of 150% salary is payable). The time off may not be 
less than the duration of the extra work performed. Befo-
re this amendment, this option used to be available to 
the employer only if the parties had agreed so in advance 
or if a collective bargaining agreement had so provided. 

A new Hungarian Labour Code

On 22 July 2011 (about two weeks after the adoption of 
the above modifi cations), the Ministry of National Econo-
my published the fi rst draft of a new Hungarian Labour 
Code. This draft is currently subject to discussions bet-
ween Ministry offi cials, university professors, trade uni-
ons, and the employers’ representatives. The new draft 
Code is expected to be adopted by Parliament at the 
end of 2011 and come into force beginning 2012.

The fi rst draft of the new Code was much less employee 
friendly than the current Labour Code and triggered pro-
tests by various trade unions. The government an-

nounced that, to a certain extent, they would back off 
their original plan and cut back fewer employee rights 
and benefi ts. The new Code is, however, still expected to 
be more modern than the current legislation and also re-
gulate certain new types of employment, one of which 
would be on-call work.

Call on work

If the employee works maximum six hours a day in 
part-time employment, the employer and the employee 
may agree in the employment contract that the emplo-
yee works when the task is due. The employer must 
notify the employee of the work at least three days in 
advance.

Increased liability for employee negligence

The new provisions, which are less employee-friendly 
than the current provisions, contain, for example, an in-
crease of the employee’s liability for damage caused to 
the employer through negligence. Under the current La-
bour Code, if the employee causes damage through ne-
gligence, the employee is liable only up to one-half month 
average earnings (or a maximum of 1.5 months average 
earnings if the employer and the employee in the em-
ployment contract so agree or a maximum 6 months 
average earnings if the collective agreement so provi-
des). Under the new Code, the main rule will be that the 
employee will be fully liable if he or she causes damage 
through negligence. However the extent of the liability is 
still subject to discussions. 
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Collective bargaining agreements

The new Code will also increase the regulatory role of 
collective bargaining agreements. The main rule will be 
that the provisions of the collective bargaining agreement 
may derogate from the provisions of the Labour Code 
not only if they are favourable for the employee but also 
if they are detrimental.

Unlawful termination

Pursuant to the draft of the new Code, the rules for unla-
wful termination will also change. One change is that if 
the employee claims that the termination was unlawful, 
the main rule will be that the employer will have to pay 
damages. Under the current Hungarian Labour Code the 
main rule is that the employer must reinstate the emplo-
yee in his/her original position.

Non-compete undertaking 

The new Hungarian Labour Code will also contain the 
minimum amount of compensation for a post-terminati-
on non-compete undertaking by the employee. This is 
not regulated in the current Hungarian Labour Code. The 
compensation will have to be at least one-third of the 
employee’s salary. The compensation must be paid for 
the same period as that of the non-compete underta-
king. The maximum duration of the non-compete obliga-
tion will be two years instead of the current three years.
 
Conclusion

The new Hungarian Labour Code, which will enter into 
force in 2012, is expected to follow modern trends, be 
less employee friendly, and decrease employers’ costs. 
The goal is to increase employment in Hungary. 

 The new Code will also increase the regulatory role 
 of collective bargaining agreements. The main rule 
will be that the provisions of the collective bargai- 
ning agreement may derogate from the provisions of the 
Labour Code not only if they are favourable for the em-
ployee but also if they are detrimental. 
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Employment agreement

One option for regulating the relationship between a non-
resident managing director and a Serbian company is 
the employment agreement, which may be concluded 
for a definite or indefinite period.

For the employer, negative aspects of the employment 
agreement are: certain rights that must be provided to 
the employee, a termination procedure that must be 
complied with, the obligation to consult the employee 
in case of termination, labour costs, notice periods 
(one to three months depending on the years of ser-
vice), and more.

Pursuant to Article 167 of the Companies Act (“Official 
Gazette of Republic of Serbia”, no. 125/2004; Zakon o 
privrednim društvima), the dismissal of a managing di-
rector does not affect his rights or obligations under the 
employment agreement. However, it can be agreed in 
the fixed term employment agreement that the employ-
ment relation will be terminated following a dismissal as 
managing director.

Management agreement

Managing Director

Under Article 48 of the Labour Act (“Official Gazette of 
Republic of Serbia”, nos.24/2005, 61/2005 and 54/2009; 
Zakon o radu), the managing director need not to be in 
an employment relationship with the company. The rela-
tionship between a company and a managing director 
can be regulated by a management agreement, in which 
case the managing director is entitled to remuneration for 
work performed. Where such remuneration is agreed, it 
is considered a salary pursuant to the Labour Act, me-
aning it is subject to income tax (12%) and social securi-
ty contributions. However, if the managing-director is a 
non-resident, Double Taxation Treaties (DTT) and Bilate-
ral Social Contributions Agreements (BSCA), if applicable 
should be consulted as they may regulate tax and social 
contribution obligations differently.

Further, management agreements are more flexible with 
respect to termination, given that the relevant provisions 
of the Labour Act do not apply. Management agreement 

practice group employment

Serbia: Options for Regulating the Relationship 
between Non-Resident Managing Directors 

and a Limited Liability Company

Marija Zdravković

Within Serbia, the relationship between a non-resident managing director and a com-
pany may be regulated by an employment or a management agreement. But a for-
eign company often wishes to dispatch its employees to perform management func-
tions in its Serbian subsidiaries while continuing their employment with the dispatching 
company. In such a case, the employees are assigned to the resident company in 
Serbia under the Serbian Labour Act.
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may be terminated upon the managing director’s dismis-
sal from the function, which is not the case under an 
open ended employment agreement. 

Members of the Management Board

If the relationship between a company and the members 
of the management board is not regulated by an employ-
ment agreement, the company and the board members 
may regulate their relationship by a management agree-
ment. This agreement differs from the management ag-
reement with the director, provided under Article 48 of 
the Labour Act, as the remuneration agreed is not consi-
dered a salary.

Assignment of employees

Another option for regulating the relationship with a non-
resident managing director is assignment of employees.
Assignment of employees is a common practice in Ser-
bia, given that many foreign companies assign their em-

ployees to manage and carry out other activities in their 
Serbian subsidiaries. However, it should be confirmed on 
a case-by-case basis whether this option is possible in 
the assigned employees’ jurisdiction of residence.

Assignment of employees is a suitable option where 
the employer does not intend to terminate the employ-
ment agreements with the assigned employees, but 
merely plans to temporarily dispatch them to the Serbi-
an company. In this case, the managing director would 
be assigned to perform the management function 
within a Serbian company. While assigned, the emplo-
yees are still employed by the assigning (non-resident) 
company, which continues to pay their salaries, while 
the relationship between the Serbian employer and the 
assigning employer is regulated by a business coope-
ration agreement. 

With respect to the income tax and social contribution 
obligations, the DTT and BSCA should be consulted, if 
applicable.

 Management agreements are more flexible with respect 
 to termination, given that the relevant provisions 
of the Labour Act do not apply. Management agreement 
may be terminated upon the managing director’s dismis-
sal from the function, which is not the case under an 
open-ended employment agreement. 
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The investigative powers of the European Commission 
(EC) and the BWB are similar, but not identical. From an 
undertaking’s point of view, these differences are of parti-
cular importance when it comes to the question of how to 
behave during an inspection since strategic issues for the 
upcoming proceedings are already laid down during the 
first investigative steps. With that in mind, to safeguard 
the interests of the company, it is essential to identify the 
limits of the investigative powers of the BWB during the 
raid and provide a line of defence should problems arise.

Investigative powers

The investigative powers of the BWB are set out in the 
Austrian Competition Act (Wettbewerbsgesetz; WettbG). 
Under Sec 11a para 1 No 2 in conjunction with Sec 12 
para 4 WettbG, BWB officials are empowered to access, 
examine, and copy business documents. Only docu-
ments covered by the scope of the investigative decision 
are subject to inspection. Therefore, in our view, the of-
ficials must examine on site the relevance of every docu-
ment to make sure that the document relates to the sub-
ject matter of the raid. They may not postpone a thorough 
screening to a later stage. 

In practice, the handling of electronic data is particularly 
prone to misuse of powers by officials. Without a prior 
examination, the undertaking should object to the confis-

cation of electronic files because it lacks a legal basis 
and undermines the company’s right to be present du-
ring the inspection.
 
Pursuant to Sec 11a para 2 in conjunction with Sec 12 
para 4 WettbG, only authorised representatives of the 
undertaking are obliged to disclose information to the 
BWB during the raid. Other employees might also be in-
terrogated by officials, but they have no legal obligation 
to answer questions unless summoned to appear as a 
witness before the authority. In our view, interrogation 
powers under Austrian law are limited to administrative 
matters only (eg, storage of documents, responsibilities 
of employees, etc.).1 By contrast, during inspections 
conducted by the EC, all members of staff must answer 
questions about facts and documents relating to the 
subject matter and purpose of the inspection. 
 
Legal professional privilege

The doctrine of legal professional privilege is well establis-
hed under European law.2 According to this principle, cor-
respondence between a client and an independent lawyer 
can be withheld from EC officials during an inspection if it 
is linked to the right of defence in cartel proceedings. 

However, absent an explicit provision under Austrian law, 
the BWB refuses to apply this legal professional privilege in 

practice group eu & competition

Powers of Inspection under Austrian Cartel Law

The Austrian Federal Competition Authority (Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde; BWB) 
has put its powers of inspection to the test. For the first time the BWB initiated 
dawn raids on its own thereby revealing a number of legal issues to be factored in 
when dealing with inspections of undertakings under Austrian cartel law.

Valerie Rosa Ditz

1  In line with the wording of the provision, only information that is necessary to carry out the inspection must be provided.
2  ECJ 18 May 1982, Case 155/97, AM & S / Commission, para 22ff; ECJ 14 September 2010, C-550/07 P, Akzo Nobel Chemicals / Commission, para 40 ff. 
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purely national inspections. The BWB’s limiting of the legal 
professional privilege only to European inspections is discri-
minatory and lacks any objective justification. Legal schol-
ars derive the application of the privilege from more general 
principles, such as the right to respect for one’s private and 
family life, home, and correspondence (Art 8 para 1 ECHR), 
and the right to a fair trial (Art 6 ECHR), which makes an 
explicit provision under Austrian law obsolete.3

According to the prevailing opinion, the power of the 
BWB to examine business documents must therefore be 
interpreted narrowly to exclude documents covered by 
legal professional privilege.4 The correctness of this posi-
tion has not yet been confirmed by an Austrian court. 
Hence, should a question arise as to whether a docu-

ment is covered by legal professional privilege, it is ad-
visable to seal the document during the inspection and 
request the Austrian Cartel Court to give a ruling.

Failure to cooperate

Unlike European law, the WettbG does not foresee any 
penalties for refusing to cooperate during a national ins-
pection. Under Sec 30 Cartel Act (Kartellgesetz), howe-
ver, cooperation during the investigation is one factor 
when determining the amount of the fine. If the BWB 
goes forward with the investigation and eventually ap-
plies for the imposition of a fine before the Austrian Cartel 
Court, failure to cooperate during inspection will likely in-
crease the amount of fine imposed.

 In order to best safeguard the interests of the  
 company during an inspection, the limits to the  
investigative powers of the competition authority must 
be scrutinised with utmost care.

3  See Rosbaud, Zur Durchsuchung einer Anwaltskanzlei im Kartellverfahren, wbl 2010, 433 (439) with further references. 
4  See Neumayr / Stegbauer, Die Reichweite des Anwaltsprivilegs, OZK 2008, 10 (12) with further references.
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Legal background

The creation of a full function joint venture 
requires merger control approval

In line with the European merger control regime, the Austri-
an Cartel Act (Section 7(2) Cartel Act) also provides that the 
“creation of a joint venture performing on a lasting basis all 
the functions of an autonomous economic entity” (full func-
tion joint venture) qualifies as a concentration. This mirrors 
the wording of Article 4(3) of the European Merger Regula-
tion. Joint ventures that do not qualify as a full function joint 
venture are therefore, in principle, not subject to merger 
control approval. The concept of full functionality corres-
ponds with EC merger rules. In order to be full function, the 
newly created joint venture must: possess sufficient resour-
ces, be established permanently, and not only fulfill auxilia-
ry functions for or depend on the business relations to its 

founders. According to the Consolidated Jurisdictional 
Notice,1 “a joint venture is not full-function if it only takes 
over one specific function within the parent companies’ 
business activities without its own access to or presence 
on the market.” Therefore, a purchasing joint venture does 
not typically qualify as a full function joint venture since it 
usually becomes active for its parent companies only.

The creation of a non-full function joint venture
might also qualify as a notifiable transaction

Under specific circumstances the creation of a non full 
function joint venture can also constitute a notifiable tran-
saction under the Austrian merger control rules. Section 
7(1)3 Cartel Act provides that the direct or indirect acquisi-
tion of shares which leads to a shareholding of at least 
25%, or at least 50% in an undertaking by another under-
taking, qualifies as a concentration within the meaning of 

practice group eu & competition

1  Commission Consolidated Jurisdictional Notice under Council Regulation (EC) No 139/2004 on the control of concentrations between undertakings, OJ 2008, C 95/1.

When do Purchasing Joint Ventures Qualify 
as a Notifiable Concentration under 

the Austrian Merger Control Regime?

Stefanie Stegbauer / Franz Urlesberger

The creation of a purchasing joint venture may qualify as a concentration within the 
meaning of the Austrian merger control regime and therefore (in addition to the self-
assessment required under the cartel prohibition) be subject to formal approval 
from the competition authorities. So far, there has been no case law in Austria cla-
rifying when the creation of a purchasing joint venture qualifies as a notifiable tran-
saction. Therefore, in the past, parties were often well advised to submit a failsafe 
notification to eliminate the risk of an infringement of the stand-still obligation. The 
Cartel Court, however, recently dealt with this question for the first time. This pre-
cedent will give important guidance for the future assessment of purchasing joint 
ventures under the Austrian merger control regime.
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the Cartel Act. Further, Section 7(1)5 Cartel Act defines as 
a concentration the direct or indirect acquisition of decisi-
ve influence (control) by one undertaking over another un-
dertaking. The creation of a purchasing joint venture would 
therefore qualify as a concentration within the meaning of 
Section 7(1)3 or 5 Cartel Act if the assets contributed to 
the joint venture are considered (substantial parts of) un-
dertakings. In this case, the transaction would qualify as a 
concentration within the meaning of the Austrian merger 
control regime since each mother company of the joint 
venture acquires shares in/control over (a substantial part 
of) an undertaking previously solely owned/controlled by 
the other mother company.

Some assets might be deemed 
(substantial parts of) an undertaking

It must therefore be assessed whether the assets to be 
transferred qualify as (substantial parts of) an undertaking. 
The Austrian Supreme Court, as Appellate Cartel Court, 
has in the past confirmed that, to qualify assets as an un-
dertaking, (at least at some point in time) a market position 
and market shares must be attributable to these assets.2 
This corresponds with the case law of the European Com-
mission according to which the transfer of assets amounts 
to an acquisition of control only if “these assets constitute 
a business with a market presence, to which a market 
turnover can be clearly attributed”.3
 
New Austrian case law

The Cartel Court recently decided for the first time the 
question of whether assets transferred to a purchasing 
joint venture qualify as (substantial parts of) an undertaking. 
In that case, only financial contributions, employees, and 
supply agreement were transferred to the joint venture. The 

Cartel Court held that these contributions did not qualify as 
(substantial parts of) an undertaking and rejected a request 
by the Federal Competition Authority and the Federal 
Cartel Prosecutor for an in-depth investigation of the case 
for lack of a notifiable concentration. From the ruling of the 
Cartel Court, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
• Mere financial contributions of the founders do not 
 qualify as a business with a market presence.
• The transfer of employees leads to a transfer of market 
 position only if a client base is closely linked to such 
 employees (eg, because of the importance of a perso- 
 nal relationship with the customer on the relevant mar- 
 ket). In the relevant case, the employees transferred to 
 the joint venture were only concerned with procure- 
 ment matters and never operated on the downstream 
 markets. No market turnover could thus be attributed 
 to these employees.
• The supply agreements transferred to the joint ventures 
 in the precedent did not relate to actual purchasing vo- 
 lumes committed by the founders but were mere 
 framework agreements. The actual purchasing activi- 
 ties were therefore not transferred to the joint venture. 
 Mere framework agreements are not directly related to  
 a market share of the founders. Therefore, by their 
 transfer no market position of the founders is transfer- 
 red to the joint venture. 
Hence, mere financial contributions, employees concer-
ned only with procurement activities, and framework 
purchasing agreements (separately and combined) do not 
qualify as (substantial parts of) an undertaking, and their 
transfer to a newly-established purchasing joint venture 
does not amount to a notifiable concentration under the 
Austrian merger control regime. In the present case, the 
admissibility of the creation of the purchasing joint venture 
thus depends only on the self-assessment conducted by 
the parties under the cartel prohibition.

2  KOG 04.10.2010, 16 Ok 6/10 – Warenlager.
3  COMP/M. 5721, Otto/Primondo.

 In order to be full function, the newly created joint  
 venture must: possess sufficient resources, be establish-
ed permanently, and not only fulfill auxiliary functions 
for or depend on the business relations to its founders. 
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Public consultation on 
merger control procedures

Finally, the Hungarian Competition Authority (Gazdasá-
gi Versenyhivatal; GVH) has attended to stakeholder 
complaints about the burdensome merger control noti-
fication form. The GVH initiated a public consultation on 
the amendment of the filing form and the procedural 
rules in merger control procedures1, with the aim of im-
proving them with the help of stakeholders (primarily 
law firms and businesses): a long-awaited and highly 
welcomed move.

Current situation – Criticised by the market

Despite amendments over the years regarding the subs-
tantive assessment of mergers in Hungary, one tedious 
aspect of the Hungarian merger control system has been 
the formal requirements when initiating a merger control 
procedure.

Effectively, all 77 questions of the filing form must be 
completed regardless of the complexity of the case or its 
likelihood to cause competition concerns. Owing to the 
formal approach deployed by case handlers, failure to 
answer all questions will likely trigger a request to submit 
the outstanding information. Transaction review periods 
start only once all required information has been submit-

ted. This, among other procedural features, makes the 
date of the GVH’s (clearance) decision unpredictable  
(a Phase I decision may take 45 days to several months).
Features of the Hungarian merger control filing form that 
make it very cumbersome for parties and counsels inclu-
de the obligation:

• to submit numerous supporting documents (original  
 documents or certified copies of underlying agree- 
 ments; official translations; historical commercial re- 
 gistry extracts and annual reports of undertakings);
• to provide detailed data on all markets in which the  
 parties to the transaction (and groups to which they  
 belong) are present, irrespective of the relevance of  
 such data for assessing the transaction; 
• to provide extensive data on all companies that are 
 affiliated with the parties to the transaction and are 
 present in the EU. 
 
Anticipated trends

The amendments proposed by the GVH will likely take 
effect in 2012. The following changes can be anticipated 
from the draft documents:
• a general tendency to decrease the administrative 
 burden on the undertakings and to accelerate the 
 merger control procedure (eg, no need to submit  
 commercial registry extracts of the companies, a let- 
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1  Schoenherr actively participated in the public consultation, submitting suggestions for improvement.

Long-Awaited Simplification of the 
Hungarian Merger Control Procedures 

on the Horizon

Christoph Haid / Anna Turi

The Hungarian Competition Authority has initiated steps to improve merger control 
proceedings and thereby decrease the procedural burden on undertakings.
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 ter of authenticity, official translation of all foreign lan- 
 guage documents);
• the availability of a short filing form (data containing 
 detailed information on suppliers, customers, compe- 
 titors, shares, the effects of the merger on the market, 
 etc. will only have to be provided for markets if the  
 parties’ activities (i) overlap and their combined share  
 exceeds 10% or (ii) are vertically related or neighbou- 
 ring and a party has a market share exceeding 15%  
 on one of these markets). Therefore, less data will  
 have to be provided for non-problematic cases, which  
 account for most cases before the authority2;
• best practice guidelines on informal consultation with  
 the authority before the submission of the application  
 and during the authority’s proceeding (even when the  
 case is before the competition council), thus showing  
 the authority’s willingness to actively accelerate the  
 procedure.

Still room for improvement

The second stage of the consultation process tended to 
address (decrease) the administrative burden posed on 
parties by the filing form. It does not, however, foresee 

changes to the Competition Act – something that would 
be appreciated in some areas. For example, no change is 
planned to the time limits for the authority in merger con-
trol proceedings. Also, the authority will continue to be 
able to “stop the clock” on timelines whenever it requires 
further data from the parties.
 
Another unresolved issue is whether parties may close the 
transaction before obtaining clearance from the GVH. The 
general perception of stakeholders has been that owing to 
(i) the lack of an explicit suspension clause in the Hungarian 
Competition Act and (ii) the lack of the authority’s right to 
impose fines for implementing a concentration prior to clea-
rance, the parties may implement the transaction at their 
own risk. Discussions about this topic have been stirred up 
by a recent amendment to the Hungarian Competition Act 
that seems to conflict with the above perception (its exact 
interpretation still awaits clarification by the authority).

Personnel in the highest positions in the authority have 
been recently replaced by professionals from the private 
sector. It is hoped that this, as well as involving stakehol-
ders in developing competition law, will bring about the 
anticipated changes in the near future.

2  In 2009 there were only 5 Phase II proceedings out of 34, and only one concentration was prohibited, while no concentrations were prohibited in 2010.

 Despite amendments over the years regarding the  
 substantive assessment of mergers in Hungary, one 
tedious aspect of the Hungarian merger control system 
has been the formal requirements when initiating a  
merger control procedure.
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Exemption from the cartel prohibition
 
In a nutshell, the cartel prohibition forbids agreements 
and concerted practices between undertakings as well 
as decisions of undertakings that have as their object or 
effect the restriction of competition. Despite their nega-
tive effects, restrictions are exempted from the cartel 
prohibition if they generate countervailing benefits for 
customers. 

This is rule the at the EU level and in Croatia and Serbia. 
What differs is the system of exempting restrictive ag-
reements.

To enhance legal certainty, the European Commission 
has adopted block exemption regulations that set out 
requirements for different categories of agreements to be 
automatically exempted. The relevant block exemption 
regulations (BER) are for:

• vertical agreements;
• vertical agreements in the motor vehicle sector; 
• technology transfer agreements; 
• specialisation agreements (ie, joint production, spe- 
 cialisation, and subcontracting between competitors);  
 and 
• research & development

Should an agreement not fall within the ambit of a block 
exemption regulation, the parties must self-assess whe-
ther an agreement is permissible. This system of self-
assessment was introduced at the EU level by the Mo-
dernisation Regulation, May 2004. A restrictive agreement 
can be implemented if the undertakings believe the re-
quirements for an exemption are met; no prior decision 
to that effect by a competition authority is required.

Croatia

Croatia has followed suit and implemented a system of 
self-assessment that entered into force in October 2010. 
Over time, it has also implemented block exemption re-
gulations that mirror those at the EU level (with very few 
deviations from the EU BERs). Not all EU BERs have 
been transposed into national law yet – for example, the-
re is no BER on specialisation agreements or on research 
& development. However, pursuant to the association 
agreement with the EU, the Croatian competition autho-
rity must gear to relevant EU rules whenever a substanti-
ve question has not be regulated by Croatian legislation 
or case law. EU rules thus provide sufficient guidance 
also to assess the Croatian angle of agreements and 
practices. Nevertheless, it is expected that the Croatian 
competition authority will adopt further BERs in the next 
months ahead of EU accession.

practice group eu & competition

Croatia and Serbia: 
EU Membership – Ready or Not?

Christoph Haid / Gabriele Wahl Cesarec / Srđana Petronijević

Croatia will accede to the EU in 2013; Serbia will follow a few years later. Do anti-
trust rules in these two countries already mirror those at the EU level, or do com-
panies and their advisors still need to take differences into account? Are there 
loopholes that still need to be closed? And are the respective national competition 
authorities fierce enforcers of competition rules? 
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Serbia

In Serbia, the situation is different. Serbia still operates a 
system of notification for individual exemption unless the 
requirements of a block exemption regulation are met. Also, 
national BERs deviate from their counterparts at the EU le-
vel. They sometimes provide for different market share or 
turnover thresholds that undertakings have to meet for an 
agreement to fall within the ambit of a BER. Some provisi-
ons in EU BERs have not been transposed. For example, 
the EU BER for vertical agreements provides for a mecha-
nism if the market share of an undertaking slightly exceeds 
the threshold set out in BER. Such mechanism is missing in 
the Serbian BER. Also, for certain categories of agree-
ments, no BER exists at all, so these agreements require an 
individual exemption by the Serbian competition authority. 

The Modernisation Regulation does not require (future) 
member states to abolish systems of notification. Nor 
does the Regulation require national BERs to mirror their 
EU counterparts. However, having different systems of 
and requirements for exemptions is not desirable or busi-
ness friendly. Unless things change, when Serbia acce-
des to the EU, undertakings will first have to assess for 
each agreement that affects Serbia whether it impacts 
trade between Serbia and other member states. If so, EU 
law will trump Serbian competition law. If not, Serbia 
competition law will apply and the agreement will have to 
be assessed against rules that differ from EU rules. If na-
tional exemption systems and national BERs reflect the 
EU system, this would very much enhance legal certainty 
and make it easier for undertakings to assess the per-
missibility of agreements. It is therefore expected that the 
Serbian legislator and competition authority will soon 
take measures to further align the Serbian competition 
law regime with EU rules.

Enforcement

Enforcement of competition rules by the EU Commission 
as well as the Croatian and Serbian competition authori-
ties has been in the spot light in recent months, albeit for 
different reasons. 

At the EU level, the continuously increasing amount of fi-
nes for cartel law infringements has provoked criticism as 
the level of fines sometimes drive undertakings into near 
insolvency. In contrast, the Croatian and Serbian authori-
ties have only recently been given the power to impose 
fines. The Croatian authority has not levied any fines yet. 
The Serbian authority, on the other hand, has made use of 
its new powers – and was instantly criticised for its first fi-
ning decisions. The authority applied its powers retro-ac-
tively, fining undertakings for past misconduct when the 
authority had no power to impose fined directly. 

Inspections of business premises to sift documents in 
search of evidence of cartel law infringements – a practice 
very successfully deployed by the European Commission 
– have not been undertaken by either the Croatian or Ser-
bian competition authority yet. 

It is therefore no surprise that the EU Commission, in its 
latest report on the status of competition law enforcement, 
has criticised Croatia for its slack enforcement record 
against cartels. The track record of cartel enforcement by 
the Serbian competition authority is equally unimpressive.
  
Cartel law enforcement in Croatia and Serbia is in its in-
fancy, but undertakings should not take this lightly. The 
authorities are making every effort to polish up their repu-
tation, and it will not be long before we see their first dawn 
raids and significant fines for competition law violations. 

 Cartel law enforcement in Croatia and Serbia is in 
 its infancy, but undertakings should not take this 
lightly. The authorities are making every effort to 
polish up their reputation, and it will not be long 
before we see their first dawn raids and significant fines 
for competition law violations.  
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Duty to contribute additional capital
 
Austrian corporate law generally only provides for the 
shareholders’ obligation to pay to the company a capital 
contribution corresponding to their participation in the 
company. If a company is in financial crisis, the question 
may arise whether the shareholders are nevertheless ob-
liged to contribute additional funds to the company. 
Such an additional contribution obligation may be expli-
citly provided for in the company’s articles of association 
or a shareholders’ agreement. However, because the 
Austrian corporate law lacks specific provisions about an 
additional contribution obligation of shareholders, the 
prevailing view in Austrian legal commentary is that 
shareholders generally do not have an obligation to con-
tribute additional funds (eg, by injecting cash or by wai-
ving receivables) to the company, even if the company is 
in financial crisis. 

Duty to support capital measures

Based on the shareholders’ duty of loyalty, the German 
Supreme Court1 has held in an unprecedented ruling that 
a (minority) shareholder is not obliged to vote in favour of 
a capital measure but is also not allowed to block a reso-
lution on capital measures as part of a financial recovery 
concept that is required to preserve the company in fi-
nancial crisis and that is desired by a majority of the 
shareholders. In such case, the court reasoned, a share-
holder must subordinate his interests to the company’s 
benefit. 

That duty, however, only applies if the failure of the con-
templated recovery measures would inevitably result in 
the breakdown of the company, and if the shareholders 
would be worse off as compared to the sale of their sha-
res in case of a successful recovery and restructuring of 
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Corporate Recovery – 
Shareholders’ Duty of Participation in 

Capital Measures in Financial Crisis

Wolfgang Höller / Michael Walbert 

Capital measures are common reorganisation measures when a capital company 
is in financial crisis, including eg injection of fresh capital by way of a capital in-
crease. The implementation of capital measures during financial crisis is often a 
source of dispute amongst shareholders, in particular if the capital measures are 
driven by a financially strong majority shareholder. The question thus arises if and 
to what extent a shareholder: (i) may be under an obligation to contribute additional 
capital in the course of such capital measures, (ii) may be under an obligation to 
support capital measures, and (iii) can be excluded from subscribing shares in a 
capital increase. 
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1  BGH 20.3.1995, II ZR 205/94, BGHZ 129, 136.
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the company. A shareholder may thus have to accept a 
dilution of his participation in the company to the benefit 
of preservation of the company as a whole. Austrian legal 
commentators have opined that the above principles es-
tablished by the German Supreme Court also apply un-
der Austrian corporate law.

Finally, the court held that shareholders blocking the ca-
pital measures can be held liable for damages if they in-
tentionally violated their duty of loyalty to their co-share-
holders.
     
Exclusion from subscription right 

Under Austrian corporate law, shareholders of capital 
companies have the right to participate in a capital incre-
ase and subscribe shares newly issued by way of a capi-
tal increase in proportion to their existing participation 
quota. The statutory subscription right is aimed at pro-
tecting existing shareholders from a dilution of their exis-
ting participation, both in terms of influence and control 
in the company and their participation’s economic value. 
However, the shareholders’ subscription right can be ex-
cluded by a resolution of the company’s general assem-
bly with a qualified majority. In addition to an increased 
majority requirement, a resolution on the exclusion of 
shareholders’ subscription right must be: (i) justified on 
objective grounds, (ii) suitable to reach a particular goal, 

and (iii) adequate in view of the potential deterioration of 
the affected shareholders’ membership rights in the 
company.

It is generally accepted under Austrian corporate law 
that the necessity of restructuring measures during fi-
nancial crisis qualifies as an objective justification of an 
exclusion of shareholders’ subscription rights if, for ex-
ample, some shareholders are prepared to contribute 
additional capital to the company, while other sharehol-
ders may not be willing or capable to do so. An exclusi-
on of the subscription right may also be justified to at-
tract new investors that are willing to become 
shareholders and contribute new capital to the company 
by way of a capital increase.
 
Conclusion 

Capital measures can be an effective and attractive tool 
to achieve the recovery of companies in financial crisis, 
even if not supported by shareholders that are not willing 
or willing to support such capital measures. In case of a 
persistent dispute amongst shareholders as to the fun-
ding of a company in crisis, a capital increase can be 
implemented as a preparatory measure to facilitate a 
subsequent squeeze-out of minority shareholders with a 
view to clearing up the shareholder structure of a capital 
company tied in a deadlock.

 Based on the shareholders’ duty of loyalty, the 
 German Supreme Court has held in an unprecedented 
ruling that a (minority) shareholder is not obliged to 
vote in favour of a capital measure but is also not al-
lowed to block a resolution on capital measures as part 
of a financial recovery concept that is required to pre-
serve the company in financial crisis and that is desired 
by a majority of the shareholders. 
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Our legislators’ constant attention to bankruptcy procee-
dings has resulted in inconsistencies in respect of reor-
ganisation that have never been fully settled. So, on top 
of the fact that reorganisation is usually a challenging 
procedure, participants are also faced with a second 
challenge – finding practical solutions in cases where the 
law does not provide an answer, or where the answers 
provided are not clear.

The right to manage the company 
whilst undergoing reorganisation

Pursuant to article 47 of the Romanian Insolvency law, 
the opening of the insolvency proceedings automatically 
leads to the debtor’s right to manage its estate being 
withdrawn. Management is performed by a judicial admi-
nistrator, receiver, or special trustee if the debtor has ex-
pressed its intention to undergo reorganisation.

But article 103 provides that the debtor is managed by 
the special trustee under the supervision of the judicial 
administrator whilst undergoing reorganisation.

The inconsistency of the law refers to cases when the 
debtor has not expressed its intention to undergo reor-

ganisation and when, consequently its right to manage 
its estate should be withdrawn. The judicial administrator 
or the creditors holding at least 20% of the debts submit 
a reorganisation plan, which is approved by the creditors 
and confirmed by the syndic judge. In such a case, the 
debtor’s right to manage its estate should be performed 
by the special trustee based on the provisions of article 
103, despite the fact that the management right might 
have already been withdrawn based on article 47.

The law is also not clear about what happens when the 
debtor fails to appoint a special trustee, when failing to 
appoint such a trustee leads to the management right 
being withdrawn. It becomes more complicated if a reor-
ganisation plan is later submitted, approved by the credi-
tors, and confirmed by the judge. On the one hand, the 
management right has been withdrawn because the 
debtor has failed to appoint a special trustee. On the 
other hand, the law provides that, whilst undergoing re-
organisation, management is performed by the special 
trustee under the supervision of the judicial administrator.

In practice, the participants in the insolvency procee-
dings have found solutions to these inconsistencies. 
First, parties must interpret the decision of the syndic 
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Reorganisation, a Double Challenge 
for Romanian Companies

Emeric Domokos-Hancu

Since the enactment of the new insolvency law in 2006, its proceedings have been 
amended many times to improve and simplify bankruptcy. In the past few years, 
the economic downturn has caused more and more companies to request court 
protection with the hope of undergoing reorganisation, realising that insolvency 
need not be the death of the company but, rather, a second chance. Further, with 
the insolvency practice picking up, an increasingly number of debtor companies 
realise the tools provided by reorganisation, such as the chance to erase some or 
even all of their debts, generally towards unsecured creditors. 
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judge. The rule is that as long as the decision opening 
the insolvency proceedings does not provide that the 
management right is withdrawn, the debtor continues to 
manage its estate through the special trustee. Secondly, 
if the debtor fails to appoint a special trustee, the appoin-
ted judicial administrator has the right to call the debtor’s 
shareholders meeting to appoint the special trustee. 
Also, if the debtor expresses its intention to undergo re-
organisation and files a serious and viable plan, the par-
ticipants tend to support the reorganisation, mostly be-
cause the overall results are better than those obtained 
by the creditors in case of bankruptcy.

Voting rights of creditors already 
paid during the reorganisation

The reorganisation plan also provides a payment plan of 
the creditors. Often, some creditors are paid before the 
end of the reorganisation. The question then arises (not 
answered by the Romanian insolvency law): do creditors 
that have been paid still hold any voting rights in the cre-
ditors’ meeting? 

The common and logical approach is that such a creditor 
no longer has any voting rights because it no longer 
holds a receivable and is thus no longer a “creditor” 
within the proceedings. We recommend a new provision 
in the law stating that once a creditor has been paid in full 
in accordance with the payment plan provided by the 
confirmed reorganisation plan, it has no rights to act as a 
creditor within the proceedings in any capacity.

Does the state have a reserved 
seat on the creditors’ committee?

The creditors’ meeting (Adunarea creditorilor) is conve-
ned and chaired by the judicial administrator, unless 

otherwise specified by the law or ordered by the syndic 
judge. The agenda for each session must be made pub-
lic in advance to all creditors. Matters not on the agenda 
may not be discussed unless all creditors are present. 

If many creditors are involved in the proceedings, the 
creditors in the first creditors’ meeting must appoint a 
committee of 3 to 5 creditors for active involvement in 
the proceedings, particularly in supervising and appro-
ving certain actions/transactions of the judicial administ-
rator or the receiver (as applicable). This is the creditors’ 
committee (Comitetul creditorilor). 

The creditors making up the creditors’ committee must 
be selected from the (preliminary) creditors’ table holding 
the biggest receivables (ie, from the first 20 creditors hol-
ding the biggest claims). All members of the creditors’ 
committee are chosen from the creditors holding fiscal 
claims, secured and unsecured creditors. 

However, the law does not provide that the state autho-
rities holding fiscal claims in the proceedings also ex lege 
have a reserved seat in the creditors’ committee. Never-
theless, in practice, the law is (erroneously) interpreted 
such that as long as there is a fiscal claim, the state/au-
thority holds a seat. This questionable interpretation has 
led to errors in practice. For example, there have been 
numerous cases where the fiscal claims were not within 
the 20 highest claims, or even significant in relation to 
other claims, but the authority holding the claim was ap-
pointed a seat in the creditors’ committee.

These are only some of the issues the participants in in-
solvency proceedings face, especially companies under-
going reorganisation. Now, with reorganisation procee-
dings increasing, we expect the inconsistencies to be 
settled soon.

 On top of the fact that reorganisation is usually a  
 challenging procedure, participants are also faced 
with a second challenge – finding practical solutions 
in cases where the law does not provide an answer, or 
where the answers provided are not clear.
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The need to obtain information on the creditworthiness of 
a person in Bulgaria arises when one contemplates ente-
ring into a commercial transaction having any credit ele-
ment (eg, loan, leasing, or sale with a deferred price pay-
ment) or when one contemplates bringing an action to 
recover overdue amounts. This article briefly outlines cur-
rently available methods for obtaining such information, 
including latest developments in the area, such as the 
launching in 2011 of a register of pending execution pro-
ceedings kept by the Bulgarian Private Bailiffs Chamber.

Real Estate Registry

The Real Estate Registry shows whether a particular per-
son has any rights over immovable property. The Regis-
try can be accessed online and covers the whole territo-
ry of Bulgaria.

Trade Registry

A check may be run with the Trade Registry to establish 
whether a particular person has any participation in the 
capital of Bulgarian companies, excluding, however, 
joint-stock companies, since the transfer of shares in a 
joint-stock company is not subject to registration. 

Where the counterparty is a Bulgaria company, it will be 
possible, via the Trade Registry, to access the company’s 
last annual accounting report. Inspection of the annual 
financial reports may provide information on the net value 

of the company’s assets. Furthermore, the cash flows 
disclosed in the financial reports may provide a hint whe-
ther it is worth obtaining an attachment order over the 
company’s bank accounts to guarantee future claims. 
This is important since the availability of an attachment 
over a bank account with sufficient funds to meet the 
amount in dispute will be crucial in deciding whether to 
bring an action at all. 

The Trade Registry also provides information about court 
judgments for commencement of insolvency procee-
dings. Applications for commencement of such procee-
dings are subject to registration with the Trade Registry, 
but only if submitted by the insolvent company (applica-
tions filed by third persons are not in the public domain). 
One may, however, request an insolvency certificate from 
the district court having jurisdiction at the seat of the 
company. Such a certificate will indicate all applications 
for commencement of insolvency proceedings, including 
the aplications submitted by creditors. The insolvency 
certificate may be obtained only with the assistance of 
the company to which it relates.

Central Registry of Special Pledges

One may obtain information about special pledges from 
the public Central Registry of Special Pledges. A special 
pledge is a non-possessory security instrument where 
the pledgor retains possession of the collateral. This form 
of security is cheap, efficient, and widely used in com-
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Bulgaria: What Information on Counterparty 
Creditworthiness is Available from 

Public Sources?

The means of obtaining information on a person’s creditworthiness were broad-
ened in 2011 by launching a pending execution proceedings register kept by the 
Bulgarian Private Bailiffs Chamber.
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mercial relations in Bulgaria. The Central Registry of Spe-
cial Pledges also contains information about leasing ag-
reements and title retention clauses, since these must be 
registered to ensure their priority vis-à-vis claims secured 
by special pledges, if any, over the same property items.

Central Credit Registry

There is a Central Credit Registry but only credit and fi-
nancial institutions provide information to it and are gran-
ted access to it.

Bailiff authority

It is possible in certain cases to obtain valuable information 
using a bailiff. Upon obtaining an interim protective measu-
re or a special approval from a court, in a case of a pending 
lawsuit, a claimant may ask a bailiff to check for any:

• rights of the defendant entered into the registries of  
 automobile vehicles kept by the traffic police; and 
• social security payments made by the defendant’s 
 employers, in the databases of the National Social 
 Security Institute.

Having obtained such information, the claimant may at-
tach rights over automobiles or salary payment receivab-
les to guarantee satisfaction of the claim.

IP rights registries

Certain industrial property rights, including patents, utility 
models, trademarks, designs, and geographical indica-

tions, are registered in a number of special publicly avail-
able registers administered by the Bulgarian Paten Office.

Court books of persons who have filed a claim

Courts keep books available for public inspection where 
all court actions brought by claimants are registered in 
alphabetical order by the names of the claimants. Though 
there is no public electronic means to run a sophisticated 
search, physical inspection of those books may someti-
mes be a source of useful information, such as where 
facts exist whereby one may expect lawsuits to be filed 
by a particular person.

Recent developments

In addition to the methods listed above, as of 2011 there 
is a new register providing important information about a 
person’s financial status. This is the register of pending 
execution proceedings, kept by the Bulgarian Private 
Bailiffs Chamber. Due to personal data protection consi-
derations, there is no public access to this register. How-
ever, a person may ask a private bailiff for a certificate 
about pending execution proceedings against that per-
son entered into the register. Banks and other creditors 
may ask their counterparty for such a certificate when 
credit transactions are being negotiated. Though this 
may be a useful source of information, it must be borne 
in mind that submission of information about execution 
proceedings by private bailiffs to this register is voluntary. 
So the certificate may not provide a comprehensive pic-
ture of the execution proceedings pending against a par-
ticular person.

 In addition to the methods listed above, as of 2011
 there is a new register providing important infor-
mation about a person’s financial status. This is the 
register of pending execution proceedings, kept by the 
Bulgarian Private Bailiffs Chamber. 
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Nothing is so exposed to imitation and exploitation of 
reputation as success. Accordingly, the first goal of a 
company’s trademark strategy must be that its brands 
succeed by ensuring the greatest possible protection of 
trademarks and products. Here are seven steps to achie-
ve this goal.

Choose wisely

The more creative and unique a brand is, the greater the 
success and the easier it is to protect. A word, phrase, or 
sign that is commonly used for a good or service cannot 
function as a trademark.

A trademark can be a word, logo, or combination of 
both, used to identify and distinguish the goods of one’s 
company from the goods of competitors. The shape of a 
product or its packaging may also be protected. 

Before registering it or starting to use it, have your brand 
checked. The internet is a good source for starting your 
trademark search. Additional searches may be conduc-
ted by IP specialists with access to international trade-
mark databases.

Get to register 

Registering a trademark provides many benefits. As the 
registered owner you have the exclusive right to use your 
trademark in connection with the goods and services lis-
ted in the trademark registration. Your registered sign 
gives you an even stronger position and makes it easier 

to prove your rights of ownership for a special priority. It 
also triggers special rules for enforcing rights against 
counterfeiters.

A registration policy aimed at completeness and per-
fection should be worked out closely with IP specialists 
based on a unique trademark, the geographical area of 
operation (national or international level of protection), 
and scope of business (goods and services protected 
under the brand). Bear in mind that one size does not 
fit all; also consider the next 10 years of business deve-
lopment.

Distinguish in use

Develop guidelines on how to use trademarks and pass 
it on to the staff of your company, promoters, marketers, 
licensees, and other business partners. Use CAPITAL 
LETTERS, bold, or italics to emphasise your trademark 
in business and marketing. Make everyone aware that 
you are claiming rights to a mark by using the ® (for re-
gistered trademarks) or TM (for non-registered trade-
marks) symbol. And place a descriptive term for the pro-
duct next to the trademark to avoid genericide.

Promote and make it famous

An essential goal of a trademark strategy is to establish a 
brand as a known, or even famous, trademark. Not only 
does this enhances the value of your mark, but you may 
also enjoy even greater trademark protection under intel-
lectual property and unfair competition laws.
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Strategies for Protecting a Company’s Brand  

In today’s business environment, protecting a brand is not a luxury but a necessity 
for small and large companies to ensure a level commercial playing field and to 
realise the continued growth of valuable assets. 
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Monitor competition closely

In some ways it is actually a good problem if you see 
imitations of your sign showing up on the market. 
It proves that you have a hot brand. But it also devalues 
it. Therefore, be proactive in every aspect of brand  
protection. Take the lead and be on the lookout in new 
and traditional media for competitors trying to imitate 
your brand. The internet is an ideal for marketing, so 
regularly search engines, social networking sites, auc-
tion and trade board sites, emails, and blogs for possi-
ble infringers, and review meta tags and create Google 
alerts. Ask your IP experts for international watch servi-
ces, allowing you to receive notices of third parties att-
empting to register similar trademarks. Offer a legal 
email address for reporting infringements. Check with 
your IP lawyers on how to cooperate and register your 
trademarks with customs in order to promote recogniti-
on and allow assistance in seizures. 

Tackle black sheep

The number of similar trademarks and the events for ta-
king unfair advantage of legitimate brands keeps gro-

wing. Even if you cannot completely shut down a 
counterfeiter’s operations, take any action that might 
make it difficult for them. They might move on to an ea-
sier target. 

When you have noted an infringer, it pays to vary your 
approach depending on the case. The process might in-
volve sending cease and desist letters, or opposing or 
filing cancellation actions against confusingly similar 
trademarks. The filing, or threat to file, of an action can 
engender a delimitation agreement. You might also wish 
to publicise an opposition/cancellation ruling in the me-
dia and inform unaware consumers through special awa-
reness campaigns. Go to court claiming unfair competi-
tion if necessary. If acceptable, negotiate coexistence 
agreements to put adverse parties in their place. Under 
special circumstances, consider buying similar, newly-
applied-for trademarks by releasing the applicant of his 
initial investment. 

Best time to start

Start today. When it comes to IP protection, priority is 
always of the essence. 

 In some ways it is actually a good problem if you  
 see imitations of your sign showing up on the mar- 
ket. It proves that you have a hot brand. But it also 
devalues it. Therefore, be proactive in every aspect 
of brand protection.
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Sunrise period

The “sunrise period” during which trademark/domain hol-
ders could apply to permanently block eligible trademarks/
domains ended on 28 October 2011. If a name is success-
fully blocked, the corresponding domain will resolve to a 
standard web page informing that the name is reserved.

General availability

From 6 December 2011, remaining .xxx-Domains are 
open to everyone on a first come first served basis. 
Rightholders outside the adult industry who did not use 
the sunrise period can defensively apply for renewable, 
non-resolving domain names to protect their IP for brand 
names, personal names, or other names of interest un-
der the following general requirements:
• the name can consist of the letters A-Z, the numbers 
 0-9 and hyphens (hyphens cannot be placed at the 
 beginning or end of the name, or in the third or fourth  
 character position), and no part may be underlined; 
• the name must contain at least three characters but  
 no more than 63.

The aim is to block anyone from using the .xxx-Domain 
as an Adult website.
 
Post-launch enforcement mechanisms 

In case of abusive registrations, rightholders can rely on 
the following dispute resolution procedures:

• Rapid Evaluation Service (RES): rapid takedown in 
  case of abuse of well-known, distinctive trade or ser- 
 vice marks or personal or professional names of indi- 
 viduals;
• Character Eligibility Dispute Resolution Procedure  
 (CEDRP): challenging improperly registered .xxx-Do- 
 mains;
• Uniform Domain Name Dispute-Resolution Policy  
 (UDRP).

Repeatedly abusive registrants may be disqualified from 
maintaining or registering .xxx-Domains. More detailed 
information can be found on the website of the registry, 
www.icmregistry.com. 
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.XXX – Safeguarding IP Rights 

 Rightholders outside the adult industry who did not  
 use the sunrise period can defensively apply for renew-
able, non-resolving domain names to protect their IP for 
brand names, personal names, or other names of interest.

A new Top Level Domain especially for the adult industry has been launched. This 
has caused concerns that .xxx-Domain names could be misused to the detriment 
of companies that do not wish to be associated with such content. The following 
checklist gives a short overview of how to protect against misuse based on IP rights.

Claudia Spiss 
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Promotional Bonuses in Austria: Still Problematic 

Despite recent rulings by the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) and 
the Austrian Supreme Court factually invalidating the Austrian prohibition in prin-
ciple on offering B2C promotional bonuses, companies intending to use this mar-
keting tool may still face obstacles.

Michael Woller

Under sec 9a(1)(1) of the Austrian Unfair Competition Act 
(UWG), unless exceptions from sec 9a(2) UWG apply, it 
was prohibited so far to offer bonuses in advertising pro-
ducts (Zugabenverbot; ie, the consumer receives other 
goods in addition to the main product, including the pos-
sibility to take part in a sweepstake).
 
The CJEU judgment

In its decision of 9 November 2010 (case C-540/08, 
Mediaprint/“Österreich”), the CJEU held that this B2C 
prohibition in principle contradicts EU law. The Annex to 
Directive (EC) 2005/29 on Unfair Commercial Practices 
(UCP-Directive) lists all principally prohibited commercial 
practices, and member states may not introduce additi-
onal prohibitions in principle covering B2C situations. 
Whether a commercial practice is unfair and must be 
prohibited would have to be assessed on a case by case 
basis (whether it fulfills the criteria of misleading, aggres-
sive, or otherwise unfair commercial practices).

The Austrian situation

Following this decision, the Austrian Supreme Court 
(OGH 15.2.2011, 4 Ob 208/10g – Fussballer des Jahres) 
stated that sec 9a(1)(1) UWG may no longer be applied. 
Technically, however, this provision on B2C bonuses still 
remains effective until the legislator repeals it. Despite 
this quasi-fall of the prohibition of B2C bonuses, the simi-
lar provision in sec 9a(1)(2) UWG concerning bonuses in 
B2B relationships remains in force. The UCP-Directive 
only addresses situations where the interests of consu-

mers are concerned. The Austrian provision on B2B bo-
nuses, however, explicitly addresses B2B situations. The 
CJEU judgment is thus not directly applicable to the B2B 
provision.

The B2B provision prohibits offering or granting bonuses 
to businesses. As it also covers the mere offering of bo-
nuses, it is stricter than the B2C clause. Thus, even 
where businesses in general would be excluded from 
taking part in a bonus promotion because of a disclai-
mer in the promotional material, an infringement may still 
be possible. To infringe the B2B prohibition it would suf-
fice if a bonus were granted to a business despite such 
disclaimer, and even without knowledge that a customer 
is a business when (erroneously) granting a bonus. Im-
portantly, in Austria, cease and desist claims and claims 
for publication of judgment (which would be competi-
tors’ and competition protection associations’ main le-
gal remedies in case of such infringements) do not re-
quire negligence.

In the past, the B2B provision did not play a significant 
role in court practice and was overshadowed by the B2C 
prohibition. But now, because of the above, it may gain 
in importance. Also, it might be used in an effort to main-
tain the prohibition in principle against offering and gran-
ting bonuses generally. Austrian legal commentary criti-
cises the fact that the B2B provision remains in force. 
The historic aim of the B2B prohibition was to prevent 
smaller producers from unreasonable requests of domi-
nant retailers for additional deliveries. The current pro- 
vision is ineffective for this purpose because granting
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bonuses by delivering higher quantity main products or 
by giving monetary discounts is allowed and typically 
would anyway be more common in B2B practice. Even 
more, the provision is bizarre as it sanctions those who 
grant bonuses (ie, those “weak producers” which histori-
cally should be protected by this provision) and not those 
who request the bonuses.

Risks remain

Although one could argue that the B2B prohibition is 
contrary to Austrian constitutional law (at the time of wri-

ting, the Austrian Supreme Court was considering re-
questing the Austrian Constitutional Court to annul the 
B2B prohibition) and the European freedom of free mo-
vement of goods and services, a significant risk remains 
when using bonuses as a promotional tool.

Further, even if the B2B prohibition were no longer appli-
cable, the legality of offering or granting bonuses for pro-
motional purposes would have to be assessed under 
general principles prohibiting aggressive, misleading, 
and unfair commercial practice and thus on a case by 
case basis.
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 Despite the quasi-fall of the prohibition of B2C  
 bonuses, the similar provision concerning bonuses 
in B2B relationships remains in force. To infringe this 
prohibition it would suffice if a bonus were granted to 
a business, even without knowledge that a customer is 
a business when (erroneously) granting a bonus.
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The Austrian “Budweiser” Dispute: 
Protecting Appellations of Origin under 

Regulation (EC) 510/2006

Background

In 1999, the Czech brewery Budweiser Budvar National 
Corporation was granted a preliminary injunction by the 
Commercial Court Vienna prohibiting the sale or adverti-
sing of beer branded “Bud” or “American Bud”. This de-
cision was confirmed by the Vienna Higher Court and 
then by the OGH. In parallel proceedings before the Salz-
burg Regional Court, a preliminary injunction had also 
been issued.

In the main proceedings, the Vienna Commercial Court 
requested a preliminary ruling of the European Court of 
Justice (ECJ). Several difficult legal questions in the field 
of International Law, Trademark Law, Unfair Competition 
Law, and European Community Law, in particular con-
cerning the protection of geographic indications and ap-
pellations of origin, had been subject to these procee-
dings. During the proceedings, the ECJ issued two 
decisions and the OGH three (including the final decision).

Decisive ECJ decision

The ECJ decision of 8 September 2009 (Case C-478/07) 
was finally decisive. The ECJ ruled that Regulation (EC) 
510/2006 established a unified and comprehensive pro-
tection regime for geographical indications and appellati-
ons of origin. National protection thus could not exist 
outside of the Community protection. The protection re-
quires that the member states notify the geographical 

indications and appellations of origin according to Regu-
lation (EC) 510/2006. For the new member states that 
joined the EU on 1 May 2004, Regulation (EC) 918/2004 
made the further maintenance of national protection of 
appellations of origin and geographical indications de-
pendent on their notification to the European Commissi-
on within six months and on their registration. Further, 
because the Czech Republic joined the EU, the bilateral 
treaty of 1976 between Austria and the CSSR protecting 
the designation “Bud” for the CSSR was no more a trea-
ty between Austria and a non-member state but a treaty 
between member states.

The Czech Republic only requested protection of 
“Budějovické pivo”, “Českobudějovicképivo”, and 
“Budějovický mestanský”, but not protection of “Bud”, 
which had been registered as a national appellation of 
origin. In its judgment of 8 September 2009, the ECJ 
ruled that the Community-wide protection regime of Re-
gulation (EC) 510/2006 is conclusive, meaning that it su-
persedes international treaties between member states 
on protection regimes protecting a national designation in 
another member state if no application under Regulation 
(EC) 510/2006 is in place for such appellation of origin.

Austrian proceeding

In the proceedings before the Vienna Commercial Court, 
Budweiser Budvar argued that they not only based their 
claims on protection of “Bud” as an appellation of origin 

Christian Hauer

Proceedings that had been pending for 12 years have finally concluded, before the 
Austrian Supreme Court (Oberster Gerichtshof; OGH). 
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but also as a “simple and indirect indication of geogra-
phical provenance”. This argument, however, could not 
succeed due to the ECJ’s reference to the conclusive 
character of the Community protection regime. The nati-
onal proceedings still went through three instances, ne-
vertheless. Finally, the OGH decided in its judgment of 9 
August 2011, referring to the preliminary ruling of the 
ECJ, that a designation protected in the Czech Republic 
as an appellation of origin cannot be protected at the 
same time as a simple and indirect indication of geogra-

phical provenance. Hence, no protection of the designa-
tion “Bud” as such simple and indirect indication of geo-
graphical provenance in the Czech Republic could exist 
and thus such protection cannot spread to the member 
state Austria by way of a bilateral treaty.

The decision leads to the result that the beer brewed 
by Anheuser-Busch in the US can now be marketed in 
Austria under the trademarks “Bud” and “American 
Bud”.
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 The OGH decided in its judgment of 9 August 2011, 
 referring to the preliminary ruling of the ECJ, 
that a designation protected in the Czech Republic as 
an appellation of origin cannot be protected at the 
same time as a simple and indirect indication of geo-
graphical provenance. 
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Cybercrime: Victims Watch Out!

Cybercrime poses a real and serious threat to every 
company. Even if IT specialists are successfully imple-
menting security measures to reduce the overall vulnera-
bility of IT systems (especially operating systems are now 
less prone to successful hacking attempts than in previ-
ous years) and hacking gets more difficult, cyber-attacks 
against IT systems are always increasing.

Increased awareness 

Not only is the danger of being attacked increasing; the 
awareness of victims whose data has been hacked is 
much higher now than it was even just a few years ago. 
Companies are more aware that, due to the extended 
use of IT systems in all types of business processes and 
decisions, the potential damage from a breach of IT se-
curity is enormous. Attacks on the security or integrity of 
sensitive client- and customer data stored on company 
servers thus also pose a threat from increased data pro-
tection awareness.

Claims against the company

Clearly, the hackers should be the primary target of da-
mage claims and criminal proceedings. But hackers al-
most never get caught. So companies must be aware 
that being the victim of a cybercrime attack means that 
third parties may raise claims against the hacked com-
pany. This means that being hacked usually results not 
only in serious image problems but also damage claims 
against the company. The risk of being exposed to such 
damage claims is higher the more sensitive the third-
party data the company is storing or processing.

Protection from claims

Companies cannot protect against such claims by focu-
sing only on the core aspects of IT security. Instead, an 
integrated security concept for IT compliance must be 
developed, implemented and – most importantly – ob-
served in day-to-day business. There are two sides of IT 
compliance in this respect. First, IT systems can and 
should be used to support compliance systems throug-
hout the company. Second, IT systems themselves need 
to be compliant. This is the only way to actually reduce 
the risk of being open to damage claims if the company 
has been hacked.

Austrian legislation

Austrian legislation does not regulate IT security in detail. 
Section 347 Commercial Code (Unternehmensgesetz-
buch) sets the general level of diligence an entrepreneur 
must observe. Section 84 Companies Act (Aktiengesetz) 
is the corresponding provision for CEOs of stock corpo-
rations. Section 22 Limited Liability Companies Act 
(GmbH-Gesetz) stipulates that a company must imple-
ment an internal accounting- and controlling system sui-
table for the purposes of that company. As the stipulati-
ons do not give any practical guidelines for setting up 
compliant IT systems or defining security measures, in-
ternational standards such as COBIT (Control Objectives 
for Information and Related Technology), ISO 27001 (In-
formation technology – Security techniques – Informati-
on security management systems – Requirements) and 
SAS 70 (Statement on Auditing Standards – Service  
Organizations) are usually used to determine the require-

Being a victim of a cybercrime attack not only has a negative impact on the image 
of the hacked company but may also lead to damage claims against the company.

Wolfgang G. Tichy
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ments for IT security. A company can reduce its exposu-
re to damage claims from faults in IT compliance only by 

integrating these (or comparable) technical standards to 
the extent necessary into its legal framework.
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 An integrated security concept for IT compliance 
 must be developed, implemented and – most impor-
tantly – observed in day-to-day business. 

Hunting the Hacked Ones? 
Criminal Aspects of Cybercrime in Austria 

Heidemarie Paulitsch

The Austrian legislature has been striving for years for a proper criminal punish-
ment of cyber criminals. But first the perpetrators have to be caught. 

The danger of indemnity claims from customers or 
business partners whose data have not been kept safe 
by the hacked company cannot be ignored. In the 
worst case, the company victimised by cybercrime 
must prove it is not liable for data theft, data damage, 
or cyber-spying. And in some cases it must prove it 
had an adequate risk security system to prevent “hos-
tile attacks”. In terms of civil law, preventive safeguar-
ding and precautions against cybercrime are ever more 
important.
 
Prosecution in Austria

Since the 2002 amending law in the follow-up to the 
Cybercrime Convention of the European Council, it is 

also possible in Austria (at least in theory) to prosecute 
the culprit. Under the Criminal Code and the Data Pro-
tection Act, a number of criminal offences (eg, fraudu-
lent abuse of data processing, sniffing [unauthorised 
recording or following] of phone calls and e-mails) bring 
fines and custodial sentences of up to five years. 

But whether hackers will ever be prosecuted depends 
on many factors. Often, the perpetrator is unknown, 
untraceable, or had no intent to harm the victim. It is 
also hard to establish intent of enrichment. There are, 
however, experts in the State Offices of Criminal Inves-
tigation who diligently prosecute cybercrime and it 
pays to file a charge “against persons unknown” even 
when there are few clues at hand. 
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No criminal liability for companies

A hacked company has nothing to fear from the crimi-
nal law as long as the offence did not originate from the 
company itself. Only the culprits and their accomplices 
can be held accountable for criminal acts. All cyber-
crime offences in Austria require deliberate acts with 
the intent to damage and enrich. Negligent omission to 
use preventive security measures is not a crime. And 
 

with good reason: a criminal conviction always  
remains the last resort. Yet a phone-hacking scandal 
like that of “News of the World” would have been trea-
ted differently under Austrian criminal law. If, for in-
stance, the company gains an economic advantage 
by means of criminal acts, or if the management has 
knowingly tolerated or even commissioned the of-
fence, both the management and the company can be 
guilty of a crime. 

 A hacked company has nothing to fear from the cri- 
 minal law as long as the offence did not originate 
from the company itself. Only the culprits and their 
accomplices can be held accountable for criminal acts. 
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Introduction

Czech law provides a wide range of legal means of pro-
tection against a breach of trademark rights. Besides 
claims of a private-law nature, the trademark owner may 
take advantage of certain procedural instruments, such 
as a preliminary injunction, on the basis of which effective 
legal protection may be quickly granted. The owner of a 
trademark may also initiate proceedings to be carried out 
by customs authorities pursuant to Act No. 191/1999 
Coll., Czech Antipiracy Act or Act No. 634/1992 Coll., 
Czech Consumer Act, if the prerequisites for commenci-
ng such a procedure are met.

Legal protections under the 
Enforcement Act

The main law protecting industrial property rights is Act 
No. 221/2006 Coll., the Enforcement Act, which imple-
ments EC Directive 2004/48/ EC. Under the Enforce-
ment Act, a trademark owner may assert claims in cases 
of a breach of rights resulting from a trademark which 
consists in: (i) an injunction prohibiting the continuation of 
the infringement, (ii) the recall and/or destruction of 
goods infringing the trademark right, or the destruction 
of materials or implements exclusively or principally used 
for activities that breach or endanger the respective 

trademark right, (iii) the publication of the judicial decision 
at the infringer’s cost, (iv) a claim for damages, (v) the 
redress of unjust enrichment, (vi) adequate compensati-
on, and (vii) disclosure of certain information regarding 
the goods infringing on the trademark right and informa-
tion on persons dealing with such goods.

To make it easier to determine the value of the claim, the 
Enforcement Act allows the trademark owner to request 
compensation of at least a double licence fee. If there is 
no fault on the part of the infringer, the amount of at least 
adequate licence fees can be claimed. The licence fee is 
based on the common fee that would have to be paid on 
the market for a licence at the time of the unlawful inter-
ference, as determined by an expert.

Protection under the Civil Procedure Code

A preliminary injunction under Act No. 99/1963 Coll., 
the Civil Procedure Code is the most effective way to 
make the infringer quickly stop the infringing. The court 
may issue a preliminary injunction if there is a need to 
preliminary regulate the relationship between the par-
ties; for example, if the trademark owner could incur 
harm while awaiting a final decision in the main procee-
dings. When requesting a preliminary injunction, the 
claimant must deposit CZK 50,000 (EUR 2,000) with the 
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Czech Republic: Protecting against a Breach of 
Rights Resulting from a Trademark 

Jiří Hrádek / Otakar Fiala

A trademark owner has several possibilities to defend against a breach of trade-
mark rights. The Czech legal system provides various means of protection, both 
substantive and procedural. In a recent development, the procedure of detention of 
goods infringing on intellectual property rights applied by custom authorities has 
been simplified based on an amendment to the Czech Antipiracy Act.



court. The claimant must prove a preliminary injunction 
is necessary and also provide evidence that a trademark 
right is being infringed or is about to be infringed. The 
claimant must reimburse any damage caused to any 
person by the preliminary injunction if it loses in the main 
proceedings.

Measures by custom authorities

According to the Czech Antipiracy Act, the trademark 
owner may apply in writing to the customs directorate, 
Hradec Králové, for action by the customs authorities 
related to goods within their supervision and suspected 
of infringing on intellectual property rights. The customs 
authority may suspend the release of the goods. Moreo-
ver, if the conditions set forth in the Antipiracy Act are 
fulfilled, the customs authority may have goods infrin-
ging on trademark rights destroyed, or use them for hu-
manitarian purposes after removing the infringing trade-
marks from the goods.

The process of detention and destruction of counter- 
feit goods has been simplified through the amendment 
to the Czech Antipiracy Act that came into effect on  

1 August 2011. Customs authorities now have the right 
to seize goods from purchasers or shippers if they  
suspect an infringement of trademark rights and if the 
goods are not handed over voluntarily. Customs may 
also seize fakes and imitations of branded goods if their 
owner cannot be found. The destruction is in such case 
at the expense of the trademark owner. 

Customs authorities also have significant powers under 
the Consumer Protection Act. Customs officers are au-
thorised (including upon a motion by the trademark ow-
ner) to inspect whether consumers are being deceived 
by an offer or sale of goods infringing on intellectual pro-
perty rights. If so, the officer may order the seizure of the 
products or goods. In a subsequent proceeding, the 
goods may be destroyed.

Conclusion

Czech law provides a wide range of legal means of pro-
tection against a breach of trademark rights, from seizu-
re of goods to monetary claims. Each, however, has a 
narrow scope. It is thus important to determine the most 
suitable type of protection. 

 The customs authority may suspend the release of  
 the goods. Moreover, if the conditions set forth in 
the Antipiracy Act are fulfilled, the customs authority 
may have goods infringing on trademark rights destro-
yed, or use them for humanitarian purposes after remo-
ving the infringing trademarks from the goods.
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The effect of a supplementary registration certificate 
(SPC) is to extend the patent protection of a medicinal 
product beyond its expiration date for a period that can-
not exceed five years. Such extension is necessary be-
cause the period that elapses between the moment of 
filing the patent and the moment of obtaining the autho-
risation to place the medicinal product on the market de-
termines an insufficient patent protection period to cover 
the investment in the research.

An SPC confers the same rights conferred by the basic 
patent and is subject to the same limitations and obli-
gations.

The EU legal ground of the SPC is Regulation 469/2009, 
which abrogated Regulation 1768/92. 

Conditions

The conditions for obtaining an SPC, set forth in art. 3 of 
Regulation 469/2009, are:

(i) the product is protected by a basic patent in force; 
(ii) a valid authorisation to place the product on the mar- 
 ket (APPM) as a medicinal product has been granted  
 in accordance with Directive 2001/83/EC on the 
 Community code relating to medicinal products for 
 human use or Directive 2001/82/EC on veterinary 
 medicinal products, as appropriate (note: Directives 
 2001/83/EC and 2001/82/EC repealed Directives 
 65/65/EEC and 81/851/EEC; therefore, the corres- 
 ponding art. 3 of the Regulation 1768/92 provides  

 that an APPM should be obtained in accordance with  
 the repealed directives);
(iii) the authorisation is the first authorisation to place the  
 product on the market as a medicinal product;
(iv) the product has not already been the subject of an 
 SPC.

As regards Romania, any medicinal product protected 
by a valid basic patent and for which the first authorisati-
on to place it on the market as a medicinal product was 
obtained after 1 January 2000 may be granted a certifi-
cate in Romania (art. 20 (j) of the Regulation 469/2009, 
corresponding to art. 19a (l) of Regulation 1768/92).

Pharmaceutical case

In 2010, a pharmaceutical company (the Company) ap-
pealed the decision of the Romanian Patent Office 
(RPTO) refusing an SPC for a medicinal product of the 
Company (the Product). The Romanian Court (Tribunalul 
Bucuresti) held that, contrary to the RPTO’s findings, the 
existence of the Product on the Romanian market befo-
re 1 January 2000 (the date of entering into force of the 
harmonised national legislation on the APPM) constitut-
ed a reason of non-compliance with the SPC grant pro-
visions laid down in the Regulation 1768/92. The regist-
ration certificates for placing the Product on the market 
had been issued under a procedure not harmonised 
with the Directive 65/65/EEC, meaning the registration 
certificates could not be considered the first APPM and 
should have been disregarded when the eligibility condi-
tions for granting the SPC were assessed. The Court 
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Legal Aspects of Supplementary Protection 
Certificates in Romania 

Sorin Eduard Pavel

Sometimes, the lack of Court of Justice for the European Union (CJEU) case law is 
the magic pill that delays the death of a patent granted for a medicinal product. 



further stated that it is not clear from the wording of 
Regulation 1768/92 whether the first APPM should be 
for the Romania market or for other markets including 
Romania. 

“Market” defined

In a recent preliminary ruling, the CJEU interpreted the 
term “market” from the community text. The CJEU held 
that the placement of a medicinal product subject to an 
SPC grant is for the EU market (case C-195/09 Syn-
thon BV vs Merz Pharma GmbH. para 44). As to the 
decision of the Romanian Court, since the registration 

certificates for placing the Product on the market issued 
by a Romanian authority under a national procedure are 
effective only for the Romanian territory and, at the time 
of granting, Romania was not an EU member, the term 
“market” should be deemed only the Romanian market. 
By disregarding this conclusion and the interpretation of 
the term “market” in the sense of Regulation 1768/92, 
the Romanian Court used an incorrect justification. 

The outcome of the Romanian Court judgement was to 
admit the Company’s appeal and grant the SPC for the 
Product. The Court decision became definitive after the 
RPTO’s appeal was rejected.

 Any medicinal product protected by a valid basic pa- 
 tent and for which the first authorisation to place 
it on the market as a medicinal product was obtained after 
1 January 2000 may be granted a certificate in Romania. 
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That provision stated that the Copyright Board (Board) 
appointed by the Ministry of Culture and National Herita-
ge had a right to approve or reject tables of remuneration 
for use of works or artistic performance covered by coll-
ective management (table) and presented by collective 
management organisations. 

The Tribunal held that the provision did not guarantee the 
copyright users’ participation in the table approval pro-
cedure, although they were interested in remuneration 
rates. The repeal of this regulation resulted in a loophole 
in table approval procedure, which the amendment ai-
med to plug.

Remuneration

Tables indicate remuneration to be paid by copyright 
users for use of certain works within a specified exploita-
tion field. The remuneration is paid to authors of such 
works through the collective management organisations. 
Thus, tables are of enormous significance to the income 
from copyrights and to costs of using the works, such as 
for broadcasting business purposes.

The amendment retained the Board as a body compe-
tent for table approval, modifying, however, its compo-
sition and appointment rules. In its current form, some 
candidates for arbitrators are nominated by copyright 
users. 

Table approval procedure

According to the new regulations, the table approval pro-
cedure is initiated upon an application for table approval 
made by collective management organisations. Copy-
right users active in exploitation fields referred to in tables 
covered by the application may, within a period indicated 
by the CRRA, file an application to join the procedure.

The Board approves or rejects the tables in whole or in 
part. In the latter case, the Board proposes changes to 
the tables in writing. In each case, dissatisfied participant 
may, within 14 days of the receipt of the decision, submit 
an application for approval or rejection of the tables by a 
specially designated court, the Regional Court in Poznań, 
which decides whether to approve or reject the tables. If 
the tables are approved, its rates are used in agreements 
concluded by collective management organisations and 
copyright users. 

The new criteria to be applied by the Board and court 
when examining the case (ie, income of the collective 
management organisation from royalties) general char-
ges users for licence fees and justified public interest. 

Support trade in copyright

The legislator intended not only to fill the legal gap by 
creating a table approval system but also to stimulate the 
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Collective Management Organisations

Karolina Doruchowska / Paweł Halwa

In October 2010, the amendment to the Polish Copyright and Related Rights Act 
(CRRA) entered into force. The amendment was triggered by a judgment of the 
Constitutional Tribunal, which had ruled that article 108 para 3 of the CRRA was 
contrary to the Constitution, and repealed it. 



trade in copyright, which had been impeded by court 
disputes on remuneration related to such trade.

Despite ensuring the copyright users a possibility to parti-
cipate in the table approval procedure, no regulations ob-
ligate them to reach a compromise with collective ma-
nagement organisations over the tables. This may result in 
failure to approve the tables and maintenance of the sta-
tus quo, meaning no table setting clear positions of the 
interested parties and ensuring safe trading. This could 
have been solved by a mandatory mediation provision. 

Solutions

The uncertainty as to table approval could be reduced 
by granting the Board and court a right to interfere with 
the tables by guaranteeing them, apart from the right to 
approve or reject the table, the right to amend it. By mo-
difying the tables, the Board or court would, at their 

discretion, form the tables (which in practice would 
amount to approval of it as amended) and through this, 
prevent the table approval procedure from ending wit-
hout a resolution. 

A further approach would be to get rid of the Board and 
tables and appoint one common court to hear collective 
management-related cases. This solution seems reaso-
nable, if approval of tables by the Board does not prevent 
disputes arising from their use (eg, a collective manage-
ment organisation seeking remuneration based on the 
table rate for using work by copyright users), which are 
heard by common courts anyway. 

Appointing one court to resolve all collective manage-
ment disputes on remuneration rates for use of works 
would mean that one team of judges would become 
specialised in this area. Cases would be resolved prompt-
ly and trading in copyright would become more effective.

 The legislator intended not only to fill the legal gap 
 by creating a table approval system but also to sti-
mulate the trade in copyright, which had been impeded 
by court disputes on remuneration related to such trade.
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Increased interest in green technologies

Green buildings are also known as green constructions 
or sustainable buildings, representing a relatively new 
type of building structure on the Hungarian real estate 
market. Green office refers to a building that is built and 
can be operated in a highly resource efficient and envi-
ronmentally responsible way throughout its life-cycle. 
The aim of a green office is to minimise the environmental 
impact of the building (eg, by using sustainable, renewa-
ble energy sources; using geothermic heating and coo-
ling systems; recycling rainwater; optimising operations 
and maintenance, etc.).

The green office concept represents not only a model of 
a resource efficient building but is also a symbol of high 
quality, a productive and healthy working environment, 
and a green and liveable atmosphere that can attract 
both investors’ and tenants’ interest.

The most common concern about green office buildings 
is the relative high construction costs. The high up-front 
costs stem mostly from the use of the newest technolo-
gies and environmental friendly “green materials”. The fi-
nancial benefits of a green office come later, mostly as 
lower energy bills and maintenance costs. Reduced ope-
ration costs and high quality standards are the characte-
ristics that make green offices increasingly popular 

among tenants and investors. This in-creased popularity 
provides alternatives for investors and future lessors on 
Budapest’s stagnant office market, where the vacancy 
rate is still high. Tenants are looking for green offices lo-
cated in sustainable office buildings. Therefore, the sub-
market of green offices has a better lease ratio than the 
general market of conventional office buildings. 

Legislation to induce construction of 
energy efficient buildings

Not only are the benefits of green offices recognised by 
investors and tenants, but the increased energy efficien-
cy of buildings is an important part of the energy policy 
and legislation as well. In line with the EU-directive 
2002/91/EC, the Hungarian government has introduced 
a unified energy performance assessment method by 
adopting Government Decree No. 176 from 2008 (De-
cree) on the certification of the energy performance of 
buildings, which promotes green development on the 
domestic property market.

Besides introducing the most prevalent and internatio-
nally recognised green building certification systems 
(BREEAM and LEED), the Decree also introduced a new, 
unified environmental measurement method and building 
certificate, apart from some minor exceptions with res-
pect to all Hungarian office buildings. The Hungarian 
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Green Evolution in the Hungarian Office Market

Sándor Habóczky

Environmental consciousness, increased responsibility in protecting the environ-
ment, and sustainable development are core values for more and more multination-
al and Hungarian companies, among them real estate developers and investors. An 
increasing number of tenants and investors on the Hungarian real estate market are 
therefore looking for so-called “green offices”. 



measurement method represents and incorporates 
emerging green building technologies and focuses on 
the actual energy qualification of the buildings. Based on 
this measurement method, the buildings can qualify for 
one of 10 levels of certification, from the worst “I” to the 
most energy efficient “A+” grade (eg, recent quality green 
office developments in Budapest).

Since the introduction of the Decree, obtaining an energy 
certificate is only required for the builder of a new office 
building, prior to actually using the building. Starting from 
1 January 2012, however, green certificates must be ob-
tained also in case of a lease of an office for more than 
one year, or in case of purchase. In case of lease or 
purchase, the owner must present the energy certificate 

to the lessee or the purchaser. The certificate is granted 
for a period of 10 years, solely by authorised experts as 
specified by the Decree. The fees for preparing the certi-
ficate are also defined in the Decree.

Sustainability: A major trend on the 
real estate market

It is clear that sustainability is a major trend on the real 
estate market. Real estate developers have begun to 
discover and use green certificates and the “green” sta-
tus of a building as selling points. Tenants have also be-
gun to recognise that renting a green office building is a 
mission statement about the environmental conscious-
ness of the company. 

 The green office concept represents not only a model  
 of a resource efficient building but is also a symbol 
of high quality, a productive and healthy working envi-
ronment, and a green and liveable atmosphere that can 
attract both investors’ and tenants’ interest.
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Definition of illegally built buildings

Pursuant to recently passed Croatian regulations1, ille-
gally built buildings are in principle2 buildings built, fully 
or partially, without an adequate building permit or con-
trary (eg, in excess) to the building permit and registered 
on the digital map of the Croatian cadastral office of 21 
June 2011. 

Why legalise buildings? 

Illegally built buildings are at risk of being removed by 
order with the owner bearing all costs. If business activi-
ty is operated within an illegally built building, no busi-
ness permit can be obtained and there is a high risk of 
seizure.

However, as of 11 August 2011, disposing of an illegally 
built building (and/or the land it is built on) is not permit-
ted until the building is removed. The corresponding ac-
quisition contract is null and void and cannot be registe-
red with any Croatian public registry. Furthermore, all 

buildings for which no annotation of having obtained a 
valid usage permit (general3 issued for buildings built in 
accordance with the corresponding valid building permit) 
has been entered with the land register are deemed to be 
illegally built. No transfer of ownership can be registered 
with the land register unless a “positive” annotation is 
registered with the land register or the appropriate usage 
permit is submitted to the land register4.

In most cases, the illegality of buildings due to no ade-
quate building permit and the prohibition of ownership 
transfer can be solved within the newly introduced lega-
lisation procedure, resulting in adequate permit(s). 

Legalisation requests to be submitted 
by 31 December 2012

Not all illegally built buildings may be legalised. Legalisa-
tion means that adequate permit(s) may be issued if (i) 
the legalisation request is submitted by 31 December 
2012, (ii) all preconditions are fulfilled, (iii) all required do-
cuments are submitted with the request, and (iv) all re-
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Croatia: How to Legalise Buildings Built 
without a Permit?

Jana Cvirn Adamčić

Recent Croatian regulations declare transactions involving illegally built buildings 
null and void. Legalising these buildings is imperative in order to validly sell, dona-
te, or otherwise dispose of them in Croatia. 

1 Act on Procedures with Illegally Built Buildings (Zakon o postupanju s nezakonito izgrađenim zgradama, Official Gazette of the Republic of Croatia No. 90/2011 of 15 July 2011), Act on 
Amendments to the Physical Planning and Building Act (Zakon o izmjenama i dopunama Zakona o prostornom uređenju i gradnji, Offizial Gazette of the Republic of Croatia No. 90/2011 of 
15 July 2011).

2 Certain buildings are by law deemed to have been built on the basis of a building and usage permit (eg, buildings built prior to 19 February 1968).
3 In certain cases it is deemed that a usage permit has been issued (eg, buildings built on the basis of a building permit issued until 19 June 1991). 
4 Exceptions are buildings registered with the land register until 20 November 1992 and buildings registered with the cadastral office or the land register after 1 October 2007; in these cases it 

is to be referred to the usage permit already contained in the land register files.



quired fees are paid. It will primarily be the task of the 
engaged licensed architect, supported by other licensed 
experts (eg, geometer, constructor), to determine whe-
ther all preconditions are fulfilled and a legalisation proce-
dure is permissible, as well as to provide most of the re-
quired documentation.

Permits obtained on the basis of the legalisation proce-
dure will be proof that the building is legal, ie, that a per-
mit corresponding to the building and usage permit has 

been obtained, and that the building may be validly 
transferred.

Legalisation in practice

The new legalisation mechanism has engendered heated 
public reactions, both pro and con. So far, these new, 
sometimes unclear, regulations have brought confusion 
and near paralysis to the real estate market, especially 
residential. 

 Whether and how the real estate market will ultima- 
 tely benefit from the legalisation mechanisms is yet 
to be seen. As, according to some estimates, almost 90% 
of buildings in Croatia do not have a usage permit, ar-
chitects will see plenty of work coming their way – if 
owners can afford the costs of legalisation.
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Real-estate agents are often subject to conflicting inte-
rests in Austria. On the one hand, they are regularly inst-
ructed by the lessor to find a suitable lessee. Also, accor-
ding to the Austrian Agency Act (Maklergesetz), real 
estate agents are obliged to prove a so called “deserving-
ness” (Verdienstlichkeit) to the lessor as client. If the agent 
does not fulfil its obligations, its commission may be redu-
ced or even cancelled. This results in dependency. 

On the other hand, real estate agents are bound to ob-
serve a high level of fiduciary duties towards the lessee, 
particularly if they are consumers according to the Aus-
trian Consumer Protection Act (Konsumentenschutzge-
setz). Also, real estate agents are usually paid by the 
lessee, especially when dealing with residential proper-
ties. The amendment to the Austrian Regulation on Real 
Estate Agents (Immobilienmaklerverordnung), which be-
came effective on 1 September 2010, has introduced 
lower caps on commissions for lessees but has not 
changed the long practice of no commission being paid 
by the lessor.

Recent decision on double agents

Generally, agents are not allowed to act in the interest of 
both parties to a transaction (Verbot der Doppeltätigkeit) 
except if this is considered common practice, as is the 
case for real estate agents. As a general rule, to be con-
sidered a double agent, it is not necessary for the agent 
to be paid by both parties. It is enough that the agent 

provides services to both parties. If an agent is working 
as a double agent, it must notify both parties. This obli-
gation does not apply in circumstances where the agent 
may assume that its status as a double agent is known. 
This general rule, however, is reversed in the case of real 
estate agents. The real estate agent is obliged to notify 
the third party if it is – as an exception to common practi-
ce – working for one side only. When it comes to tran-
sactions with consumers, the agent is additionally obli-
ged to notify the consumer in writing if it is acting as 
double agent. When acting as a double agent, the agent 
is obliged to act in the interest of both clients. 

However, this obligation is a reduced one. In a recent de-
cision, the Austrian Supreme Court declined damage 
claims against a real estate agent due to a breach of its 
duty to disclose. A real estate agent is, for example, not 
obliged to investigate damages in an apartment which do 
not match the age of the apartment, nor is it obliged to 
point out visual damage to the apartment to the interested 
buyer or to inform the buyer that the purchase price slight-
ly exceeds the market price (the range is +/- 15%).

Amendment to the Regulation 
on Real Estate Agents

The amendment became effective on 1 September 2010 
and aims to reduce the above conflict of interest by pla-
cing a lower cap on commissions to be paid by the les-
see upon successful placing. So far, the expected shift of 
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The last year has seen some changes to the legal environment for real estate agents: 
some unfavourable, like lower caps on commissions paid by lessees, and some 
favourable, like a recent decision on double agents.



the payment of parts of the commission to the lessor has 
not happened. While some agents have simply lowered 
the level of services or stopped dealing with residential 
properties, others ask the lessee for commission pay-
ments under the table.

According to the amended regulation, for business pre-
mises, the agent may ask the lessee for a commission 
of no more than three gross monthly rents if the lease 
term is indefinite or longer than three years. If the lease 
term is between two and three years, the commission 
may not be higher than two gross monthly rent pay-
ments. For a lease term shorter than two years, the ma-
ximum commission is no more than one gross monthly 
rent payment. The commission paid by the lessor can 
still be up to three gross monthly rent payments.

For the successful placing of residential apartments or 
single family homes, the maximum commission to be 
paid by the lessee is two gross monthly rent payments 
if the lease is indefinite or for a term longer than three 
years. If the lease is limited to a term shorter than three 

years, the commission paid by the lessee may not be 
higher than one gross monthly rent payment. If the 
commission is paid by the lessor, it can still be up to 
three gross monthly rent payments regardless of the 
lease term.

Additional opportunities

While the legislator reduced the income of real estate 
agents, legal practice shows that they tend to offer addi-
tional services to increase their income, such as after-
sale and after-lease-services, like the registration of elec-
tricity. The Austrian Supreme Court stated in a recent 
decision that real estate agents may be paid for extra 
services, not only performance-related but service-rela-
ted services. Such payments are not subject to the Aus-
trian Agency Act. Traditional work in connection with the 
processing of applications to the land register or escrow 
duties are still reserved for attorneys and notaries. Only 
the setting up of a contract when reduced to the comple-
tion of a form of agreement can also be done by a real 
estate agent.

 So far, the expected shift of the payment of parts  
 of the commission to the lessor has not happened. 
While some agents have simply lowered the level of ser-
vices or stopped dealing with residential properties, 
others ask the lessee for commission payments under the 
table.
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Background

The right of perpetual usufruct was introduced to the Po-
lish legal system in 1961 as a limited property right ena-
bling the right holder to use state real estate with the aim 
of developing it. Along with the entering into force of the 
Civil Code (1964), the right of perpetual usufruct took fi-
nally the form of a concept between ownership and limi-
ted property rights. Currently, the right of perpetual usuf-
ruct means giving real estate (usually located in a city and 
owned by the state treasury or a territorial self-govern-
ment unit) for use by a natural or legal person for a period 
of 40 to 99 years. This period may be extended. The 
purchaser undertakes to pay fees to the real estate ow-
ner and to use it in a strictly defined manner; for example, 
he is obliged to develop the real estate. The rights of the 
perpetual usufructuary are similar to those of the owner 
(eg, the perpetual usufructuary may, without the consent 
of the real estate owner, sell his right to a third party). 

Fees

Fees for establishing perpetual usufruct are based on the 
price of the real estate, meaning its value (usually based 
on a real estate appraisal) and a percentage rate depen-
ding on the contractual purpose for which it is given. The 
fee is composed of the following:
• first fee – from 15% to 25% of the real estate price 
 (may be split into instalments); and
• annual fees (excluding the year when the right of per 

 petual usufruct was established) – depending on the  
 purpose determined in the agreement, from 0.3% to  
 3% of the real estate price, eg, for residential purpo- 
 ses, the annual fee is 1% of the real estate price.

Changes to rules re first fee

The real estate owner may give discounts on both of the 
above rates. Before the amendment, discounts could 
have been given only for purposes detailed in the act on 
real estate management, for example, when the real es-
tate was given for a residential, sacral, or charitable pur-
pose. A change of perpetual usufructuary (eg, assigning 
that right to another entity) or not using the real estate for 
the purpose determined in the agreement resulted in the 
obligation to terminate the discount by the owner. Mo-
reover, when the real estate was registered as an historic 
monument, the perpetual usufructuary was entitled to a 
mandatory discount of at least 50% of the perpetual 
usufruct fees.

The amendment has abolished statutory limitations for 
granting discounts by the real estate owner. They no 
longer apply only to certain statutory purposes for which 
the real estate is given for perpetual usufruct. The spe-
cific conditions for granting a discount by the real estate 
owner and the discount amount will be determined by 
executive authorities – in regulations of the provincial 
governor or resolutions of territorial self-government 
bodies. 
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Recent changes to the right of perpetual usufruct came with the amendment to the 
rules for converting the right of perpetual usufruct into the right of ownership and 
annual fees updates, adopted by the Polish Parliament on 28 July 2011. The 
amendment entered into force on 9 October 2011.



The above, depending on the practice of administration 
bodies, may significantly extend the scope of discounts.

Changes to rules re annual fees

Prior to the amendment, the real estate owner also had a 
right, no more than once a year, to raise the annual fee if 
the real estate value increased. A perpetual usufructuary 
is also entitled to apply for an annual fee update for chan-
ges to the value of the real estate, such as if the value 
falls due to changes on the real estate market.

The amendment imposes limitations on the real estate 
owner on the frequency of paying and manner of calcu-
lating annual fee updates. After the amendment entered 
into force, updates may be made only once every three 
years. If the updated fee exceeds twice the amount of 
the current annual fee, the perpetual usufructuary need 
pay no more than twice the current annual fee; the remai-
ning part of updated fee is divided into instalments, in-
creasing the annual fee for the next two years. 

The change is of significant practical importance as it pro-
vides a clear picture of possible maximum increases of 
costs related to annual fees. In practice, an update of an-
nual fees is conducted very irregularly, despite a quick and 
steady increase in the value of real estate. So, it often re-
sulted in a high, single update, even up to 1000%.

Changes to rules of conversion 

The right of perpetual usufruct may be converted into a 
right of ownership. Perpetual usufructuaries are entitled 
to request such conversion only in certain cases provi-
ded in the statute. The request may be made only by 
natural persons who are perpetual usufructuaries of real 
estate developed for residential purposes, with garages 
or agricultural lands, as well as by occupants of real es-
tate received in exchange for real estate misappropria-
ted or taken over prior to the political changes in 1990. 
Prior to the amendment, in the event of perpetual co-
usufruct (eg, a multi-family building erected on one piece 
of real estate), such request could be made after obtai-
ning the consent from all right holders. In practice it pro-
ved difficult as, especially in cases of large multi-family 
building, there may be several dozen perpetual usufruct 
co-holders.

The amendment decreased the ratio of shares required 
to make a decision on conversion. An absolute majority 
of right holders now suffices. If at least one right holder 
objects, the court decides. 

The change is significant as the decreased ratio will en-
courage right holders to initiate the conversion. This may 
expedite the process of converting perpetual usufructs 
to ownership.

 In practice, an update of annual fees is conducted  
 very irregularly, despite a quick and steady  
increase in the value of real estate. So, it often 
resulted in a high, single update, even up to 1000%.
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New construction law

The main advancement is the Law of Ukraine on Regula-
tion of City-Planning Activity, dated 17 February 2011 
(Construction Law). Called by high-rank officials revoluti-
onary and historic, the Construction Law is the basis of 
construction reform in Ukraine.

Like a building constitution, the Construction Law provi-
des for fundamental regulation of construction. It subs-
tantially improves the rules of play for developers, inves-
tors, construction companies, banks, and other players 
on the construction market. 

Accommodating the concerns of foreign companies do-
ing business in Ukraine, the Construction Law is to ren-
der the construction procedures simple and transparent 
and to reduce construction times and costs.

Simplification of permitting

The Construction Law considerably simplifies, reduces, 
and centralises construction permit procedures. First, 
the number of construction permit/approval procedures 
is four times less, from 93 to 23. Second, the term for 
obtaining all necessary construction documents is al-
most seven times less, from 415 to 60 days. Third, the 
Construction Law introduces tacit consent and declara-
tive principles in construction permitting. All these impro-
vements aim to render construction projects much more 
predictable and efficient.

Transfer of assets along with permits

One of the principal innovations is that the Construction 
Law allows developers to transfer unfinished construc-
tion along with permitting documentation. The construc-
tion permit no longer ties to certain developer and gene-
ral contractor, but rather to the construction project. 
Even though the Construction Law requires re-obtaining 
the construction permit in the case of substitution of a 
developer or general contractor, it provides that such re-
obtaining does not stop the construction.

Introduction of zoning
 
The Construction Law introduces zoning and requires 
local authorities to approve zonings throughout Ukraine. 
Each developer should be able to know what and where 
it can build. Although city-planning documentation is  
largely absent in Ukraine, the Construction Law moti-
vates local authorities to adopt such documentation by  
1 January 2012. Until they do so, the Construction Law 
prohibits local authorities from transferring state or muni-
cipal land into ownership or lease. Since local budgets 
greatly depend on land and construction related pay-
ments, the authorities should be eager to quickly adopt 
the city planning documentation.

Land cadastre law

Another important new act is the Law of Ukraine on Sta-
te Land Cadastre, dated 7 July 2011 (Land Cadastre 
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The Ukrainian real estate framework is becoming much more open, transparent, 
and attractive for doing business. Long-awaited ground-breaking real estate laws 
have finally appeared, and more are soon to follow.



Law). Largely effective from 1 January 2012, the Land 
Cadastre Law brings a number of changes. One is a 
principle of transparency of land cadastre data.

The transparency principle is important because every 
person will be able to obtain relevant information on 
lands within the country. This principle will also facilitate 
access of individuals and legal entities to available land 
plots. It will create the preconditions for the development 
of a transparent land market in Ukraine. Openness of 
land data will make it more attractive to invest in Ukraini-
an lands.

Land data publication

The Land Cadastre Law envisages publication of the fol-
lowing cadastre data on the official website of the State 
Agency of Land Resources of Ukraine:

• boundaries of administrative territorial units;
• cadastre numbers of land plots;
• boundaries of land plots;
• purpose designation of land plots;
• distribution of lands among owners and users;
• limitations in use of lands;
• summary data of qualitative and quantitative 
 accounting of lands;
• normative monetary value of lands;
• land areas;

• parts of land plots subject to servitude or sublease;
• coordinates of turning points of boundaries of 
 cadastre objects; and
• soil valuation.

Elimination of corruption

The above legal advancements aim to reduce bureaucra-
cy and corruption in the Ukrainian real estate market. 
Both the Construction Law and the Land Cadastre Law 
suppress the influence of authorities on construction pro-
cedures and land matters. For example, experts estimate 
that the Construction Law diminishes corruption by 90%. 
This should boost efficiency in the construction industry.

Abolishment of moratorium on alienation 
of agricultural land

A vital law Ukraine is further to adopt is one on land mar-
ket. Such law is necessary not only to regulate the mar-
ket, but, first and foremost, to abolish the moratorium on 
alienation of agricultural land. Following the Land Ca-
dastre Law, the land market law is the final precondition 
to eliminate the moratorium. This may occur only from 1 
January 2012. Draft law on land market is currently in the 
Parliament and, depending on political will, may soon 
reach enactment. If this happens, the chances are that 
the moratorium will lapse and Ukrainian agricultural land 
market will become open starting from 2012.

 One of the principal innovations is that the Construc-
 tion Law allows developers to transfer unfinished 
construction along with permitting documentation. 
The construction permit no longer ties to certain de-
veloper and general contractor, but rather to the construc-
tion project.
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On 26 September 2011 the Serbian parliament enacted 
the Restitution and Compensation Act (the Restitution 
Act). Under the Restitution Act current owners that le-
gally acquired ownership rights over confiscated and na-
tionalised property will remain as such. Another key prin-
ciple of the Restitution Act is that restitution has priority 
over compensation.

Persons entitled to restitution and 
compensation

The Restitution Act details the categories of persons en-
titled to restitution. An aspect common to all categories 
is that a person entitled to restitution must be someone 
(or their legal successor) whose property (i) was confis-
cated and nationalised, (ii) has not been remedied by a 
foreign country, and (iii) has been rehabilitated. Further-
more, restitution is awarded solely for property confisca-
ted and nationalised based on regulations in force up to 
15 February 1968.

Restitution

The Republic of Serbia, local self-governments, autono-
mous provinces, state-owned companies, and compa-
nies in their ownership must return both movable and im-
movable property to persons entitled to restitution. 

If the property subject to restitution is being rented for 
commercial activities, the lease agreement will remain in 

force for three years from the date the restitution decision 
came into force. 

For a mortgage on a property subject to restitution, the 
property will be returned mortgage-free, and the Repub-
lic of Serbia will become a guarantor for obligations se-
cured by the mortgage.   

Property exempt from restitution includes: (i) property in 
public ownership, according to the Constitution, (ii) pro-
perty used by government bodies to conduct their activi-
ties, (iii) property used for medical, educational, cultural 
and similar purposes, (iv) property belonging to an entity 
subject to privatisation but not yet privatised, (v) property 
used for representational purposes by the National Parli-
ament and the President, (vi) property used by diploma-
tic-consular representatives, (vii) property that has been 
sold in the course of privatisation, (viii) nationalised com-
panies.

Compensation

The Republic of Serbia is the obligor when compensati-
on is awarded. 

Compensation is given in the form of government bonds. 
For reasons of economic stability of the country the ag-
gregate limit of compensation covered by government 
bonds is set at EUR two billion and limited to EUR 
500,000 per person, increasing 2 percent per annum 
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from 1 January 2015. The amount owed in bonds will be 
repaid in annual instalments until their maturity – typically 
15 years from their issuance. The compensation terms 
and conditions (yearly instalments under government 
bonds, etc.) are to be regulated by the government by 
31 December 2014.

Furthermore, bonds can be freely traded on the stock 
exchange and are not subject to any tax. 
 
Restitution Agency 

The Restitution Act provides for the formation of a 
government agency responsible for implementing the 
process of restitution and compensation, including ren-
dering first instance decisions on requests for restitution 
and compensation. 

The process of restitution will begin once the Restitution 
Agency issues a public announcement, within 120 days 

from the Restitution Act entering into force, calling for the 
submission of restitution and compensation requests by 
affected persons. Interested persons are entitled to sub-
mit a request for restitution and compensation within two 
years from the day of the Restitution Agency announce-
ment. Submitting a request to the Restitution Agency 
begins the process. The Agency may suspend the pro-
cedure until the completion of proceedings for rehabilita-
tion, which are governed by a separate Rehabilitation 
Act. The Restitution Agency must render a decision 
within six months or, in complex cases, one year from the 
day the procedure began. 

A person who has property restituted acquires the ow-
nership right over the property and may register this 
right in the real estate register based on the decision on 
restitution. 

On the basis of a decision awarding compensation, the 
responsible authority will issue government bonds.

 For reasons of economic stability of the country the 
 aggregate limit of compensation covered by govern-
ment bonds is set at EUR two billion and limited to 
EUR 500,000 per person, increasing 2 percent per annum 
from 1 January 2015. 
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The newest thing – Electronic land registry

Reasons to be positive can be found in amendments to 
the legislation applicable since 1 May 2011 – the com-
plete computerisation of the land registry. 

Already since 2004 check of land registry data is availa-
ble on the web (see https://evlozisce.sodisce.si/evlozis-
ce/javni_izpisi/list.html). Online excerpts are free of char-
ge. 

As of May this year, the land registry is fully compute-
rised. The basic principles and the documentation requi-
red remain unchanged. But the number of eligible sub-
mitters is limited, while the e-service calls for electronic 
legal documents, type documents, e-signatures, e-deli-
very, and centralised storage.

Everything has its pluses and minuses

Certain court fees have decreased, while notary costs 
have increased due to their key role in the procedures. 
Introduction of general territorial jurisdiction does not 
mean that the applicant may choose the court to rule on 
her application. This is done automatically by the land 
registry information system, which assigns the applica-
tion to a court that is the least burdened. So the founder 

of a land charge over a property in Koper and who resi-
des in Koper might have to personally collect the land 
letter issued by a court in Murska Sobota, almost 300 
kilometres away.

Currently, the only court competent to rule on appeals is 
the High court in Koper. Such exclusive jurisdiction 
should result in uniformity, but will also likely prolong ap-
peal decisions.

Previously applications could be filed by any person 
based only on a power of attorney. Now, besides notari-
es and attorneys at law, only the State (municipal) 
Attorney’s Office for the public authorities and real estate 
agencies involved in the transaction are eligible submit-
ters. To avoid possible constitutional issues on the limita-
tion of postulation capacity, the amendments expanded 
the number of applicants to every natural person or legal 
entity entitled to file the application in their own name, if 
they are enrolled in the computerised system for safe 
electronic service.

Except in the rare cases of filing paper applications in 
court, the notary must be involved in the registry proce-
dure, even if the notary has not filed the submission. In 
such cases the applicant must submit to a notary the 
underlying documents (which must include a legal basis 
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we trust the Ministry of Justice that the time for decisions will be only 15 days star-
ting December 2011? 



for the registration with notarised land registry permissi-
on), and the notary converts the documents to electronic 
form and submits them to the court. 

Conclusion

The system certainly has bugs. One journal published a 
series on users’ experiences, most of which were nega-
tive. The most criticised, however, was the land registry’s 
decreased transparency, increased administration, and 

irrational procedures; in some cases, data transfer errors 
also occurred.

But, despite the criticism, nobody claims the system is 
bad, particularly as some problems are being solved. But 
the Ministry of Justice has already amended its 15-day 
forecast with the condition that all applications filed before 
the land registry was computerised must first be solved. 
Considering I received a decision on my 2006 filing five 
years later, one can only imagine how long this will take. 

 The only court competent to rule on appeals is the  
 High court in Koper. Such exclusive jurisdiction 
should result in uniformity, but will also likely pro-
long appeal decisions.
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Background

After reviewing regulations in other civil law systems (eg, 
the civil codes in the Canadian province of Quebec, Italy, 
Spain, Switzerland, Germany, Brazil) and international 
documents Romania is a party to (eg, the European 
Convention on Human Rights, the UN Convention on the 
International Sale of Goods), the new Civil Code ap-
peared in 2009. It was enacted by Law 71/2011, which 
entrusted the throne of the Romanian legal system to the 
new Civil Code (New Civil Code) from 1 October 2011.

The New Civil Code brings long awaited changes, some 
in line with case law and legal commentary that filled 
gaps in the old code, some settling old disputes, and 
some completely new to the Romanian system.

This article touches on some topics that may impact on 
the increasingly sophisticated mechanisms of real estate 
transactions.

Acquisition

Last year’s Roadmap discussed a change in the trans-
mission of title to real estate. The New Civil Code sets 
forth the constitutive effect of registering rights to real 
property in the Land Registry. Rights will be established 
between the parties and towards third parties only if re-
gistered in the Land Registry based on the parties’ com-

mon will. Unfortunately, this regulation is not yet in effect 
because it is conditioned on finalisation of the cadastral 
works.

Real rights are in turn better and more uniformly regula-
ted; the superficies right is coherently regulated for the 
first time in Romanian law.

Given the complex structure of real estate transactions, it 
is worth mentioning that Romanian contract law has 
been significantly amended by the New Civil Code. For 
example, standard and non-standard clauses are diffe-
rentiated, as the legislator wanted to limit abuses by the 
economically stronger party.

Unidroit Principles have set the example in matters of 
valid consent. Thus, fundamental mistake may lead to 
contract annulment. Mistake as to matters of law and 
fraudulent non-disclosure are now expressly regulated. 
And taking unfair advantage or excessive benefit in con-
cluding a contract can lead to its invalidity. The aim is to 
protect a vulnerable contractual party and to remedy 
contractual imbalances.

Real estate management

Romanian law sees a first regulation of trusts (Romanian 
fiducia), a common law concept increasingly used in civil 
law systems. Any person may grant the trust, but to avo-
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id money laundering and tax evasion, the trustee must 
be a credit institution or financial investment company, 
an insurance company, a notary public or an attorney- 
at-law.

Further, Romanian law now sets forth general rules on 
managing the estate of another. The rules apply absent 
alternative legal or contractual provisions.

Development

Regulation of construction contracts has become more 
detailed in terms of the parties’ rights and obligations. A 
stricter regulation on amending the price and new provi-
sions on the contractor’s obligation to inform the emplo-
yer aim to ensure parties’ performance and to limit cases 
where fault for non-performance and risk allocation are 
difficult to determine.

Non-performance

The New Civil Code lists the remedies for non-perfor-
mance (eg, specific performance, termination of the con-
tract, etc.). In all cases, the aggrieved party may claim 
damages to recover losses from the non-performance.
Non-performance includes all forms of failure to perform: 
full or partial non-performance, faulty non-performance, 
delayed performance.

Damages for non-performance depend on the loss in-
curred. When determining losses, the aggrieved party 

will consider not only the damage suffered but also their 
potential gain, such as the reduction of certain costs. 
Non-pecuniary loss may also be recovered.

For delayed payments, interest starts to run immediately. 
To encourage timely performance, interest starts to run 
irrespective of any action of the aggrieved party.

Securities

Performance may be secured by personal guarantees 
(such as a surety) or real ones (such as a mortgage). New 
elements include the regulation of mortgages on movab-
le assets, an overall mortgage over a mass of immovable 
assets, and provisions on free choice of form for pledge 
contracts.

Claims

Contractual claims are time-barred by a general three-
year statute of limitations, with a shorter or longer term in 
specific cases.

Under certain conditions, and with the exception of some 
fields (eg, insurance), the parties may now contractually 
amend such terms.

The statute of limitation is suspended while the parties 
negotiate to amicably resolve a dispute, as it would be 
unfair for the aggrieved party to be time-barred if negoti-
ations fail.

 Given the complex structure of real estate trans- 
 actions, Romanian contract law has been significantly 
amended by the New Civil Code. For example, standard 
and non-standard clauses are differentiated, as the 
legislator wanted to limit abuses by the economically 
stronger party.
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The escrow agreement and the 
escrow account 

Before the above amendments to the Notary Act, the 
escrow account and the escrow agreement were not ex-
plicitly regulated by the Bulgarian law. The escrow agree-
ment was classified as a type of mandate agreement 
(mandatum) where the bank or the notary public (for real 
estate transactions) acted as mandatary (assignee) and 
the seller and purchaser as mandators (assignors). 

The most important issue, however, related to the speci-
fications of the escrow account as its existence was re-
gulated neither by the civil legislation nor by the specific 
bank regulations.

The Bulgarian banks and courts treated the escrow ac-
count as a type of payment account whose holder is 
usually the escrow agent (a bank or notary public). How-
ever, the law did not prohibit a creditor of the escrow 
agent (or, in case of an insolvency procedure, with res-
pect to the bank) from putting a restraining order on the 
bank account, thus blocking the seller and purchaser 
from using the funds in the escrow account, or even 
causing them to lose them later. 

New amendments to the notary act

For the first time in the Bulgarian legislation, the latest 
amendments to the Notary Act define to a certain extent 
the existence and use of the escrow agreement and, 
more importantly, the nature of the escrow account. Ac-
cording to these amendments (Art. 25a of the Notary 
Act), the terms and conditions for the payment of the 
purchase price between the parties and the notary public 
must be expressed in a written agreement. Previously, 
the parties to a real estate transaction either did not sign 
any formal agreement with the notary public or did not 
use an escrow account/agreement at all. 

The most important regulation of the Notary Act relates to 
the nature of the escrow account. The new amendment 
does not allow a public execution against funds in an es-
crow account for personal obligations of the notary pub-
lic. This will secure the interests of seller and purchaser 
that the purchase price is safe; it will also help notary pu-
blics as it will probably increase their use as an escrow 
agent in real estate transactions instead of using banks.

Up until now, notary publics were usually used as an es-
crow agent mostly for real estate transactions where the 
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fies the transactions.



purchaser was a company (and only on rare occasions a 
natural person) acquiring real estate for a purchase price 
of up to EUR 500,000. For transactions of a higher value 
the parties preferred to work with a bank because: (i) of 
the higher probability that the bank would not go bank-
rupt (ie, the funds in the escrow account would not be 
subject to distress) and (ii) the parties considered it would 
be easier to get compensation from a bank than from a 
notary public in case of damages suffered due to default 
of the escrow agent. 

But the first reason is no longer relevant – and has even 
become a reason for using a notary public. As the bank 

regulations do not have any specific provision about the 
nature of the escrow account, it is still treated as a spe-
cial account where the holder is the bank; it is not clear 
what happens in case of insolvency. 

For example, for high-value transactions, the purchasers 
and sellers usually agree with the bank (who is acting as 
an escrow agent) to open a specific bank account with 
the Bulgarian National Bank and that any funds in it will 
not to be seen as an asset of the bank. 

It remains to be seen whether notaries will offer services 
as reasonably and efficiently as escrow agents do.

 The most important regulation of the Notary Act re- 
 lates to the nature of the escrow account. The new 
amendment does not allow a public execution against 
funds in an escrow account for personal obligations of 
the notary public. 
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Therefore, ownership in real estate may be transferred 
only on the basis of a legal title (eg, a purchase contract) 
followed by registration in the Real Estate Cadastre. As 
long as a transaction is not registered, the parties to the 
contract have only a contractual claim for performance 
against the other party. The process of registering rights 
in the Real Estate Cadastre is regulated by Act No. 
265/1992 Coll., on Entries of Ownership and Other 
Rights in rem to Real Estate (Act on Entries). Only the li-
mited principle of good faith regarding entries in the Real 
Estate Cadastre applies under Czech law. In case of a 
discrepancy between reality and the entry in the Real Es-
tate Cadastre, reality prevails (except for special cases, 
such as usucaption). Currently, a bill amending the Act 
on Entries is in the legislative process (the Bill), with anti-
cipated effect from 1 January 2012. 

Note of litigiousness

Currently, if an ownership right over real state is challen-
ged by the court, the cadastral office will enter the note 
about the lawsuit into the Real Estate Cadastre. If new 
proposals on entering rights in rem are submitted to the 
cadastral office with respect to this real property, it will 
generally suspend the proceeding upon entry of the 
rights until the court proceeding is over.  

Now, the cadastral office will enter a so-called “note of 
litigiousness” on the basis of (i) a notice from a court that 

proceedings have commenced to determine ownership 
of the real estate, (ii) invalidity/rescission of a legal act (on 
the basis of which a right in rem should be registered), or 
(iii) a motion by the plaintiff. The entry of the note of liti-
giousness does not generally interrupt the cadastral pro-
ceedings and the consequent legal impossibility of the 
owner of the real property to dispose over it (easements, 
mortgages, etc.). 

If the note is entered after filing an application for regist-
ration, the cadastral proceedings will not be interrupted if 
all parties to the cadastral proceedings agree. This regu-
lation enables the parties to assess the eventual risk and 
to make the corresponding decisions. Should the cada-
stral proceedings not be interrupted, the cadastral office 
reflects the current entries in the Real Estate Cadastre 
and issues a decision in the cadastral proceedings. If a 
right in rem is registered and the court decides in the 
parallel court proceedings contrary to this registration, 
the cadastral office deletes all entered registrations and 
announces this fact to all persons whose rights were de-
leted.

Entry of records into the Real Estate 
Cadastre

In general, under the current regulation the cadastral of-
fice must enter records of rights in rem into the Real Es-
tate Cadastre that were established, for example, by the 
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decisions of the authorities, especially courts. According 
to the Bill, cadastral offices will now examine not only 
possible mistakes in the disclosed deed (eg, court deci-
sion) but also if the deed corresponds to the current sta-
te of the Real Estate Cadastre. Under the current regula-
tion, the cadastral office may have to record ownership 
rights on the basis of a court decision even if the owner 
entered in the Real Estate Cadastre was not a party to 
the court proceedings and therefore does not know the 
reason for the loss of his ownership right. This procedure 
will be eliminated by the regulation introduced by the Bill. 
The new regulation should also eliminate any duplicate 
entries in the Real Estate Cadastre. Now, a person dis-
closing a deed that is without mistakes but does not cor-
respond to the current state of the Real Estate Cadastre 
will have to petition to a court.

Legal remedies in the cadastral proceedings

The Bill further specifies the proper legal remedies against 
a negative decision of the cadastral office on the regist-
ration of rights in rem. Only a lawsuit filed within 30 days 
from the delivery of such a negative decision will be per-
mitted. There will be no possibility to appeal against a 
negative decision of the cadastral office under the Act. 
No. 500/2004 Coll., Administrative Procedure Code. Un-
til the above period expires, if a lawsuit is filed before the 
court decision, all other proceedings will be interrupted.

Commencement of cadastral proceedings

The Bill specifies more closely the moment in which the 
proceeding on registration of rights in rem into Real Esta-
te Cadastre will be deemed as having commenced (whe-
reby the rights in rem are registered retroactively with the 
effect to the commencement of the proceeding under 
the Act on Entries). Currently the moment of registration 
of the application was determinate only by days. It will 
now be the day, hour, and minute of submission, me-
aning more applications can be filed on the same day. 
The new regulation conforms better to practical require-
ments, especially to real estate transactions financed by 
banks (registration of the ownership right followed by re-
gistration of the mortgage based on the mortgage con-
tract with the new owner of the real estate). 

Deeds as annexes to the application

The Bill requires that a deed, on the basis of which a right 
in rem is to be entered into the Real Estate Cadastre, be 
attached to the application. Otherwise, the cadastral of-
fice will not accept the application. This regulation 
addresses current speculation regarding the possibility of 
disclosing a deed only after filing the application, which 
makes it possible to file applications even if the deed 
does not exist in order to ensure a better position (eg, 
with mortgages).

 Only the limited principle of good faith regarding  
 entries in the Real Estate Cadastre applies under 
Czech law. In case of a discrepancy between reality and 
the entry in the Real Estate Cadastre, reality prevails. 
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EU

The EU Climate Change Package provides for a revision 
and strengthening of the Emissions Trading System 
(ETS). A single EU-wide cap on emission allowances will 
apply from 2013 and will be cut annually, reducing the 
number of allowances available to businesses to 21% 
below the 2005 level in 2020. Further, the free allocation 
of allowances will be progressively replaced by auctio-
ning. In July 2011 the EU member states agreed to the 
EC proposal to auction 120 million emission allowances 
for phase 3 of the ETS in 2012, the year before phase 3 
starts. These so-called “early auctions” are required in 
view of the widespread commercial practice in the elec-
tricity sector of selling power on a forward basis and 
purchasing the required inputs (including emission allo-
wances) when they sell their output.

Apropos the electricity sector, power plant operators are 
the most concerned of the new ETS. Unlike industrial 
plant operators, they do not benefit from the phasing out 
of free allocation; from the start of the third trading period 
in 2013, no more allowances are allocated for free in the 
electricity sector. However, member states may derogate 
from this rule if certain conditions are met (eg, high car-

bon dependency of the national energy sector, weak net-
work connection). The criteria relate to the need to mo-
dernise the energy system, and member states deciding 
to use this option must in parallel undertake action aimed 
at securing investments in the energy system, such as 
upgrades of infrastructure, clean technologies, etc. of an 
amount corresponding to the value of the corresponding 
emission allocations allocated for free.

Particularly, the CEE power sector is addressed by this 
derogation clause (eg, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hunga-
ry and Romania).

The CEE power sector: 
Legal uncertainties about free allocation
  
As stated above, particularly the CEE power sector 
meets the conditions set by the ETS Directive for deroga-
ting from the auctioning rule. The CEE electricity sector 
may therefore benefit from a transitional free allocation of 
allowances. But this benefit comes with many legal 
uncertainties and brings headaches to the power sector. 

Firstly, it is not clear which plant operators qualify for free 
allocation. The ETS Directive stipulates that installations 
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EU/CEE: Carbon Trading Post-2012 – 
A Battle for Transitional Free Allocation of 

Emission Allowances  
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The EU Climate Change Package provides for a substantial change to the current 
European Trading Scheme. The principle of allocating emission allowances for free 
is replaced by auctioning. The power sector and certain industries will therefore  
face substantial carbon costs in future. The CEE power plant sector may, however, 
benefit from transitional free allocation of allowances. Unfortunately, this benefit is 
accompanied by legal uncertainties bringing headaches to the operators.  



in operation by 31 December 2008 and installations for 
which the investment process was physically initiated by 
the same date may receive allowances for free. But what 
is meant by “physical” initiation of the “investment pro-
cess”? The EC Guidelines consider this to mean when 
construction works have physically started on site and 
were visible before 31 December 2008, or when a con-
tract for the construction of a power plant was signed 
before 31 December 2008. So far, so good, but there are 
still open questions. To what extend does preparatory 
work for construction qualify for in-vestment in terms of 
the ETS Directive? Does the construction (preparatory) 
work have to be covered by a permit? What happens if, 
under national law, no permit is required – how are pre-
paratory works assessed? What happens when the plant 
is substantially amended (expanded) after the cut-off 
date provided in the ETS Directive? Poland, for instance, 
has been attacked by environmental NGOs for having 
bent EU and national law by issuing “faked” permits for 
unbuilt coal fired power plants that had not even been 
planned at the time of the cut-off date. 

Secondly, plant operators may only benefit from free al-
location if they are included in the list of installations co-
vered by the application for derogation to be filed by the 
member state. This list had to be drafted and filed with 
the EC by 30 September 2011. However, the EC may 
reject the application, or any aspect thereof, within six 
months of receiving the application. Plant operators thus 
face the uncertainty of (not) being considered in the final 
list of installation receiving allowances for free.
 
Thirdly, the transitional free allocation is linked to the 
enforcement of a national plan that provides for invest-

ments in retrofitting and upgrading of the infrastructure 
and clean technologies. As such investments are always 
linked to legal and political risks, it cannot be ruled out 
that the investment plan will only be partially fulfilled. In 
this case the question is whether and to what extent 
non-compliance with the requirements of the national in-
vestment plan may impact the business operation con-
cerned (eg, suspension of free allocation).

The EC is of the opinion that a recipient of allowances al-
located for free must use the value of the free allowances 
by investing appropriately. Consequently, where compa-
nies receive allowances for free without undertaking such 
an investment, or where they receive more allowances 
than necessary to undertake the investments as set out  
in the national investment plan, operators will have to 
provide the value of the excess allowances to the entity  
undertaking the investment. Importantly, the EC explicitly 
claims unlawful state aid in the event of “over allocation”; 
there fore, legal procedure might be initiated against the 
member state concerned. A potential consequence of 
such procedure is the suspension of free allocation. 

Conclusion

The CEE power sector may benefit greatly from transitio-
nal free allocation of allowances. But the transition of the 
ETS Directive into the CEE national laws might be diffe-
rent from member state to member state, and recent de-
velopments show that even the Directive itself creates 
real legal uncertainties. Power plant operators are there-
fore advised to keep an eye on the EC’s carbon law-rela-
ted activities. Particularly, operators should consider the 
risk of total or partial suspension of free allocation.   

 The CEE electricity sector may therefore benefit  
 from a transitional free allocation of allowances. 
But this benefit comes with many legal uncertainties and 
brings headaches to the power sector. 
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Growth on target

According to the State Program of Energy Efficiency for 
2010-2015, the share of renewable energy sources in 
the total energy generation in Ukraine should increase to 
up to 10% by 2015, while the current share represents 
less than 1%. In line with this target, and in line with mar-
ket reports, the production of electricity from renewable 
energy sources for the first half of 2011 has grown by 
16% compared to the same period in 2010, and renewa-
ble electricity generation reached 274 million kilowatt 
hours (kWh).
 
The growth in electricity generated from renewable 
energy sources comes from new hydro, solar, and wind 
power facilities put into operation in the first half of 
2011. A new 47.5 megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic 
(PV) facility was installed in Crimea by Activ Solar 
GmbH. The first part of Wind Park “Novoazovskyi”, with 
25 MW, was connected to the Ukrainian energy system 
by LLC Wind Park “Novoazovskyi” in the Donetsk regi-
on. It is expected that new PV and wind power facilities 
will be installed and operating in the second half of 
2011 and in 2012.

Attracting investors with “green” tariffs

To attract private investors to renewable energy projects, 
the government has introduced incentive tariffs for elec-
tricity generated from renewable sources. The value of 
these incentive tariffs, also called “green” tariffs, depends 
on the source of the renewable energy used to produce 
electricity and other factors.

Based on the method of installation of a solar energy fa-
cility and its installed capacity, the value of the green tariff 
varies from UAH 4.321 (ca. EUR 0.398) to UAH 4.714 
(ca. EUR 0.434) per one kilowatt (kW). The green tariff for 
electricity from wind power depends on the installed ca-
pacity of the wind power park and varies from UAH 0.702 
(ca. EUR 0.065) to UAH 1.228 (ca. EUR 0.113) per kW. 
However, for renewable energy facilities put into operati-
on after 2014, 2019, and 2024, the value of green tariffs 
will drop by 10%, 20%, and 30% respectively. The green 
tariffs will stay in place until 1 January 2030. 

To sell electricity at the green tariffs, owners of renewable 
energy facilities must procure that the value of Ukrainian 
sourced materials, fixed assets, and services in the total 
capital expenditures of the renewable energy facility 
reaches at least (i) 15% starting from 1 January 2012; (ii) 
30% starting from 1 January 2013; and (iii) 50% starting 
from 1 January 2014.
 
Also, from 1 January 2013, solar energy facilities must 
use PV modules produced using Ukrainian sourced raw 
materials whose value is at least 30% in the total value of 
the PV modules. Starting from 2014 the required value of 
Ukrainian sourced materials in the total production value 
of the PV modules will increase to 50%.

Connection to the electricity network?

An important factor to consider when deciding whether 
to invest in a renewable energy facility in Ukraine is con-
nection to the electricity network. The connection can be 
made based on a connection agreement between the 
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Renewable Energy Projects in Ukraine

The promotion of the renewable energy sector has brought the first results. Re-
newable sourced electricity facilities with a total capacity of 96 MW have been put 
into operation for the period September 2010 to September 2011.

Victor Skopintsev 



owner of the facility and an operator/owner of an electri-
city network located on the territory adjacent to the rene-
wable energy facility. Given that many technical issues 
may arise concerning connection to the grid, it is advisa-
ble to negotiate the terms of the connection agreement 
and the costs involved with the electricity network opera-
tor/owner before the erection of the facility starts.

Licence for electricity generation

Producers of electricity from renewable energy sources 
will obtain a licence for electricity generation if (i) the ins-
talled power capacity of a renewable energy facility 

equals or exceeds 10MW, or (ii) irrespective of the ins-
talled power capacity, such producers intend to trade 
electricity generated from renewable energy sources on 
the Wholesale Electricity Market of Ukraine (“WEM”), 
operated by the State Enterprise “Energorynok”. The 
producers may also choose to sell electricity directly to 
customers or electricity supply companies based on di-
rect contracts and at agreed prices which, however, may 
not be lower than the green tariffs. By law, electricity not 
sold via direct contracts with customers or supply com-
panies must be purchased by the WEM. This law ensu-
res that owners of renewable energy facilities make a 
profit on their investments.

 To attract private investors to renewable energy  
 projects, the government has introduced incentive 
tariffs for electricity generated from renewable sour-
ces. The value of these incentive tariffs, also called 
“green” tariffs, depends on the source of the renewable 
energy used to produce electricity and other factors.
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The personal data transfer includes sending, transmitting, 
or making personal data available in another country. 
The Polish Act of 29 August 1997 on the Protection of 
Personal Data and the Bulgarian Personal Data Protec-
tion Act in force from 1 January 2002 implement the EU 
Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC1 (Directive), which 
aims to protect the rights and freedoms of the individuals 
with respect to the transfer of their personal information 
by providing guidelines for when a transfer is lawful.
 
Lawful data processing

The transfer of personal data from Bulgaria or Poland to 
a Third Country is legal only if the data is processed in 
compliance with applicable national privacy laws. Gene-
rally, prior to processing personal data, the entity must 
register with the competent national authority as a “data 
controller”. While processing personal data, the entity 
must apply certain security measures to protect the data. 
Further, both Bulgarian and Polish privacy laws impose 
various requirements on the processing of personal data 
(eg, to be processed for specific, precisely defined, and 
legitimate purposes; to be relevant and not excessive to 

those purposes; etc.) for entities to lawfully transfer per-
sonal data of individuals to a Third Country. For instance, 
if an entity wishes to transfer personal data to a Third 
Country for purposes that are different from the initial 
purpose of processing, the transfer will likely be deemed 
unlawful unless it is required by law.

Adequate level of data protection 

The personal data can be transferred to a Third Country 
if that country’s laws provide for at least the same stan-
dards of personal data protection as in Bulgaria or Po-
land (Adequate Level of Protection). Entities in Bulgaria 
and Poland often face a question as to which Third 
Countries provide an Adequate Level of Protection. In 
Bulgaria the adequacy of the level of protection afforded 
by a Third Country is usually assessed by the Bulgarian 
Commission for Personal Data Protection (CPDP), consi-
dering the nature of the data, the final destination, etc. 
The Polish Data Protection Authority, on the other hand, 
does not provide such an assessment. Instead, it is 
made by the data controller (who, however, is not left 
alone on the matter). 
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The Bulgarian and Polish Legal 
Perspective on the Transfer of Personal 

Data outside the EU/EEA

Mirena Taskova / Adam Nierzwicki

Increasingly, international business relations involve the transfer of personal data of 
individuals (name, gender, address, etc.) from EU/EEA to non-EU/EEA countries 
(Third Countries).

1 Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard of the processing of personal data and on the free 
movement of such data.



Decisions of the European Commission

The European Commission decides which Third Coun-
tries to recognise as providing Adequate Level of Protec-
tion. They include Argentina, Australia, Canada, Switzer-
land, Israel, Isle of Man, and more. The determination of 
the European Commission is binding on Bulgaria and 
Poland. The US uses a different approach to data pro-
tection and is generally not considered as providing an 
Adequate Level of Protection, with certain exceptions, 
such as the Safe Harbour principles. Developed by the 
US Department of Commerce in consultation with the 
European Commission, the Safe Harbour connects the 
different privacy approaches of the EU and the US and 
provides an opportunity for US entities to comply with 
the Directive and avoid impediments with respect to pri-
vacy in their business with the EU.

In Bulgaria the transfer to the aforesaid countries, recog-
nised as providing Adequate Level of Protection gene-
rally requires notification of the CPDP (who rarely ob-
jects). In Poland, the transfer to those countries can 
commence freely, as if within the EU/EEA.

What if there is no Adequate Level of 
Protection?

Under Polish law, if a Third Country does not provide an 
Adequate Level of Protection, the transfer can commence 

only with permission of the Polish Data Protection Autho-
rity. Permission will normally be granted if the data cont-
roller ensures that, in connection with the transfer, the 
rights of the individual are protected as in the EU/EEA. 
This may be achieved, for example, by including stan-
dard contractual clauses in the data transfer contract. 
The standard contractual clauses come from decisions 
of the European Commission and are recognised as 
adequate safeguards of the personal data. The Polish 
Data Protection Authority will not refuse permission for a 
transfer if the contract contains these standard contrac-
tual clauses.

In some situations, personal data may be transferred to 
a Third Country that does not provide an Adequate Level 
of Protection, even without the permission of the Polish 
Data Protection Authority. One such situation is the expli-
cit written consent of an individual duly informed about 
the circumstances of the transfer.

In practice, the prior approval of the CPDP is always re-
quired in Bulgaria for a data transfer to a Third Country, 
even with the explicit consent of the individual. The ap-
proval is usually granted if the data controller implements 
the mentioned standard contractual clauses. Still, the 
CPDP often prefers explicit consent from the individual 
even if other safeguards are in place (such as standard 
contractual clauses) to guarantee the fair processing of 
the personal data.

 Despite coming from the same legal source (the EU Data 
 Protection Directive 95/46/EC), the Bulgarian and 
Polish laws on transferring data to Third Countries 
are applied differently. Hence, each case involving 
data transfer should be individually approached and 
advised on.
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An attempt for regulation

According to a survey from 2009, the number of pieces 
of legislation dealing with PPP in Bulgaria exceeded 30. 
It is characteristic of this legislative explosion that one of 
the first legal definitions of PPP was stipulated in the Bul-
garian Physical Education and Sport Act 

.

Without a unified legal framework for PPP on the national 
level, some local governments have in recent years ad-
opted regulations governing terms and conditions for the 
implementation of PPP locally. The existence of munici-
pal ordinances providing various forms and procedures 
for the implementation of PPP in different Bulgarian mu-
nicipalities, combined with the lack of a systematic and 
unified legal framework at the national level, further impe-
de the adoption of a specialised law and increase the 
legal uncertainty.

Some believe there is no need for a special regulation on 
PPP because the Concession Act ( ; 
CA) and the Public Procurement Act (

; PPA) are adequate. We disag-
ree, especially given the inconsistencies between the CA 
and the PPA.

PPP as regulated in the CA and the PPA

Under the PPA, contracts for services are awarded for up 
to four years, and may be extended to five years in special 
cases. Since PPP are by nature long-term contractual re-
lationships between public and private partners, such time 
limits are inappropriate for PPP projects under the PPA.

Under the CA, the concessionaire is selected in an open 
procedure. Restricted procedures, negotiated procedures, 
and competitive dialogues are not available. This limitation 
of procurement procedures has prejudiced the selection of 
a private partner for PPP structured as a concession within 
the meaning of the CA, rendering such a selection impos-
sible. PPP are long-term projects with a particularly com-
plex legal, financial, economic, and technical framework, 
the determination of which requires extensive negotiations 
with eligible private partner candidates. Such negotiations 
may thus only be conducted in a negotiated procedure 
or competitive dialogue, not an open procedure. The 
practice of the EU member states with a developed PPP 
market has shown that in most of cases the selection of 
the private partners occurs in a competitive dialogue. 

The CA does not allow payments from the public to the 
private partner for providing free public services. The con-
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PPP Law in Bulgaria: Unclear and Inconsistent

In Bulgaria, the resort to public-private partnerships (PPP) as an instrument for 
raising private funds for projects serving the public interest is increasingly under 
discussion. PPP are used for almost all public utilities, such as public buildings 
and hospitals. However, the implementation of PPP into the Bulgarian legislative 
system has been disjointed and confusing. The desire of Bulgarian state institu-
tions to resort to PPP projects is therefore in jeopardy for lack of a suitable legal 
framework.
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cession is a legal instrument on the basis of which the 
public partner grants the private partner the right to ex-
ploit a work or service of public interest. The private part-
ner has the obligation to build, operate, and maintain the 
object of the concession at his own risk. According to the 
CA, the consideration of the private partner is the right to 
operate the concession site. The consideration of the pri-
vate partner may not, however, consist solely of compen-
sation from the public partner. But if the compensation 
paid by the public partner has the legal effect of elimina-
ting the private partner’s risk, then this is deemed a pure 

public procurement structure and not a concession. PPP 
may not, therefore, be implemented as concession pro-
jects under the CA if the mechanism of payment is not 
linked to the exploitation of the concession. 

Conclusion

The legal framework of PPP in Bulgaria is fragmented 
and incoherent. A special PPP law consistent with EU 
law and best international practices is needed to bring 
uniformity to the present disorder. 

 Without a unified legal framework for PPP on the na- 
 tional level, some local governments have in recent 
years adopted regulations governing terms and condi-
tions for the implementation of PPP locally. 
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To date there has been no single case of project finan-
cing nuclear generation projects worldwide, because nu-
clear power plants (NPPs) have proven substantially 
more expensive and time consuming to build than fossil 
fuel powered plants. This is no longer the case: for ex-
ample, the Shell LNG project in Qatar was estimated at 
its inception in 2007 at USD 8.1 bln1.

There are 20 nuclear reactors operating across CEE, 
with 19 more planned by 2035. However, final financial 
arrangements are not yet clear for most of new projects. 

Risks and allocation 

The banks and the nuclear industry will typically look at the 
following risks when assessing a nuclear power project:  

• licencing and regulatory;
• construction; 
• operation and maintenance (O&M);
• fuel supply;
• electricity pricing and volume; 
• waste management and decommissioning; and 
• reputational risk.

This article briefly looks at the risks associated with pro-
ject financing and their proposed allocation so banks 
consider a project bankable.

Typically, licencing and regulatory risk is associated with 
political risk in the absence of an effectively independent 
regulatory authority. From the financiers perspective this 
risk must be allocated to the designer or vendor in the 
designing phase, to the constructor during the construc-
tion phase, and to the operator during the operation pha-
se. To mitigate the risk, banks will want to see transpa-
rency and predictability in the licencing steps, clear 
timelines, and the associated costs of each licensing 
step. Sites with existing licenced units will be favoured 
against newly established nuclear sites. The banks will 
also want to involve the regulatory authorities from an 
early stage of the project. 

Risks that can arise in the construction phase include 
delays, costs overruns, and force majeure that is not re-
flected back-to-back in the off-take agreement. The risk 
should be allocated to the constructor, perhaps shared 
with the sponsors (or additional equity participants) or 
with the project company. To mitigate this risk, the finan-
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Project Financing Nuclear Power Plants in CEE

Almost all nuclear reactors currently operational in CEE were built in the 1970s and 
the 1980s during the state controlled economies and regulated energy markets, 
where the costs and the risks were ultimately entirely borne by the end consumers. 
Since then, the financial and the energy markets, as well as the political systems, 
in the region have undergone substantial changes. 

Raluca Dîrjan

1 The costs of a NPP are by and large estimated at USD 4 bln.



cier will ideally want to see: a fixed price and term EPC or 
turnkey contract, a performance bond or retention mo-
ney guarantee from the constructor, liquidated damages, 
and back to back force majeure reflected in the off-take 
agreement or “resurrection” clause2. Also, projects whe-
re the bank is satisfied with the experience and credit-
worthiness of the constructor will be preferred.
 
At the O&M phase, the following incidents can typically 
occur: unplanned shutdowns, increases in operation 
costs, fuel supply risks related to the Euratom Supply 
Agency3, third party liability insurance issues4, and force 
majeure. The risks must be allocated to the operator 
and, depending on the structure of the project, can also 
be shared with the sponsors or additional equity partici-
pants. The risks can be contained if the project docu-
ments include: a clear scope of work and performance 
criteria, the O&M fee for all works, performance bond 
and liquidated damages, mandatory third party liability 
insurance, and back to back force majeure reflected in 
the off-take agreement or “resurrection” clause.

The reputational risk of the lenders (especially banks with 
strong retail divisions) must always be considered given 
the sensitivity of the topic for the general public (espe-
cially after the recent events at Fukusima Daiitchi in Ja-
pan). Here mitigation alternatives are scarce and a pro-
ject will not normally be developed in a region where 
there is little support for nuclear power. Strong public and 
political support is a pre-requisite rather than a risk. 

These risks can affect either the construction phase, 
which ultimately translates into cost overruns, or the 
operation phase, with impact on the cash flow, and 
hence could ultimately affect debt servicing and the re-
turn on the investment. 

Structure and funding 

Although there has been no precedent of project finan-
cing NPP projects, the structures and the sources 
should, with some variations, be similar to any other 
large-scale energy project. Project capital will most likely 
be a blend of equity and debt. Given the large capital 
costs, a syndicate of banks would stand as lenders. 
Also, access to the capital markets could be set in place, 
most likely via one of the sponsors or investors rather 
than a bond issue of the project company. Like other 
power projects in the region, it is typical to see the large 
European utilities as sponsors. The constructor would 
most likely be the vendor of the reactor (eg, Areva at 
Olkiluto, Atomstroyexport for Belene, AECL for Unit 2 at 
Cernavoda).  

Financing is potentially available from the European In-
vestment Bank and under the Euratom Treaty (currently 
with a EUR 4 bln ceiling).

Given the budget deficits of some of the countries in 
CEE, it is very unlikely that the state will offer any direct 
financing or guarantees. 

 These risks can affect either the construction pha- 
 se, which ultimately translates into cost overruns, 
or the operation phase, with impact on the cash flow, and 
hence could ultimately affect debt servicing and the 
return on the investment.  
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2 Absent consistency in force majeure clauses across the project contracts, this clause provides that the constructor/operator will not receive greater relief than the relief available to the project  
company under other relevant contracts.

3 In the EU the fuel supply is channeled through the Euratom Supply Agency who is responsible for the “regular and equitable” supply of uranium. All supply contracts must be approved and 
 signed by the Agency.
4 Under the Vienna and Paris Conventions on civil liability for nuclear damage a mandatory insurance regime is imposed on the operator.
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Double dip under hybrid instruments

Instruments that are treated as equity in one jurisdiction 
and debt in another jurisdiction (hybrid instruments) may 
be used for tax arbitrage in cross-border financing tran-
sactions. For example, an instrument may be treated as 
debt financing in the non-Austrian jurisdiction where the 
financed corporation is resident, but as equity from the 
perspective of the Austrian corporation acting as the fi-
nancing corporation. The intended qualification for tax 
purposes of the payments under such hybrid instrument 
would be that of tax deductible debt financing interest at 
the non-Austrian corporation, making the payment and 
tax exempt dividend income at the Austrian corporation 
receiving the payment. As a result, the instrument would 
lead to a profit reduction in the former jurisdiction and 
tax-exempt income in the latter (double dip). Instruments 
that may be structured as hybrid instruments include 
participation rights, certain priority shares and profit par-
ticipating loans.

Carve-out from the scope of 
the Austrian participation exemption

The Austrian legislator has decided that such double dip 
structures should be prevented. For that purpose, a spe-
cific provision that limits the scope of application of the 

Austrian general and international participation exemption 
was introduced. Accordingly, the exemption from Austrian 
corporate income tax for non-Austrian dividends received 
by an Austrian corporation under the international partici-
pation exemption and, with respect to certain portfolio 
participations, under the general participation exemption 
shall not apply if such payments are deductible at the level 
of the non-Austrian corporation making the payment.

As a result, the qualification of a hybrid instrument under 
the applicable non-Austrian law prevails over the qualifi-
cation of the instrument for Austrian tax purposes. In 
other words, the Austrian tax treatment of a certain pay-
ment depends on the applicable non-Austrian tax law.

In some cases, only a portion of the payment may be 
deductible at the non-Austrian corporation. Such partial 
deductibility may be due to, for example, debt/equity ra-
tios or interest barrier rules under the applicable non-
Austrian law. The new provision takes such situations 
into account by denying the Austrian participation exem-
ption to the extent the payments are deductible at the 
non-Austrian corporation. Therefore, in scenarios where 
not the entire payment is deductible at the non-Austrian 
corporation, the Austrian participation exemption (provi-
ded all requirements are met) should remain available for 
the portion of the payment that is not deductible.
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Austria: Legislation against Tax Arbitrage 
with Hybrid Instruments

Herbert Buzanich

Hybrid instruments are used in the tax structuring of, in particular, intra-group fi-
nancing transactions with the intention to generate a double dip in the jurisdiction 
of the corporation providing the financing and the jurisdiction of the financed cor-
poration. A provision under Austrian tax law was introduced to prevent such struc-
tures. However, under certain circumstances, this provision may also trigger an 
Austrian tax liability in situations that do not involve a hybrid instrument.

11:



The Austrian participation exemption may also be availa-
ble to non-Austrian residents holding shares in a non-
Austrian corporation in an Austrian permanent establish-
ment. In this respect, the carve-out from the participation 
exemption is also relevant for non-Austrian residents.

The new provision applies to financial years starting after 
31 December 2010. Consequently, payments under ins-
truments acquired before that date are also covered (ie, 
the provision, economically, has a retroactive effect).

Austrian tax liability possibly also triggered 
in other cases

Although double dip structures with hybrid instruments 
were the declared target, the wording of the new provisi-
on does not refer to hybrid instruments. Rather, it is suf-
ficient for the denial of the participation exemption that 
the payment is deductible at the non-Austrian corporati-
on making the payment. The following example shows 
that the provision may also apply in cases that do not 
involve hybrid instruments.

An Austrian corporation with a permanent establishment 
in Finland acquired a shareholding in a Finnish corporati-
on and attributed the shareholding to the Finnish perma-
nent establishment. Under the Double Taxation treaty 
between Austria and Finland, the right to tax the divi-
dends paid under the shareholding in the Finnish corpo-
ration was attributed to Finland (with double taxation to 
be avoided under the credit method). However, pursuant 
to the rules of the Finnish group contribution regime, the 
Finnish dividends were deductible at the Finnish corpo-
ration paying the dividend (and subject to tax at the reci-

pient of the dividend) in Finland. As a consequence, the 
provision that should prevent double dips under hybrid 
instruments triggered a tax liability for the Finnish divi-
dends in Austria with the Finnish tax being credited 
against the Austrian tax liability. The Austrian Federal Mi-
nistry of Finance admitted that the new provision did not 
target this scenario but still considered its application jus-
tified to avoid a potential distortion of tax credits.

Stricter consequences than in cases 
of misuse

Both the Austrian general participation and the internati-
onal participation exemption are subject to specific anti-
abuse provisions. Basically, misuse would be assumed if 
the dividends are subject to low or no taxation at the 
non-Austrian corporation and, in case of the international 
participation, the non-Austrian corporation has a predo-
minantly passive business purpose. If misuse is constitu-
ted, a switch-over from the exemption method to the 
credit method applies.

In contrast, if a payment is deductible at the non-Austrian 
corporation making the payment and, therefore, carved-
out from the scope of the participation exemption, there 
is no switch-over to the credit method; a tax relief is en-
tirely denied under Austrian domestic tax law. Conside-
ring that the deduction of a payment equally effectively 
results in no (or low) taxation, Austrian domestic tax law 
provides for different consequences depending on how 
low (or no) taxation is achieved under the applicable non-
Austrian tax law. Commentators have questioned whe-
ther such different treatment of comparable fact patterns 
is justified.

 The Austrian legislator has introduced a provision  
 to prevent double dip structures under hybrid in-
struments by effectively following the qualification of 
the hybrid instrument under the applicable non-Austri-
an tax law.



practice group tax

The Romanian law describes a partnership as an entity 
with no separate legal personality. For Romanian tax 
purposes, the partners of entities treated as partnerships 
may be individuals or legal persons. 

Joint venture as a form of partnership

Under the Romanian law, the most regulated forms of 
partnerships from a tax and legal perspective are joint 
ventures (asocieri in participatiune). Generally, a joint 
venture is defined as a form of partnership between two 
or more investors (the partners) for the purpose of jointly 
conducting a commercial activity, or an entire business, 
for profit. Each partner makes a contribution (capital, in-
kind contribution, know-how, etc.), bears its share of ex-
penses, and is entitled to part of the profits. 

The “main partner” 

Under Romanian law, joint ventures are defined as de 
facto partnerships, rather than legal entities serving as 
investment vehicles. Consequently, from a legal per-
spective, a joint venture established in Romania has one 
important feature: it does not involve the creation of a 
new legal entity, all of the joint venture business activities 
being practically assumed by one of the parties to the 
partnership. Romanian law provides that business ope-
rations must be carried out by only one of the partners 

(the “main partner”) on behalf of the partnership. Alt-
hough acting for the benefit of the joint venture and on 
behalf of the other partners, only the main partner may 
enter into agreements with third parties. All rights arising 
under agreements with third parties are undertaken by 
the main partner in its own name; accordingly, all liabili-
ties in connection with the joint venture operations to-
ward third parties are also incurred by the main partner 
alone. 

Tax consequences

From a tax perspective, as the joint venture is merely a 
contract and not a legal entity with legal personality, the 
revenues and expenses incurred by the joint venture are 
generally distributed to the partners pro rata to their 
participation in the joint venture, and each partner is 
subject to taxation separately. To this extent, the Roma-
nian Tax Code clearly specifies that a joint venture is not 
to be regarded as a separate legal entity for taxation 
purposes.

Payments of profits from the Romanian joint venture to 
the partners are not treated as dividends and are thus 
not subject to the withholding dividend tax. From a VAT 
perspective, the joint venture may be considered a sepa-
rate entity from its partners unless all partners are Roma-
nian taxable entities.
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Romanian Tax Treatment of Income 
Derived through Partnerships

Alina Niculciu

The use of partnerships, especially for cross-border transactions, involves com-
plex international matters. As partnerships are generally treated as either transpa-
rent entities or separate taxable entities, the differences between the Romanian tax 
law treatment and other jurisdictions may lead to difficulties in the application of 
double taxation treaties.



In terms of procedure, taxation depends, however, on 
the nationality of each partner. If all partners are foreign 
residents, one of them will be required to act as a repre-
sentative before the tax authorities. The appointed repre-
sentative will have to perform all mandatory tax procedu-
res and then pay the income tax on behalf of the other 
partners. If the partners are both Romanian and foreign 
tax residents, then the mandatory tax procedures must 
be performed by the Romanian partner. 

Double taxation treaties

Most Romanian’s double taxation treaties do not include 
any special provisions on the tax treatment of the part-
nerships and their partners. It may therefore be unclear 
how double taxation treaties limit the treatment under 
Romanian tax law. There are interpretations stating that 
entitlement to treaty benefits depends on whether a part-
nership is a resident person of a contracting state. Still, 
most of Romania’s double taxation treaties define the 
term person very broadly. 

As mentioned, Romanian partnerships are not Romanian 
residents for purposes of double taxation treaties be-
cause partnerships are not separate taxable persons in 
Romania. Some interpretations state that if partnership is 
not regarded as a taxable person for treaty purposes, the 
treaty between the original source state and the resi-
dence state of each partner should apply. 

As concerns the treatment of a foreign partnership with 
Romanian partners, some Romanian commentators are 
of the view that a non-Romanian partnership is fiscally 
transparent for Romanian tax purposes only if, in the 
country of organisation of the partnership, it is a non-juri-
dical person (ie, cannot sue or be sued in its own name). 
Still, this lack of clarity may lead to conflicts in the appli-
cation and interpretation of double taxation treaties.

Tax aspects of a partnership depend on its particular na-
ture. As deriving income through a partnership creates 
complex matters of international tax law, each case 
should be carefully considered prior to implementation.

 From a tax perspective, as the joint venture is mere-
 ly a contract and not a legal entity with legal per-
sonality, the revenues and expenses incurred by the 
joint venture are generally distributed to the partners 
pro rata to their participation in the joint venture, 
and each partner is subject to taxation separately. 
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roadmap 2007 – more
The theme of roadmap 2007 was more – more information, more knowledge, more success, more contentment. 
The word is a neutral adjective meaning either good or bad depending on whether it is followed by a positive or 
negative substantive form. We want to present the positive form – the motivating and helpful “more”.
Artist: Esther Stocker. Structure, laws and rules provide security and enable decisions, judgments and concrete 
actions. This force of law, however, does not operate in empty space. It knows a horizon before which and towards 
which it unfolds. The works of Esther Stocker draw from the interplay of rules, structures and laws.  

roadmap 2008 – diversity
The theme of roadmap 2008 was diversity. The diversity of schoenherr’s area of operation can be seen in the 
contrast between the ancient rural landscapes of Transylvania and the golden concert hall of the Vienna Musikverein. 
The fi rm is defi ned by diversity, with lawyers of different nationalities, cultural backgrounds and professional talents. 
This diversity is our strength, enabling us to service the equally diverse nature and needs of our clients. 
Artist: Berenice Darrer. In her art, Berenice Darrer takes up the issue of diversity in an understated approach that 
disrupts conventional views and encourages refl ection. Her work is composed of a multitude of component parts that 
can be arranged in different and diverse ways. 

roadmap 2009 – fl ow
The theme of roadmap 2009 was fl ow. We encounter the inconspicuous fl ow at every turn: cash fl ow, fl ow chart, work 
fl ow. In modern commercial law, fl ow implies knowledge of current legal developments, swift adjustment to changing 
conditions, an optimistic view of the future and determination to take the right decisions at the right time.
Artist: Josef Schwaiger. Josef Schwaiger has been working with the theme of fl ow for many years. His abstract, often 
linear art, with its suggestion of movement and change, unmistakably evokes a feeling of fl ow.

roadmap 2010 – explore
The theme of roadmap 2010 was explore. The word evokes images of adventure and discovery, of movement and 
curiosity. Explore also implies an approach and an attitude. The approach is practical, creative, unconventional if 
necessary. The attitude is positive and proactive, of a desire to move into new territories and a determination to fi nd 
the way forward.
Artist: Mario Dalpra. Mario Dalpra was born in Austria and spends part of his time there. He also spends large amounts 
of time in India, which provides him with stimuli and new sources of inspiration for his work. Perhaps this is what gives 
his work such a fresh, strong element of exploration and discovery.

roadmap 2011 – shape
The theme of roadmap 2011 was shape. Events often have a tendency to sweep us along with them, to shape our 
lives, our work, our moods, our plans. But “shape” can also imply control, action and empowerment. In unpredictable 
times, a positive and proactive approach to shaping events towards desired outcomes is called for even more. That 
is the message of the roadmap. 
Artist: Matthias Hauer. An Austrian photographer and cameraman with a wealth of experience in various visual media, 
his images in roadmap 11 provide a poignant interpretation of its theme of shape.

Roadmap 12 will be the sixth edition of the roadmap. What started in 2007 
has become a highly anticipated annual tradition, helping to set schoenherr 
apart with its unique and provocative blend of art and law.
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Artist: Josef Schwaiger. Josef Schwaiger has been working with the theme of fl ow for many years. His abstract, often Artist: Josef Schwaiger. Josef Schwaiger has been working with the theme of fl ow for many years. His abstract, often 

The theme of roadmap 2010 was explore. The word evokes images of adventure and discovery, of movement and The theme of roadmap 2010 was explore. The word evokes images of adventure and discovery, of movement and 
curiosity. Explore also implies an approach and an attitude. The approach is practical, creative, unconventional if curiosity. Explore also implies an approach and an attitude. The approach is practical, creative, unconventional if 
necessary. The attitude is positive and proactive, of a desire to move into new territories and a determination to fi nd necessary. The attitude is positive and proactive, of a desire to move into new territories and a determination to fi nd 

The theme of roadmap 2007 was more – more information, more knowledge, more success, more contentment. The theme of roadmap 2007 was more – more information, more knowledge, more success, more contentment. The theme of roadmap 2007 was more – more information, more knowledge, more success, more contentment. The theme of roadmap 2007 was more – more information, more knowledge, more success, more contentment. 
The word is a neutral adjective meaning either good or bad depending on whether it is followed by a positive or The word is a neutral adjective meaning either good or bad depending on whether it is followed by a positive or The word is a neutral adjective meaning either good or bad depending on whether it is followed by a positive or The word is a neutral adjective meaning either good or bad depending on whether it is followed by a positive or 
negative substantive form. We want to present the positive form – the motivating and helpful “more”.negative substantive form. We want to present the positive form – the motivating and helpful “more”.negative substantive form. We want to present the positive form – the motivating and helpful “more”.negative substantive form. We want to present the positive form – the motivating and helpful “more”.
Artist: Esther Stocker. Structure, laws and rules provide security and enable decisions, judgments and concrete Artist: Esther Stocker. Structure, laws and rules provide security and enable decisions, judgments and concrete Artist: Esther Stocker. Structure, laws and rules provide security and enable decisions, judgments and concrete Artist: Esther Stocker. Structure, laws and rules provide security and enable decisions, judgments and concrete 
actions. This force of law, however, does not operate in empty space. It knows a horizon before which and towards actions. This force of law, however, does not operate in empty space. It knows a horizon before which and towards actions. This force of law, however, does not operate in empty space. It knows a horizon before which and towards actions. This force of law, however, does not operate in empty space. It knows a horizon before which and towards 
which it unfolds. The works of Esther Stocker draw from the interplay of rules, structures and laws.  which it unfolds. The works of Esther Stocker draw from the interplay of rules, structures and laws.  which it unfolds. The works of Esther Stocker draw from the interplay of rules, structures and laws.  which it unfolds. The works of Esther Stocker draw from the interplay of rules, structures and laws.  

The theme of roadmap 2008 was diversity. The diversity of schoenherr’s area of operation can be seen in the The theme of roadmap 2008 was diversity. The diversity of schoenherr’s area of operation can be seen in the 
contrast between the ancient rural landscapes of Transylvania and the golden concert hall of the Vienna Musikverein. contrast between the ancient rural landscapes of Transylvania and the golden concert hall of the Vienna Musikverein. 
The fi rm is defi ned by diversity, with lawyers of different nationalities, cultural backgrounds and professional talents. The fi rm is defi ned by diversity, with lawyers of different nationalities, cultural backgrounds and professional talents. 
This diversity is our strength, enabling us to service the equally diverse nature and needs of our clients. This diversity is our strength, enabling us to service the equally diverse nature and needs of our clients. 
Artist: Berenice Darrer. In her art, Berenice Darrer takes up the issue of diversity in an understated approach that Artist: Berenice Darrer. In her art, Berenice Darrer takes up the issue of diversity in an understated approach that 
disrupts conventional views and encourages refl ection. Her work is composed of a multitude of component parts that disrupts conventional views and encourages refl ection. Her work is composed of a multitude of component parts that 
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conditions, an optimistic view of the future and determination to take the right decisions at the right time.conditions, an optimistic view of the future and determination to take the right decisions at the right time.conditions, an optimistic view of the future and determination to take the right decisions at the right time.conditions, an optimistic view of the future and determination to take the right decisions at the right time.
Artist: Josef Schwaiger. Josef Schwaiger has been working with the theme of fl ow for many years. His abstract, often Artist: Josef Schwaiger. Josef Schwaiger has been working with the theme of fl ow for many years. His abstract, often Artist: Josef Schwaiger. Josef Schwaiger has been working with the theme of fl ow for many years. His abstract, often Artist: Josef Schwaiger. Josef Schwaiger has been working with the theme of fl ow for many years. His abstract, often 
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Artist: Mario Dalpra. Mario Dalpra was born in Austria and spends part of his time there. He also spends large amounts Artist: Mario Dalpra. Mario Dalpra was born in Austria and spends part of his time there. He also spends large amounts Artist: Mario Dalpra. Mario Dalpra was born in Austria and spends part of his time there. He also spends large amounts Artist: Mario Dalpra. Mario Dalpra was born in Austria and spends part of his time there. He also spends large amounts 
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lives, our work, our moods, our plans. But “shape” can also imply control, action and empowerment. In unpredictable lives, our work, our moods, our plans. But “shape” can also imply control, action and empowerment. In unpredictable 
times, a positive and proactive approach to shaping events towards desired outcomes is called for even more. That times, a positive and proactive approach to shaping events towards desired outcomes is called for even more. That 

Artist: Matthias Hauer. An Austrian photographer and cameraman with a wealth of experience in various visual media, Artist: Matthias Hauer. An Austrian photographer and cameraman with a wealth of experience in various visual media, 
his images in roadmap 11 provide a poignant interpretation of its theme of shape.his images in roadmap 11 provide a poignant interpretation of its theme of shape.
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offi ces
austria: A-1010 Wien, Tuchlauben 17, T: +43 1 534 37 - 0, F: +43 1 534 37 6100, E: offi ce.austria@schoenherr.eu 
belgium: B-1000 Bruxelles, Avenue de Cortenbergh 52, T: +32 2 743 40 40, F: +32 2 743 40 49, E: offi ce.belgium@schoenherr.eu 
bulgaria: Advokatsko druzhestvo Andreev, Stoyanov & Tsekova in cooperation with Schoenherr, BG-1000 Sofi a, Alabin 56, 
T: +359 2 933 10 70, F: +359 2 986 11 05, E: offi ce.bulgaria@schoenherr.eu 
croatia: Schönherr Rechtsanwälte GmbH - Podružnica Zagreb, HR-10000 Zagreb, Ulica kneza Branimira 29 III, 
T: +385 1 457 64 92, F: +385 1 481 30 73, E: offi ce.croatia@schoenherr.eu
czech republic: CZ-110 00 Praha 1, nám. Republiky 1079/1a, T: +420 225 996 500, F: +420 225 996 555, 
E: offi ce.czechrepublic@schoenherr.eu 
hungary: H-1024 Budapest, Buday László utca 12., T: +36 1 345 87 78, F: +36 1 345 87 77, E: offi ce.hungary@schoenherr.eu 
poland: PL-00-120 Warszawa, ul. Złota 59, T: +48 22 222 42 00, F: +48 22 222 42 99, E: offi ce.poland@schoenherr.eu
romania: RO-010413 București, Blvd. Dacia Nr. 30, T: +40 21 319 67 90, F: +40 21 319 67 91, E: offi ce.romania@schoenherr.eu 
serbia: Moravčević Vojnović Zdravković oad in cooperation with Schoenherr, SRB-11000 Beograd, Francuska 27, 
T: +381 11 320 26 00, F:+381 11 320 26 10, E: offi ce.serbia@schoenherr.eu 
slovakia: SK-811 06 Bratislava, Nám. 1. mája 18 (Park One), T: +421 2 571 007 01, F: +421 2 571 007 02, 
E : offi ce.slovakia@schoenherr.eu
slovenia: SI-1000 Ljubljana, Tomšičeva 3, T: +386 1 200 09 80, F: +386 1 426 07 11, E: offi ce.slovenia@schoenherr.eu 
ukraine: UA-01033 Kyiv, 44 Shota Rustaveli Street, T: +38 044 220 10 46, F: +38 044 220 10 45, E: offi ce.ukraine@schoenherr.eu

In all jurisdictions, schoenherr’s operations (including cooperation with independent attorneys) are in compliance with relevant law 
and other rules and regulations, in particular rules of professional conduct.
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The contributions in the roadmap 12 deal with current legal questions in jurisdictions in which a schoenherr offi ce is located. 
The roadmap 12 does not contain legal advice. The information herein cannot substitute individual legal advice for existing 
circumstances. Your contact partner at schoenherr is available for any further questions.

The submission deadline for the contributions to this roadmap (unless stated otherwise within the article): 01.12.2011
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